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Abstract 

 

Public-Private Production of Space: 

The Financial Geography of Infrastructure 

Provision in South Korea 

 

Kim, Changhyun 

Department of Geography 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

This dissertation aims to explain the structural relationship between capital 

investment and space from a financial geographical perspective. In order to 

achieve this goal, the process of producing infrastructure by means of a PPP 

program in South Korea is analyzed. The means of infrastructure production has 

now been transferred from government procurement to a PPP program, which 

usually includes direct investment in the capital market, making an issue of 

sustainability concerning the equity between generations. Referring to Harvey’s 

spatial fix hypothesis, the dissertation organizes the production of infrastructure 

into three main topics in order to explain the dynamic relationship between 

finance and geography: Topic 1 explains the history and financial geography of 

Korean PPP program; Topic 2 analyzes the causes and effects of demand 
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overestimation in terms of valuation of financial products; Topic 3 uncovers how 

infrastructure funds realize profit from SPC, highlighting the process of 

refinancing SPC. 

Topic 1 seeks to reconstruct the history and financial geography of 

infrastructure and to problematize the political economic issues of the Korean 

PPP program. This topic will deliver the fundamental background of this 

dissertation and discuss the relevant concrete historical and spatial issues. 

Regarding Korean spatial features, this chapter will offer a basic typology of 

Korean PPP projects. From these works, this chapter will establish the framework 

of the dissertation, considering the life cycle and spatial characteristics of PPP 

projects. 

As Topic 2 is concerned with valuation, Chapter 4 investigates the demand 

overestimation of infrastructure, focusing mainly on the Incheon Airport 

Highway, and explains in what ways its demand was severely overestimated. I 

compared the demand estimation in the Korean government report, or Transport 

Impact Assessment, to that in the Concession agreement of the central 

government and private investors. By investigating the expected cash flow 

statement from two main sources, this research has established that the 

overestimation of traffic demand came initially from the Transport Impact 

Assessment in 1994, prior to the Concession agreement.  

The estimation of cash flow in the Concession agreement between the public 

and the private sector appeared to be stabilized and reduced in comparison to 

the Transport Impact Assessment. This means that the overestimation of the 
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Airport Highway’s demand was related to the inaccurate traffic forecast by 

government rather than the change of financing method from public 

procurement to project finance. However, this result does not imply that the 

overestimation of the other infrastructures is derived from the failure of traffic 

forecasts. For example, with regard to the demands of both Incheon Bridge and 

Airport Railway, the other two ways to reach the Incheon International Airport 

Island, was also much more overestimated than that of Incheon Airport Highway, 

even if both projects had been planned and constructed much later than Incheon 

Airport Highway. In fact, the accomplishment rate of Airport Railway was no 

more than 7 percent when it came into operation. As such, the failure of demand 

estimation led directly to the increase of government subsidy due to the MRG.      

Topic 3 examines the financial strategies of infrastructure funds in the 

operation phase. By investigating the financial and accountancy data of SPCs in 

charge of PPP projects, this chapter reveals the multi-capital strategy of 

infrastructure funds in the process of refinancing. In the operation period, many 

of the risks of PPP projects are eliminated and financial investors search for ways 

to realize profit through SPC. Accordingly, the SPC has a multi-capital structure 

in which investment in the infrastructure relates to equity and subordinated 

debt. With regard to the multi-capital strategy, the infrastructure fund can 

realize profits even though the financial losses of SPCs are accumulated through 

high interest costs. However, the financial structure of SPC is not as bad as it 

appears because all the wages of the company are paid in cash annually.  

Compared to previous studies, this dissertation has made several 

contributions, as follows. Firstly, it has analyzed the entire processes of PPP 
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programs in South Korea, and has contributed to identifying the structural link 

between MRG and refinancing, which had been thought of as distinctive. 

Secondly, this dissertation uses financial and accountancy information to 

understand what Harvey explained from a Marxist perspective, regarding 

infrastructure in terms of spatial products. Finally, in practical terms this 

research will provide some information for those who wish to invest in the 

infrastructure of developing countries and those who require investment.  

Keywords: financialization, financial geography, project finance, 

infrastructure, PPP, spatial fix 

Student Number: 2009-30823  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background  

The production of infrastructure by private investment has been threatening 

conventional beliefs about the role of government in procuring public goods. 

Since the Private Finance Initiative (PFI), a kind of Public Private Partnership 

(PPP) program, was introduced in U.K. by the Conservative administration led by 

the Prime Minister John Major, PPP has gradually become the main means of 

producing infrastructure.1 Many other countries, including Spain, Canada, the 

Netherlands, and Japan, etc. also have introduced a PPP program in order to 

increase the efficiency of their infrastructure provisions. In this context, OECD 

maintains that PPP may become a widespread policy, as many countries have 

been suffering because of the need to increase budgets due to low levels of 

growth and ageing populations (OECD 2007). Furthermore, global investors are 

now paying more attention to infrastructure as they are expected to generate 

long and steady cash flows (Leitner et al. 2007), particularly after the US financial 

crisis which was triggered by the crisis in subprime mortgage loans in 2008.  

The South Korean government has also implemented a PPP program in order 

to provide infrastructure since its legislation in the form of the Act on Public-

Private-Partnership (PPP Act) in 1994 (KDI 2007a, KDI 2007b). As soon as this act 

came into effect, the government began to utilize the PPP program to construct 

and finance infrastructure facilities such as toll roads, harbors, and railways. The 

Incheon International Airport Highway (Airport Highway), which connects Seoul 

                                                        

1 PPP is also represented by many other terms, such as Private Financed, Public-Private-

Partnership, Private-Finance-Initiative (PFI), which are similar but have different meanings. 

In this dissertation, PPP broadly represent all projects which contains any kind of private 

participation. Furthermore, the PPP program suggests the governmental institution of PPP 

and the PPP project will refer to the project to plan, finance, and construct a facility. A 

facility means the physical entity of the infrastructure itself (Kwak et al. 2009). 
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to Incheon International Airport (Incheon Airport) was constructed, along with 

the Cheonan-Nonsan Highway, whose route is crucial to reach Cheolla Province, 

and the Daegu-Busan Highway, which connects the two largest cities in 

Kyeongsang Province. These are typical examples of the products of the PPP 

program.2 

The PPP program includes private investment and requires an appropriate 

financial method. Among the methods considered, project finance is a type of 

financial method in which private investors can participate directly in the 

provision of infrastructure (Brealey et al. 1996). This can be differentiated from 

traditional investment in that project finance is based in principle upon the 

expected future cash flow (Pretorius et al. 2009). Thus, it is specifically useful for 

large-scale infrastructure provision, which bears a number of risks. While 

overcoming the Korean financial crisis in 1997, the government encouraged the 

PPP program of infrastructure and real estates, or spatially fixed products by 

means of project finance. In this context, Kim explains the prevalence of the PPP 

program as the integration of spatial and capital markets (Kim 2005). 

As such, the capitalist production of space is increasingly relevant to capital 

flow and its attendant logic. The basic mechanism of project finance involves 

estimating the cash flow of a project so as to evaluate its present value. This 

principle is similar to the other forms of securitization such as Mortgage-Backed 

Securities (MBS) and Asset-Backed Securities (ABS) which are backed by the cash 

                                                        

2 On this basis, Korean PPP is divided roughly into BTO (Build-Transfer-Operate) and 

BTL (Build-Transfer-Lease). BTO is the first method of PPP and means that a private entity 

will construct the facility, transfer it to the government, and operate in the projected period. 

On the other hand, BTL is different from BTL as in this case the government will operate 

the facility and give its lease to the private entity. The former is used to build a large-scale 

project, and the latter is to make relatively small facilities such as student dormitories and 

parking lots.  
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flow from student loans, cars, cell phones, etc. Likewise, the valuation3  of 

projects becomes the pre-condition of project finance, which suggests that the 

demand estimation of the infrastructure is critical for the success of projects. 

Thus, the financial model of project finance should contain the expected cash 

flow, considering all the variables that could possibly affect the project including 

traffic, user fee, interest rates and geography.4 In the real estate market, the 

integrated economic model has increasingly combined rent and construction 

with the capital market (DiPasquale and Wheaton 1996). 

The global transition of infrastructure provision from government 

procurement to PPP can be reinterpreted with regard to financial geography. The 

relationship between finance and geography and its relevance to the spatial 

market is not a new topic in academic society (Clark 2002; Dixon 2011; Hall 2011, 

2012, 2013). For example, economic geographers have contributed to defining 

financial geography by critically reviewing the limit of popular discourses on 

capitalism by analyzing the effects of privatization from a geographical 

perspective (Martin 1999). In addition, Hall's successive papers concentrating on 

                                                        

3 While valuation has several meanings, I will use this term only with reference to its 

meaning in corporate finance. Thus, valuation refers here to discount cash flow valuation. 

DCF is a financial technique to compute the present value of an asset by considering the 

time value of money (Ross et al. 2010). According to this approach, the present value is 

equal to the sum of the discounted future value that an asset will generate 

4 The essential feature of public private sector ventures is that while capital investment 

in the asset is made solely by a private sector project company, the asset is ultimately 

intended for public use, so the project company will not own it forever. Depending on the 

stage of the project life cycle, private sector participation in financing public sector 

infrastructure assets is usually facilitated by transferring rights to a private sector project 

company to build the asset or operate the asset for an agreed term, and then return the 

custody to the public sector. This is the well-known build-operate-transfer model, used 

widely in the development of roads, tunnels, power station, rail projects, pipelines and other 

landmark projects all over the world (Pretorius et al. 2008: 19). 
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financialization indicate that the recent attention given by geographers to this 

area is more than a fashion (Hall 2011, 2012, 2013). Despite the contributions of 

economic geographers, many missing links still exist in the relationship between 

capital and space within the capitalist political economic system.5 For example, 

the previous studies of financial geography rarely scrutinized the present 

financial methods which make up the current financial products, including the 

derivatives such as Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs) and Credit Debt 

Swaps (CDSs) (Jarrow 2006). 

In practice, many socio-economic debates about PPP program also have been 

raised in Korea. These have focused on demand overestimation, expensive user 

fees or irrational financial structures (Yang 2007; Choi 2007, 2012; Kim 2010). In 

particular, the early PPP projects contracted in the 1990s became problematic as 

they had to be operated after the construction. Regarding these challenges, the 

financial data relating to PPP programs are now increasingly available. Especially, 

Special Purpose Corporate (SPC), as a conduit of investment, contains financial 

data such as balance sheets, income statements and cash flow statements.6 As 

seen from the recent fierce debate on the Piketty's work, Capital in the 21st 

Century (Piketty 2014), the accumulated data can have a noteworthy impact on 

academic society and place mainstream economists at the center of the debate on 

inequality. As such, accumulated financial and accountancy data would 

contribute to the debate on financial geography, by bringing us closer to a 

concrete picture of the spatial production process (Harvey 1982). In addition to 

                                                        

5  Dixon (2011) sees financial geography as a branch of economic geography. He 

proposed this insight through the discourse of variegated capitalism. 

6 The Act on PPP in Infrastructure in Korea (PPP Act) uses the term of concessionaire 

instead of SPC, but this dissertation will use SPC in order to stress the financial dimension 

of project finance. 
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the contribution to the theory of spatial production, this dissertation will provide 

some policy implications for the challenges of PPP. 

1.2. Objectives of the research 

This dissertation aims to identify how capital investment can produce large-scale 

spatial products from the perspective of financial geography, scrutinizing the case 

of the Korean PPP program and projects to provide transport infrastructure such 

as toll roads, tunnels and railways. Traditionally, the government had provided 

the infrastructure service in order to build up the foundation for economic 

development (OECD 2007). However, the introduction of PPP makes the role of 

government more complex by employing the private capital, which has its own 

logic to realize capital. This dissertation is an attempt to examine how the capital 

investment produces space and makes profit from PPP projects and their 

relationships with government. 

In order to achieve this goal, the dissertation is structured as follows. First of 

all, Chapter 2 will review various academic works on financial geography and 

focus on the Marxist approach on financial geography, mainly based on the David 

Harvey’s work, or a spatial fix. Also, a critical review of both the development of 

PPP programs and the concrete issues of risk allocation will be provided. By 

focusing on these works, this chapter will establish the framework of the 

dissertation by considering the life cycle of PPP projects.  

Chapter 3 is directly connected to Topic 1, which involves reconstructing the 

history and financial geography of infrastructure and problematizing the political 

and economic issues of the Korean PPP program. This chapter will explain the 

fundamental background of this dissertation and examine a number of concrete 

historical and spatial issues. Regarding Korean spatial features, this chapter will 

offer a basic typology of Korean PPP projects.  
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Chapter 4 is related to Topic 2, and analyzes chronic demand overestimation 

of PPP projects in Korea, with reference to the work of Flyvbjerg and his 

colleagues. (Flyvbjerg et al. 2005; Flyvbjerg 2007a, 2007b, 2009). Utilizing the 

simulation of cash flow, this chapter will scrutinize where demand 

overestimation is derived from, focusing mainly on the Airport Highway. 

Through this analysis, this chapter will explain why the geography is important 

when estimating the demand of PPP project, exemplifying PPP projects in the 

Airport Island.  

Chapter 5 will deal with Topic 3, in order to inspect the financial strategies of 

infrastructure funds with regard to how to realize profits from the project, by 

investigating the capital structure in the balance sheet and other financial 

statements. 7  While Chapter 4 seeks to find the reasons for demand 

overestimation, this chapter will serve to uncover how infrastructure funds, along 

with construction companies, make profits from the refinancing process in the 

operational phase. This chapter will show how the infrastructures are 

financialized in the operation phase and their relevance to the analysis in Chapter 

4. From these analyses considering the life cycle of a PPP program, this chapter 

will reveal the structural connectivity between demand overestimation and the 

financial strategies of infrastructure funds. Finally, Chapter 6 will summarize the 

results of the research, explain them with reference to financial geography and 

suggest some policy implications. 

According to the life cycle of projects, Topic 2 is related to the valuation 

process before construction, or the planning phase, and Topic 3 will scrutinize 

                                                        

7 An infrastructure fund, even though it can be interpreted in many different ways, will 

be defined strictly as a financial entity which invests in the equity of an infrastructure, as 

well as in other forms of finance including senior, subordinated debt, etc. The Macquarie 

Korea Infrastructure Fund (MKIF), investing about 2.2 trillion KRW, is a typical example of 

an infrastructure fund.  
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what happens in the operational phase, especially after refinancing. In these 

ways, the dissertation will contribute to a better understand of the relationship 

between finance and geography and uncover the structural links between Topic 2 

(demand overestimation) and Topic 3 (realization of capital).  

1.3. Methodology and data 

1.3.1. Methodology 

PPP program contains a number of types including BOT, BTO, BOO, and BTL 

but this chapter deals only with the BTO type. When the Korean government 

introduced PPP program BTO type is allowed to provide transport infrastructure 

such as toll roads, railway, and subway. The investors participating in BTO 

project usually establish the legal entity, namely SPC, in order to finance the 

whole project. The investors of Airport Highway which consisted mainly of 

Korean construction companies should pay for construction cost (CC) until the 

end of construction. As soon as the construction is over the SPC transfer the 

ownership into the government and receive the right of operation and 

mainptenance (the right of Operation & Maintenance) for a long period, usually 

thirty years in Korea. So, the SPC can earn operating revenue (OR) from toll 

revenue, and the expected cash flow (CF) from the SPC is equal to operating 

revenue minus operating cost in the financial model below.  

 
   

(1 +  ) 

 

   

=   
   −    

(1 +  ) 
 

 

     

 

Note: In this equation, r represents the discount rate of the whole project: N is the period of the right 
of O&M while n is the construction period. Basic idea of this model is derived from a standard 
financial model released by KDI (2007a). 
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 By definition, the Net Present Value (NPV) of each project is equal to the 

present value of benefits minus the present value of costs.8 In order to compute 

NPV of a project, the equation can be fixed as follows. If the present value of OR 

is larger than the present value of both OC and CC, the NPV of this project will 

be positive, which implies that the project is lucrative.9 

   =   
   −    

(1 +  ) 
 −  

   

(1 +  ) 

 

   

 

     

 

0 =   
   −    

(1 +  ) 
 −  

   

(1 +  ) 

 

   

 

     

 

 =     

In the financial model, the expected cash flow (CF) is defined as follows. 

Cash	Flow = Cash	Inflow	(OR) − Cash	Outflow(OC) 

   =    −     

Expected	Revenue = Expected	Toll × Expected	Trip 

   =   ̇  ̇ 

                                                        

8 Net present value is an index of capital budgeting and means the present value that this 

project will be expected to earn. It can be also expressed as, NPV=PV (benefit) – PV (cost). 

Similarly, internal rate of return (IRR), as a mean of capital budgeting, represent the 

discount rate which will make the NPV of the project zero. 

9 The way to calculate the error of traffic demand is diversified (KDI 2007a; Chiara and 

Kokkaew 2013; Vecci et al. 2013; Gil 2013). In general, they use the value of 
     ̇̇

  ̇̇
 in 

order to measure the difference between the projected and the actual demand. However, this 

dissertation uses this form, stimulating its relevance to the MRG rate and expenses. 
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A =
    

  ̇  ̇

 

Overestimation	rate = 	γ −    

The internal rate of return is defined as the discount rate where NPV of a 

project is zero. IRR should be larger than discount rate, or cost of capital in order 

to invest the project. NPV and IRR are the index which summarize the 

profitability of each project. By using this index, financial investors can make 

decision on whether they invest in the project. In principle, financial investors are 

willing to invest in the project when the NPV of the project is positive, or the IRR 

is larger than the capital cost of stockholders. In other words, financial investors 

can invest only when the return on investment (IRR) is larger than the required 

rate of return, measured by Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC).   

In order to define the demand overestimation, I will use the value of MRG as 

the index of overestimation because MRG exactly means that the demand of the 

facility is less than the certain rate of the expected. The Γ, or the MRG rate, 

represents the committed achievement rate, the value in Airport Highway is 90 

percent. Consequently, if the project should pay for MRG due to the lack of 

passengers, the gap between the MRG rate and the achievement rate (Γ-A) can be 

defined as the overestimation of the projects.10 

Figure 1-1 shows an example of the expected cash flow in the Concession 

agreement in 2000. As seen from this, SPC finances the construction companies 

in the construction period, and then repay the debt and equity from the 

                                                        

10  The concept of achievement rate means the value of the actual traffic divided by the 

expected traffic. However, I will use the concept of achievement rate (AR) in order to better 

understand it in terms of MRG. Refer to the basic formulation of financial model which 

explains the relationship between AR and MRG. 
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operating revenue in the operation period. The expected cash flow (ECF) is the 

value which does not reflect the discount rate, while the discounted cash flow 

(DCF) does. According to DCF model, the sum of construction cost and the 

discounted operating revenue are theoretically same.  

 

Figure 1-1 Estimated cash flow of Airport Highway 
Source: Concession agreement, 2000 

 

The goal of chapter 5 is to reveal the financial structure concentrating on the 

difference between before and after refinancing of SPCs. After extracting the 

accountancy data from the statement of financial position, I established a dataset 

of 10 SPCs in charge of infrastructure including variables: total asset, current 

asset, non-current asset, and the right of O&M, construction subsidy, the price of 

intangible asset, liability, current liability, non-current liability, equity, and 

retained earnings. From the income statement, gross income, toll revenue, MRG, 

cost of sales, amortization of intangible assets, interest cost, EBT, net income, or 

net loss, and cash flow from operating activities was extracted by income 

statement and cash flow statement each. From the dataset, I have sought to map 
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the financial flow before and after refinancing of SPCs in order to show what 

happened around this period.  

Finally, the rate of return of SPCs and infrastructure funds are compared in 

order to uncover the actual rate of return of infrastructure fund. When 

calculating the rate of return of SPC, Return on Asset (ROA) is used because ROE 

of SPCs are usually negative due to the impaired equity. Computing the rate of 

return of infrastructure fund, both of blended ROE and ROE are used for 

objectification of the value. It is noteworthy that KDI also used Blended ROE in 

order to calculate the profit-sharing from refinancing (KDI 2012).   

SPC:  

ROA =
  

     
 

Infrastructure fund:  

ROE =
  

     ℎ       	    	      
 

Blended	ROE = (  × ROE) + (   ×    ) 

 

1.3.2. Data  

The research object is the PPP program and projects to provide transport 

infrastructure such as toll road, tunnel, and railway. After the implementation of 

the PPP program in 1994, the central government widely employed the PPP 

program especially for transport facilities. Large-scale projects such as Airport 

Highway, Cheonan-nonsan Highway, Daegu-Busan Highway were planned at 

that time. Until now, more than 600 PPP projects exist, among them 200 projects 

are BTO, and the rest of them is small-scale BTL projects. Among 200 BTO 
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projects, this research concentrates mainly on the transport infrastructure under 

operation. 9 projects whose financial data is available are selected for research as 

follows. The features of those projects are explained in chapter 3. 

In chapter 3, the dissertation will categorize the PPP projects and explain their 

key issues. The key data is from the Public and Private Infrastructure Investment 

Management Center (PIMAC) in the Korean Development Institution (KDI), a 

major Korean state-sponsored research center. PIMAC published many reports, 

working papers, and statics, which constitute the basis of this research. National 

Assembly Budget Office (NABO), another state-sponsored research center, 

published “A guide to PPP projects” which covered the whole projects (NABO 

2010). The board of audit and inspection of Korea (BAI) provides a key data on 

the problem of PPP program, made for inspection of the administration. All 

financial data in this dissertation are from the website of Data Analysis, Retrieval, 

and Transfer System (DART), operated by the Korean Financial Supervisory 

Service (http://dart.fss.or.kr/). This site contains the public financial and audit 

report of all listed companies including those of SPCs as well. 

All official data in this dissertation can be acquired through the Korean 

institution of the disclosure of public information, even if not all data were 

available. While Airport Highway opened a number of data including the 

Concession agreement and its revisions, the data on the estimation of Incheon 

Bridge and Airport Railway were not opened depending on the official decision. 

The case of Airport Railway is included in the dissertation even if no longer a PPP 

program because it was acquired by Korail, a state-sponsored firm, but is 

incorporated as research objectives because it gave lessons on PPP program.   

Chapter 3 is about the history of PPP program in South Korea. Reviewing 

newspaper, journals, and government reports, this chapter explains what 

happened the last few decades along with PPP program. In order to introduce 

more concrete context of PPP introduction and its issues, this dissertation also 
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utilize some official seminar scripts held by Korean governmental research 

institutes such as Korean Development Institute and Korea Transport Institute 

(KDI 1999, KDI 2000, KOTI 2006). These scripts were available to access their 

homepage and used to illustrate the discussion on the results of other chapters. 

The name of speaker will not be opened in the dissertation, but his status in the 

PPP project will be partly informed. For example, a person who talked about the 

financial problem from the construction company will be noted as (in KDI 2000 

from Construction Company). 

Table 1-1 Research Objects 
Unit: billion KRW, IRR: Concession agreement11, Total investment: constant 

Name of 
Project  

Concession 
Agreement  

Competent 
Authority 

SPC IRR  
Total 

investment 

Airport 
Highway 

1995  
Central 

Government 
New Airport Highway 9.7% 1,468 

Incheon Bridge 2003 
Central 

Government 
Incheon Bridge 5.1% 946 

Cheonan-
Nonsan 

1997  
Central 

Government 
Cheonan-Nonsan 

Highway 
7.8% 1,179 

Kwangju 2-1 
Beltway 

2000  
Local 

Government 
Kwangju Beltway 

investment 
7.3% 186 

Airport Railway 2001  
Central 

Government 
Korail Airport 

Highway  
5.3% 3,089 

Seoul-
Chuncheon 

2004 
Central 

Government 
Seoul-Chuncheon 

Highway 
6.0% 1,360 

Daegu-Busan 1997  
Central 

Government 
New Daegu-Busan 

Highway 
5.0% 1,729 

Woomyeon 
Tunnel 

1998  
Local 

Government 
Woomyeon Mountain 

infraway 
7.0% 144 

Seoul Beltway 2000  
Central 

Government 
Seoul Highway 7.2% 1,409 

Source: NABO 2010; DART(each company, each year) 

                                                        

11 IRR is the internal rate of return, a variable to be used when one needs to decide 

whether or not to invest the project (Ross et al. 2010). This dissertation will use a number of 

concepts widely used in corporate finance. On the basis, corporate Finance of Ross et al. 

(2010) will be frequently used in order to define financial concept. Beyond, specifically 

when dealing with project finance, Yescombe (2002) and Pretorius et al. (2008) will be also 

considered. 
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Chapter 4 seeks to compare the demand estimation from Concession 

agreement and that from Traffic Impact Assessment, and to explain why the 

overestimation came about throughout the finding. In order for testing, I employ 

six variables which can identify the overestimation from two materials. All 

variables are important to illustrate the error of estimation in diverse dimensions.  

The first variable is Calculated Operating Revenue (COR), extracting and 

computing from Transport impact assessment. Basically, cash flow tends to follow 

the estimate of traffic demand, even if not always same. This report computed 

the expected traffic demand, considering population, employment rate, the 

number of cars, etc. The estimate of traffic demand in this report follows as Table 

1-2. This data is not consistent with that in the Concession agreement, so I 

multiplied the estimated traffic demand by the actual toll price, converting them 

into cash flow data. This value will be the source of Simulation.1, which assume 

the cash flow of the facility would follow the COR, calculated by Transport 

Impact Assessment. 

The second variable is the expected operating revenue (EOR) in the 

Concession Agreement. It contains both the expected volume of traffic and 

operating revenue. It should be noted that the expected operating revenue in the 

Concession agreement is constant, not considering the inflation rate. So, it is 

required to compute another current price considering the projected inflation 

rate in order to compare it with the cash flow presented in the balance sheet. 

This computation will generate the nominal EOR, the third variable. This is 

valuable to understand the rate of error, or the difference between the expected 

and actual operating revenue. This variable is the source of Simulation. 2, which 

assume the cash flow of the facility would follow the EOR, derived from 

Concession Agreement (2000).  
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Figure 1-2 Research Object 
Source: DART (each company, each year), NABO (2010) 
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The fourth variable is the final operating revenue (FOR), the result of 

negotiation in the 2010 Concession agreement about MRG between the 

government and the private entity. Beyond other variables I computed, these are 

the figure actually used to compute the exact amount of subsidy by the 

government. From the beginning, the government was committed to pay MRG 

annually if the actual operating revenue is less than the expected level. The 

expected level is the expected revenue in the 2000 Concession agreement 

multiplied by the MRG rate ranging from 90 to 70 percent. So, the government 

intended to lower the amount of MRG through negotiations and the FOR is the 

result of this effort. The FOR matters because it can reveal how the error rate 

related to the computation of MRG. 

The fifth variable is the actual operating revenue (OR), collected through the 

balance sheet of each project entity. A project entity, usually called as special 

purpose corporate (SPC), is usually made by financial investors in order to 

finance an infrastructure. Each project entity publish their own financial 

statement on the website. It should be stressed that the actual operating revenue 

need not to consider inflation. This value is the source of Simulation.3, which 

assume that there had been no MRG.  

In terms of these variables above, three cash flow scenario are generated 

throughout each situation. In order to make virtual cash flow statement, Scenario 

1 employs COR, assuming that the operating revenue is equal to that of Transport 

impact assessment. Similarly, Scenario 2 uses EOR and Scenario 3 uses OR 

assuming no subsidy. By cash flow statement from these computation, I calculate 

the net present value (NPV) and the internal rate of return (IRR) of each case. 

This calculation will show the features of each estimate and its error. In addition, 

other basic terminology used in this dissertation will follow the Table 1-3 and the 

organization of the study is identified in Figure 1-3.   
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Table 1-2 Variables and its meaning in the dissertation 

Variable Explanation Algebraic expression 

P* Toll  

Q** Number of users  

r Discount rate  

ECF Expected cash flow  (    −     )

 

   

 

CF Real Cash flow  (   −    )

 

   

 

EOR Expected Operating revenue   ̇  ̇ 

 

   

̇

 

 

COR 
Calculated OR from the Transport 

impact assessment 
eor using Transport impact 

assessment 

OR Operating Revenue    

 

   

 

EOC Expected Operating Cost  

OC Real operating cost  

CC Construction cost  

n Construction period  
N Operation period  

ACH Achievement rate 
    

 ̇  ̇ 

 

γ Minimum guaranteed rate  

NI Net income 
Sales-Cost of Sales-interest cost- 

tax 

EBIT Earnings before interest and tax NI+interest cost+tax 

ROE Return on Equity 
  

 ℎ   ℎ            
 

ROA Return on Asset 
  

     
 

Blended 
ROE 

Investors’ rate of return from 
investment 

  ×    +    ×     

K Cost of capital  

W Weight  

  =
 ℎ   ℎ            

     	          
, 

 

	   =
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Table 1-3 Terminology compared to those in the PPP act 

Term in the 
dissertation 

Term in the 
PPP act 

Definition under Article 4  

Facility 
Infrastructure 

facilities 

Fundamental facilities which serve as the foundation of 
production Increase the efficiency of such facilities, and 
accommodate the convenience of users and in the lives of the 
public 

Construction 
Infrastructure 

facilities 
project 

Projects involving work, such as construction, expansion, 
renovation or operation of infrastructure facilities 

Revertible 
facility 

SAME 
Infrastructure facilities whose ownership are transferred to the 
State or local governments 

Compete 
authority 

SAME 
The head of the administrative agency in charge of the affairs 
concerning infrastructure facilities projects 

Concession 
agreement 

SAME 
The contract between the competent authority and a potential 
concessionaire to conduct the public-private partnership 
project concerning the conditions, etc. 

SPC Concessionaire 
Corporation other than those in the public sector, which are 
designated as concessionaires under this Act, and which 
conduct public-private partnership projects 

User fee SAME 
The payment for the use of infrastructure facilities by users to 
the concessionaire of relevant facilities, regardless of the titles 
such as user fee, user charge, or fare, etc. 

Public sector SAME The State, Local Government, and Government agencies 

Private 
sector 

SAME 
Corporation including Foreign Corporation, and public and 
private Joint Corporation other than those in the public sector 

Source: PPP act, Article 4. 
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1.4. Framework of dissertation 

 

 

Figure 1-3 Framework of the dissertation 
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2. Literature Review 

This chapter will explain the theoretical basis of financial geography by reviewing 

the previous studies on this field. In particular, I will concentrate on the concept 

of financialization, having been arising amongst academic discourses. From the 

review, I will suggests that Harvey’s spatial fix should be considered to better 

understand the financial geography with respect to the capitalist system. 

Furthermore, I will also add that the financial geography should contain analyses 

on financial structure using accountancy information in order to scrutinize the 

nature of financialization.  

Reviewing the theoretical works on financial geography, the main goal of this 

chapter is to establish the framework of the whole dissertation. More concretely, 

this chapter will explain the basic concepts of project finance and its structure. 

Project finance, as a way of securitization, necessarily requires the valuation and 

the realization process during due to its own characteristics of long term finance. 

Furthermore, it also contains political and institutional debates, as identified in 

the latter of this chapter. Through the analyses above, I will suggest the 

framework by illustrating the political debates around PPP projects. 

2.1. Financial geography: the integration of spatial and capital market 

Since the Glass-Steagall provision, or the Banking Act, was legislated for 

overcoming the Great Depression in 1933, the regulation on financial capital has 

been regarded as necessary for stabilizing the capitalist system.12 This provision 

had contained the separation of investment from commercial banking and 

prohibited commercial bank from investing in risky assets. Despite these efforts, 

                                                        

12  The official act is the Banking Act of 1933 concerning the commercial bank, but 

usually called as "Glass-Steagall Act". The point of this act is to separate deposit banks from 

investment banks and to regulate the deposit bank not to invest in risky assets, as an 

alternative plan after the Great Depression (Cioffi 2000). 
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the degree of the dependency on financial markets in the capitalist society has 

been increasing again especially after the oil shocks in the 1970s (Krippner 2005); 

the Glass-Steagall Act was finally abolished in 1999 as it was designated as the 

overwhelming regulation. As the financial market has been growing rapidly 

during the 1990s, the new financial methods also have been introduced to 

develop the urban space. For example, Kim (2005) maintains that the rapid flow 

of idle money capital into the spatial development market has been transformed 

the paradigm of urban development. The concept of financialization in the 

capitalist society implies that the development of financial markets began to have 

significant effects upon the capitalist society.  

In this context, financial geography is regarded as an attempt to apprehend 

the spatial economy in the capitalist society in terms of finance, or vice versa 

(Thrift 1994, Sassen 2001, Pollard 2003). Martin (1999) has categorized the 

research on financial geography into four. The first is the Marxian approach 

represented by David Harvey’s theory (1982).13 He contributed to analyze the 

financialization process by theorizing the accumulation system of the capitalist 

society (Harvey 1978; 1982). The second is about the reconstruction of financial 

industry and geographies of financial markets, services, and institutions (Lee and 

Schmidt-Marwede 1993; Leyshon and Thrift 1995). The third is about the 

characteristics and dynamics of financial center in the perspective of urban 

geography (Thrift 1994; Sassen 2001; Clark 2002). Finally, Martin states that 

research on regional financial flow and regional industrial development is in the 

beginning phase.  

                                                        

13 Following Martin’s categorization (1999), this dissertation will be included by the first 

categorization, the Marxian approach. More concretely, I will focus on the Harvey’s 

framework, which can be different from the orthodox Marxist view, as Jessop insisted 

(Jessop, 2004) 
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Along with the development of financial markets in the 1990s, research on 

financial geography also has been affected by the discourses of globalization. In 

particular, O’Brien (1992) argued that the development of the global financial 

market, or globalization, would bring the end of geography, which has stimulated 

geographers’ attention paradoxically. He argued that the meaning of geographical 

location became no longer important as the rise of globalization, which 

eliminating time-space barriers through development of information and 

communication technology. As O’Brien and Keith (2009) states recently, his 

declaration of the end of geography suggests rather the decreasing role of time-

space barriers through mobility of global financial capital than the complete 

extinction of geography. With respect to his argument, many geographers also 

suggested evidences to show the importance of space and region despite the free 

mobility of financial capital (Klagge and Martin, 2005). As globalization became 

the center of academic attention among social scientists, geographers also sought 

to explain the intimate interaction between global structure and locality in the 

1990s. At the beginning of financial geography, geographers were prone to focus 

on the meaning of finance in the globalized space, instead of conceptualizing 

financial capital itself.  

The financialization, largely conceived by a distinct feature of the modern 

capitalist socio-economy (Lapavitsas 2009, 2013), is also employed to reveal the 

nature of financial geography (Leyshon et al. 2011). This concept has been 

deliberated by many distinctive perspectives such as the world-systemic (Arrighi 

1994), the regulation (Boyer 2000), and the Marxian approach (Harvey 1982). 

Even with several differences among these approaches, research on 

financialization is dependent on the dynamics of capitalist system with the rapid 

growth of financial sector during the 20th century.  

The recent academic attention drawn on financial system is not a new 

phenomenon, as the role of finance in the capitalist society has been long been 
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questioned since Hilferding had written Das Finanzkapital (Hilferding 1985). He 

dealt with the dominant role of credit money and financial capital and 

contributed to theorize Marxian financial theory. His theory on financial capital 

is regarded as a new perspective on finance even though it was criticized due to 

its simplified logic that referred to financial capital as just the entity of both 

industrial capital and bank capital (Harvey 1982: 388). The critical approaches on 

financial capital including Hilferding have been reinterpreted again after the 

global financial crisis in 2008.14 

As mentioned before, critical political economists rather than neoclassic 

economics prefer to use the concept of financilization (Pike and Pollard 2010). In 

the concept of critical political economy, financialization means the pattern of 

capitalist accumulation where the profit comes about mainly through the 

financial sector (e.g. banking and securities) which was enforced by the collapse 

of the Bretton Woods Agreement in 1971–73 (Lapavitsas 2013), rather than the 

industrial sector (e.g. trade and production activities). As such, Albers (2008) 

maintains that financialization came to be concerned with the expansion of car 

industry, new industry, and real estate sector, as well as the growth of financial 

actors such as banks, individual investors, and hedge funds. Moreover, Duménil 

and Lévy regards it as “the expression of the desire of a class of capitalist owners 

and the institutions in which their power is concentrated, which we collectively 

call ‘finance,’ to restore the class’s revenue and power.” (Duménil and Lévy 2005: 

17).  

This critical view on financialization is attributed by the recognition which 

regards it as the abrupt advance of non-productive area according to the value 

                                                        

14   For example, Harvey criticized Hilferding for overlooking the contradiction of 

money as a mean of value and circulation, which initially Marx intended to deal with when 

it comes to money capital (Harvey 1982). 
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theory of labor. It is worth noting that the previous studies on financialization 

have concentrated more on the state rather than places, while most of them show 

that the expansion of financial sector became accelerated after the neoliberal turn 

around the beginning of the 1980s (Klagge and Martin 2005).  

This concept, as globalization and neoliberalism did similarly, still remains a 

room for debates. Exceptionally, French et al. (2011) argue that the financializing 

space should be interpreted by economic geography. Beyond, there are a few 

attempts to understand the financial sector with geography. For example, there 

are the studies on the spatial characteristics of financial centers (Clark 2002; 

Engelen and Grote 2009) or the attempt for conceptualization of this concept 

(Pike and Pollard 2010). Those studies can be regarded as an attempt to 

encourage the financial geography, or the geographical approach on 

financialization, but still require more debate. 

In order to enhance the debates on financial geography, I will categorize the 

research on financialization, considering the previous review (Leyshon et al. 2011). 

Leyshon et al., (2011) provides a categorization of this concept among the 

financial geography. After reviewing the previous works, the Marxian view on 

financialization will be added in order to establish the frameworks of the 

dissertation. 

2.1.1. Regulative approach on financialization  

Firstly, the regulation theory regards financialization as a mode of regulation 

for the capitalist system. They sought to explain the regime of accumulation 

using this concept, overcoming the orthodox Marxian framework. Thriving from 

Aglietta’s classic work, A Theory of Capitalist Regulation: the US Experience 

(Aglietta 2000), this approach introduced the concepts of regime of accumulation 

and mode of regulation, instead of Marxian conventional terminology. The 

regime of accumulation represents the specific relation between production and 
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consumption having accumulated for a long time and separated Fordism from 

Post-Fordism. By the way, the approach explains that the contradictions arising 

from the process of capitalist accumulation tend to be stabilized through the 

mode of regulation. The mode of regulation is an apparatus which manages the 

relation among all the interest parties. In this context, the financialization in the 

regulation theory represents that the financial sector became the dominant mode 

of regulation to control the global capitalist society, not simply meaning the 

relative growth of the financial sector in the dichotomy between the real and the 

financial sector.  

Boyer (2000) expands this concept in terms of the regulation theory. He 

explains that consumers became more and more financial actors through the 

financialized mode of accumulation. For example, workers in the financialized 

economy no longer mere consumers, but participate aggressively in financial 

markets as investors. According to his analysis, the rapid growth of middle class, 

along with corporates, in the capitalist society fueled the financialization. He also 

points out that the financialization, as a regime of accumulation, has major 

features such as the corporate governance through shareholder value, the 

flexibility of labor markets, positivism, and a boom of financial markets. As this 

regime of accumulation repeatedly seeks to reproduce itself, the middle class are 

supposed to participate in the financilization. However, regulation theories are 

skeptical about the sustainability of the financialized, which realized to some 

extent in the 2008 global financial crisis. 

2.1.2. Critical Social Accountancy 

Secondly, the critical social accountancy is provided by some critical scholars 

including Julie Froud, Kerel Williums (Froud and Williams 2002). They 

summarized the key features of financialized, conceptualizing them as coupon 

pool capitalism. In the finacialized society, the pool comprised by financial 

coupon is applied for concentrating labor income at the capital asset market and 
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also guides us to the logic of maximizing the shareholder value. From this 

argument, the timeline of corporation becomes more shortened in order to 

squeeze the value. In doing so, the value generating from industrial activities 

tends to be transferred to the financial sector, which finally restructure the 

corporation into financial-initiative system, earning returns from investing in 

stockholders or real estates.  

Along with the regulation theory, the critical accountancy theory also warned 

the instability of financialization. As Froud et al., (2002) pointed out, the 

financialization assumed the existence of the Foreign and domestic investors, the 

economic situation where investors earning returns, the flexibility of labor 

market as a cost cutting, etc. As mentioned above, the CEOs of corporates in the 

financilized economy have sought to stick to the short-term return by cutting the 

costs through and managing the profit index on balance sheet, maximizing the 

shareholder value. From this motivation, the financial sector is often predicted as 

growing fast regardless of the prosperity of industrial sector. Consequently, the 

coupon pool system unlimitedly bear instability due to the asymmetry between 

the real and the financial sector, even though it can be sustained temporarily 

through the fuel of pension fund and private investment.  

2.1.3. Financialization of everyday life 

Thirdly, the approach of financialization of everyday life, originated by 

sociology, questions how it affected our daily lives. From this perspective, Martin 

(2002) states, focusing on US cases, that finance demand already began to 

penetrate our routine lives. Moreover, Langley (2008) and Culter and Waine 

(2001) argue that the development of neo-liberal state and new financial 

technology are driving the financialization of everyday life. This approach 

stimulates the importance of the analysis one money and finance in order to 

explain the everyday life. Moreover, Hall (2011) with the perspective of Foucault 

seeks to explain how the financialization produce the subject. Focusing on the 
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financialization of neolibal economy, she stressed the need to research the nature 

and geography of money and finance at meso and micro-scale. 

Each approach following the categorization of Leyshon et al. (2011) has its own 

shortcoming, while seeking to uncover the relationship between finance and 

space. For example, the regulation approach has an explicit limit to explain what 

will happen at the local level as a result of financialization, even though it 

designates financialization as a regime of accumulation. Furthermore, the critical 

accountancy theory which deals with maximization of shareholder value as the 

core of coupon pool capitalism also overlooks how financial capital produces the 

urban space in spite of regarding it as the core of capitalist society. Rather, the 

expansion of everyday life approach would help understand how financial capital, 

institutes, and actors will transfer the spatial meaning and landscape. In addition 

to these approaches, I will introduce Harvey’s spatial fix hypothesis as a Marxian 

perspective which covers the structural relationship between finance and space 

(Harvey 1982).  

2.2. Marxian approach and infrastructure financing 

This section will be devote to explain = Marxian approach, represented by David 

Harvey, which explain the financializing process in a framework of production of 

space (1978, 1982). Harvey (1982), referring to the Henry Lefebvre’s idea of 

production of space, established a Marxian theory on circulation of capital, which 

usually summarized as special fix. On building ideas, he grouped the circulation 

of capital into three circuits: the primary in industrial production, secondary in 

the spatial products (e.g. factories, road, commercial buildings etc.), and tertiary 

circuit such as investment in science and technology. Quoting the Marx’s famous 

clause, annihilation of space through time, he explains that capitalist tend to fix 

the crisis of each circuit through geographic expansion. For example, the crisis of 

over-accumulationin the primary circuit would lead to the new investment in 

spatial projects, conceptualized as built environment (Harvey 1978). According to 
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his theory, this process of switching capital also make the new urban landscape. 

Through this theoretical explanation, Harvey located geography at the center of 

the debates on capitalist accumulation. 

He stresses the characteristics of spatial products in the secondary circuit, 

explain the unique relationship between capital and space. For example, spatial 

products, as an element of built environment, have a long life cycle of profit and 

externalities, which would possibly lead to underinvestment theoretically. In 

order to overcome this shortcomings of spatial products as an investment, states 

usually attempt to consolidate the financial system as a whole. Typically, if the 

rate of return in the primary circuit decrease due to the falling rate of profit, 

capitalists should seek to find a new investment for accumulation by switching 

capital from the primary circuit to the secondary circuit. For example, investment 

in infrastructure including roads, railways, and commercial building can be an 

attractive alternative. The spatial fix, which I explained so far, is also discovered 

in Harvey’s early work (Harvey 1975). He summarized situation as follows in 

Limits to Capital.  

 The formation of land and property markets has an extremely important 

impact upon the circulation of capital through the built environment in general. A 

rate of return on money capital can be had by investing in old property as well as in 

the production of new. Idle money capital can just as easily be lent out as property 

as it can in money form. Since a part of the use value of a property depends upon 

its relative location, money capitalists can even invest in the land and in the future 

rent it can command (Harvey 1982: 234). 

Built environment, what Harvey calls as property and land in this quote, 

became the capitalist projects functioning as a profit claim. In other words, the 

spatial fix is a typical method to overcome the risk in the capitalist society and 

assumed the capitalist valuation for evaluating the total future profit of built 

environment.  
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In the circulation model, the returns accumulated by the industrial sector in 

part will be reinvested in the built environment. All the profits which would be 

generated by the spatial product have to be evaluated and calculated before 

investment. Harvey stresses the existence of state and financial market in order 

to securitize the built environment.  

A general condition for the flow of capital into the secondary circuit is, 

therefore, the existence of a functioning capital market and, perhaps, a state willing 

to finance and guarantee long-term, large-scale projects with respect to the 

creation of the built environment. (Harvey, 1978: 107). 

Harvey did not use the term such as financialization or securitization in this 

quote, but his idea is explicitly resemble to what the two concepts refer to. For 

example, securitization connects the spatial products to the capital markets, 

which insinuates that one can finance the spatial products such as buildings and 

infrastructure from the security markets. It enlarges the concept of traditional 

corporate finance depending largely on credit and collateral, when dealing with 

large-scale projects. As the financial market and engineering has developed 

enormously to the extent to say the end of geography, the capitalists would find 

the way to switch their capital into another circuit when the primary circuit faces 

crisis.15  

                                                        

15 According to Harvey’s spatial fix, the capitalists’ strategy in the economic crisis is to 

place idle capital to invest a new urban space (e.g. urban development), or to devalue the 

spatial structures (e.g. wars), or to reconfigure the old urban space (e.g. gentrification). By 

adding the concept of geographical expansion, Harvey contributed to enlarge the Marxian 

approach to interpret the urban process considering time and space. “Contemporary 

globalization has been, we can argue, the product of these specific geographically grounded 

processes. The question is not, therefore, how globalization has affected geography but how 

these distinctive geographical processes of the production and reconfiguration of space have 

created the specific conditions of contemporary globalization (Harvey 2001).” 
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In addition, Harvey (1982) highlighted the fundamental features of the spatial 

product, an element of what he called as built environment, as the physical 

landscape where a large investment placed. Spatial product is expected to play 

the role of the circuit for capital accumulation especially in the operation phase. 

As infrastructure has several characteristics as immobile, large-scale investment, 

and long-term value, it performs as an attractive investment only if securitized 

like interest-bearing capital. Harvey explained when it comes to the crisis in the 

primary circuit capitalists tend to activate fictitious capital in order to enable the 

investment in the built environment, what is stated as spatial projects in this 

dissertation (Harvey 1978, 1982).16 

Even though Harvey clarifies several insights on the formation of urban space, 

his theorization is dependent largely on the long-term and macro scale analysis 

on capitalism. In terms of the strength of his theory, Kim evaluates Harvey as 

follows. 

One of the strengths of spatial fix of Harvey's is that it explains the land use of 

the capitalist society with the dynamics of the productive sector. At large, it is 

rather obvious that the development of real estate market is paralleled with the 

development of finance capital. However, Harvey suggests that the finance capital 

cannot enlarge itself without the over-accumulation in the primary circuit (Kim 

1997: 39) 

While Kim evaluates Harvey's theory with respect to the structure of global 

spatial economy, the growth of fictitious capital including securitization is also 

accompanied with the formation of capital market, the growth of pension fund 

                                                        

16 This dissertation will follow terminology of Marxian in terms of fictitious capital. As 

Hudson (2010) summarized, “Marx characterized high finance as based on ‘fictitious’ 

claims for payment in the first place because it consists not of the means of production, but 

of bonds, mortgages, bank loans and other claims on the means of production”.  
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after the retirement of baby boom generation, and the project investment in 

infrastructure. Despite the complexity, Harvey's theory has a limitation to draw a 

logical picture on the micro process of the financialization and especially when it 

comes to what happened to the SPC in the operation of the whole process of 

investment in infrastructure.  

Harvey’s reinterpretation of Marx and his conceptualization of spatial fix have 

contributed to explain socio-economic phenomenon in terms of the relationship 

between capital and space. For example, as the capital markets in the 1990s 

became more liquidized, large-scale construction projects using new financial 

methods like project finance is remarkable. Additionally, the global financial 

crisis triggered by US subprime mortgage loans shows the unintended but 

pulsating relationship between the spatial and financial markets.  

US is a leading country with developed financial markets. As housing prices 

are increasing abruptly in the early of 2000s, US financial market also grew 

rapidly with financial engineering including Collateral Debt Obligation (CDO) 

and Credit Default Swap (CDS) in order to handle risks in the ultimately 

complicated financial market. In the meantime, the US government encouraged 

the homeownership. Banks struggle to sell their mortgages to other investment 

banks as a form of MBS. Investment banks also buy and sell the derivatives such 

as CDO and CDS based on the mortgage. This system seemed operating as 

housing prices were arising. However, the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers, who 

had invested in MBS and other derivatives, revealed that the system was 

extremely week to unintended risks. Seen from the perspective of spatial fix, the 

investment in built environment through securitization and other methods has 

caused the rise and fall of housing prices but fails to remove the possibility of 
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crisis, which means that the capitalist system should go through the explicit risks 

in itself constantly.17 

 After the theoretical works in the 1980s, Harvey conceptualized the 

capitalists’ feature in the neoliberal era as accumulation by dispossession (Harvey 

2007). According to Harvey, this process consists of several other processes: 

privatization, commodification, and financailization. According to his works, 

these processes of neoliberalism contains the transfer of public goods and 

services, having been considered as non-profitable, into profitable As such, 

neoliberal society will privatize all the things ranging from transport and 

communication to natural resources including water, air, and land. Furthermore, 

he argues that the financilization, or the deregulation on financial markets in the 

1990s, will strengthen the dominance of the ruling class through the exploitation 

of labor value. In sum, Harvey’s works after Limits to Capital concentrated on the 

practical rather than the theoretical, which also indicates that the frameworks of 

Limits to Capital should be supplemented by more evidences.  

In a Marxian view, Weber (2002, 2010) researches several case studies dealing 

with urban development and regeneration with respect to financialization. As 

seen in the title, Extracting Value from the City, she focuses on the securitization 

process within the urban development and regeneration and criticizes the 

neoliberal urban development for extracting use value of the poor in order to 

                                                        

17  As academic attention placed on the Harvey's works, many authors also have 

challenged his argument. For example, Jessop (2004) wrote a paper titled, On the limits of 

Limits to Capital" and criticized Harvey's concept of labor theory, the view on state, the 

analysis on the global market, etc. Particularly, Jessop, while taking their contributions into 

account, pointed out Harvey's concepts such as spatial fix and temporal fix. He also 

maintains that Harvey was partial to economic analysis in his writings, regardless of his 

initial intention. Moreover, in order to overcome his limitation, Jessop emphasized the 

importance of political analysis on capital. 
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enrich exchange value of the rich. On the basis of his case studies, she also draws 

attention to the financial methods for urban development (e.g. Tax Increment 

Finance, or TIF), researching the case of urban development in Chicago. 

Throughout a qualitative method, she concludes that the introduction of 

financial methods in developing Chicago have caused the oversupply of real 

estate, while contributing the inflow of global capital into the urban 

development. It should be accentuated that her works bridged a gap between 

theory and practice, by concentrating the case study with regard to spatial fix. 

Figure 2-1 shows the basic approach of this research and its relationship with 

other perspectives. So far, geographers approached the finance and space, or their 

relationship, concentrating only on the space itself, regarding the financial logic 

inside the securitization as black-boxed (Leyshon et al. 2011, Engelen and Grote 

2009). So, their approach could provide the ex post interpretation on the 

produced space; e.g. urban landscape of globalization (Clark 2002), cultural 

relationship between finance and urban economy (Hall 2012, 2013). However, 

their view frequently overlooked, no matter if intentional or not, what happens 

inside the financial logic and the structural link between space and capital. 

Exceptionally, the spatial fix hypothesis, differentiated by other three approaches, 

provides us plenty explanation including a structural logic between 

financialization and space. 

 

Figure 2-1 Basic concept and the focus of this research 
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It seems that Harvey gave a clue to find a systemic path to the intrinsic link 

between space and capital but his analyses failed to contain empirical studies 

utilizing financial and accountancy information, which can be critical to testify 

his hypothesis. Therefore, this dissertation will seek to find one of the systemic 

paths to reveal the link between capital and space, using the financial 

information in the production of space by capital.  

This framework of spatial fix that Harvey has established is not perfect and of 

course still controversy to the extents that Jessop (2004) designated spatial fix as 

a limit of Limits to Capital. Recently, spatial fix are being quoted by many authors 

without testifying it at the concrete level. Moreover, Harvey transferred his 

attention to utopian spatial concepts (Harvey 2001), the right to the city (2009), 

and other topics. For example, Kim (2005), following Harvey’s spatial fix 

hypothesis, concentrated on the rapid integration between space and capital 

market, as the financial engineering develops. Harvey’s theoretical works on 

spatial fix have remained as a black-box even if the global political economic 

situation after the 2008 global financial crisis strengthen his theory.  

In sum, the financialization, as a key feature of the capitalist society, has 

constructed a large spectrum in the critical spatial discourses. More concretely, 

the role of financial capital has been highlighted ranging from Hilferding to 

everyday financilaization (Hall 2012). As Hilferding opposed the Ehrenberg’s 

hypothesis which explained trade as distribution through space and speculation 

as distribution of time, he also failed to explain the creation of value through 

financial capital within his theory while criticizing Ehrenberg’s statement as a 

grotesque conclusion (Hilferding 1910). Still, the concept of financialization is no 

more than vague and fuzzy. For example, coupon pool capitalism provided by the 

critical accountancy approach have not paid attention to the role of space in 

financialization, even though they partly explain the maximization of shareholder 

value as a critical driving force of financialized economy. On the other hand, 
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Harvey had sought to explain the circulation and accumulation of capital in a 

structural level, but still need to be more testified: how the financial capital, or 

securitization, produce urban spaces at a concrete level and how space can be 

converted as a yield claim through securitization. 

In terms of questions above, the diversification of financial methods in 

developing urban space since the 1990s is rather remarkable, as Kim reported 

(2005). Traditionally, how to finance the project has been crucial to understand 

spatial development. By definition, corporate finance can be divided into equity 

capital (e.g. shareholders’ equity) and debt capital (e.g. a bank loan). Debt capital 

can also divided into the securitized and credit loan, which means that 

corporates have some securities or credit in order to finance spatial projects. 

However, project finance, differentiated from traditional corporate finance, 

enables the spatial development project without proper securities and credit, 

because it securities the cash flow of the project in the future, by definition. Due 

to its strength above, it became a prevalent financial method to prepare for a new 

mega-projects. It should be empathized that project finance can maximize the 

project value through enhancing financial leverage effects. As Harvey noted in 

the quote above, spatial development has several distinctive features from other 

capital products: it usually requires a long-term finance and generates steady 

cash flow if once constructed. Therefore, investors in such project finance 

establish SPC in order to collect and distribute investments.  

This company plays a role of conduit until the end of project period and will 

be eliminated when the project is over. In this case, SPC is an independent entity 

from the project sponsors, so is also categorized as non-recourse finance or 

limited recourse finance, which implies that if project goes bankrupt sponsor can 

only claim their right on bond within the project cash flow. However, the reality 

is usually different from this principle. As many Korean economists suggest 

(Shon, 2007), the construction corporates participated in the spatial development 
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in Korea (e.g. roads, railways, complex, etc.) usually invest their equity to the 

project finance and provide construction project with credit enhancement. 

Consequently, this convention of project finance represents that the financing 

method has not completely rooted in Korean spatial development.  

Another crucial feature of project finance is off balance sheet effect, which 

means that debt borrowed by SPC does not show up in the balance sheet of the 

government. If the government finances the whole project with its expenditure, 

the debt should be marked on the balance sheet. However, when it comes to 

project finance, SPC is financially an independent account from the government 

or its sponsors’ account: the debt is only on the account of SPC. Due to its 

advantage of the effect, project finance is usually used to conceal the debt.  

Returning back to the theoretical discourses, as Western research on 

financialization evolved through theoretical approaches, there are several case 

studies in Korea to examine the role of finance in spatial developments (Kim 

2005; Park 2008a, 2008b). Especially, Kim (2005) introduces financing method 

used in spatial development with summarizing the key features of contemporary 

capitalist society as the integration of space and capital market. In this context, 

he highlighted the diversification of financing spatial development by 

introducing the concepts of project financing, Tax Increment Financing (TIF), the 

real estate investment trusts (REITs), Private Finance Initiative (PFI), etc.18 

Research on the role of finance in spatial market has been performed by Park 

(2008a, 2008b). Using the methodology of ANOVA, he examines the geographical 

differences in spatial development through project finance and concludes that it 

                                                        

18 Theoretical analyses on finanicalization can hardly be found (except for Ji 2011, Hong 

2008). Similar to this dissertation, Choi (2012) concentrated on Harvey in his book titled, 

Cities of Capital. 
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is attributed by the asymmetry of information on projects. Furthermore, he 

sought to find ways to introduce project finance to other kind of PPP project in 

Korea (Park 2011). It is notable that research trend in Korea, compared to the 

Western works focusing on theorizing, tends to inspect financial methods with 

respect to spatial development.  

As seen before, the discourse of financialization sought to reveal the 

contradiction of capitalist society and to provide material basis when dealing 

with spatial development. This chapter intends to show that the Western 

discourses on financialization contributed to connect the capitalist structure to 

the development of finance. In particular, I argue that the theoretical framework 

including spatial fix should be researched at a concrete level in terms of financial 

engineering in order to better comprehend financialization. Among them, it 

represents that the explanation on the relationship between space and capital 

cannot be completed without focusing on financial methods such as project 

finance. On the basis of the review, the following section will present the 

development of PPP project in both of theoretical and historical perspectives. 

2.3. Evolution of PPP in procurement of infrastructure 

2.3.1. Definition of infrastructure 

In this section, I will illuminate the theory and history of PPP, a new method 

globally used to provide infrastructure. By tradition, the provision of 

infrastructure is understood to be provided by government mainly due to market 

failure. However, this conventional idea has been changed remarkably through 

the 1980s as usually known as the neoliberal turn. Moreover, the introduction of 

Private Financial Initiative in UK by Conservative regime also motivated the 

expansion of PPP projects. 
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In this context, this section highlights the meaning of infrastructure, or public 

service, explain how the construction and finance of infrastructure is conducted 

by PPP program, and reveal the implication of PPP project as a way of provision 

of infrastructure. I will use the concept of infrastructure, which originated all the 

material elements of society in the Marxian perspective (e.g. described as 

economy, material, physical, etc.). While this term contrasting with its antonym, 

superstructure, is used to represent rather a wide scope, this dissertation will use 

it only to represent physical economic infrastructure (e.g. road, railway, water 

sew, plant, etc.). However, it is worth noting that several other concepts which 

have similar meaning such as Social Overhead Capital, public capital, and public 

work are also used depending on convention and culture.19 

Infrastructure is also divided into economic and social one (Hanson 1965). By 

definition, the former means physical facilities supporting economic activities 

such as transport, communication, water facilities, and plants; the latter refers to 

the invisible elements such as education and culture. For example, Kim (2012), 

while analyzing the successful FDI cases of Korean state-sponsored companies, 

employs the concept of economic infrastructure, which denotes the 

infrastructure in this dissertation.  

2.3.2. Government procurement 

In general, infrastructure is known to have several distinctive features as 

follows (Yang 1994). Firstly, infrastructure has indirect impacts on the capital 

productivity differentiated from the direct productive capital. Secondly, 

                                                        

19  The categorization of Social Overhead Capital (SOC), infrastructure in this 

dissertation, was attempted at first by Hirshman (1958) and more systemized by Hanson 

(1965). Hanson conceptually divided the SOC as the economic (e.g. physical infrastructure 

such as transport, electricity, etc.) and the social (invisible infrastructure such as education, 

welfare, health, etc.). 
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infrastructure is understood as public good, characterized by non-exclusiveness 

and non-competitiveness. Owing to these two feature, the provision of 

infrastructure has been often considered as market failure. Consequently, it is 

widely recognized that the government should provide infrastructure to 

overcome the market failure and to enhance the efficiency of market.  

The idea that the government should supply infrastructure, or public good, 

goes back to Adam Smith, the pioneer of liberal economics. In his masterpiece, 

the Wealth of Nations (1776), he established the fundamental idea of modern 

capitalism, to maximize the wealth of nation through securing the freedom of 

economic activities, strongly criticizing the existing Mercantilism. He argued that 

the government should exist to provide necessary public services: national 

defense, police, etc. He also mentioned that the government need to participate 

in public works if it is more efficiency. 

The third and last duty of the sovereign or common wealth, is that of erecting 

and maintaining those public institutions and those public works, which though 

they may be in the highest degree advantageous to a great society, are, however, 

of such a nature, that the profit could never repay expense to any individual (Smith 

1776: 590) 

At large, Smith understood public works, which represents infrastructure in 

this context, as necessary for enhancing commercial activities of the nation and 

argued that the provision and maintenance of public works should be the duty of 

public institution, or government. It is necessary to note that he advocated the 

public provision of infrastructure because of the expenses, instead of the duty of 

nation itself. He also explained the reason why road failed to be operated by 

individual because “a high-road does not become altogether impassible, though a 

canal does” (Smith 1776: 593). In this context, Smith also states that local 

government should maintain high-roads because its effects are limited within the 

area. In sum, Smith stressed the role of state to provide and operate 
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infrastructure, concentrating on the cost-efficiency and geographical spillover, 

even though he did not use these terms.  

In addition to classic conception of infrastructure, the public investment in 

infrastructure has been justified in other dimensions, passing through the Great 

Depression and the World War Ⅱ. Due to the success of Keynesian Economics 

in these days, the public investment had been understood to stabilize the 

economy by increasing the so-called effective demand. The Keynesian theory, 

criticizing the quantity theory of money by classic economics which opposed to 

the monetary policies, sought to restore the monetary policy and validate 

government intervention (Keynes 1936). In terms of policy implication, Keynesian 

economics rationalized the increase of consumption and government expenses in 

order to raise the aggregate quantity of production and the investment in public 

works such as a large-scale construction of road, harbor, dam, etc. Still, 

Keynesian economics is still providing major logical foundation of governmental 

expenditure in provision of such infrastructure.  

In the field of regional economics, the developmental studies during the 1950s 

and 1960s also emphasized the role of public investment for development. 

Development theorists such as Hirschman (1958) and Hanson (1965) stressed that 

the social overhead capital, which refers to infrastructure in this dissertation, 

would stimulate an advance of the region. They argue that these strategy, or 

uneven development, will thrive the rest of the nation. Similarly, Rostow (1960), 

summarizing the experiences of Western development as five levels, argued that 

the concentrated investment in infrastructure was necessary for development. It 

is interesting that the neoclassic development economist such as Alonso also 

highlighted the significance of transport infrastructure (Alonso 1964). While 

establishing urban rent theory, he explained that the investment in transport 

infrastructure would raise the aggregate demand of two connected region by 

reducing the transport cost. Furthermore, he suggests that the gap of rent would 
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be reduced if the road were built between two regions. In sum, the investment in 

public infrastructure had been generally accepted regardless of discipline at least 

until the end of 1970s.  

2.3.3. Emergence and development of PPP  

The economic downfall during the 1970s following the first oil shock evidently 

revealed the limitation of Keynesian approach toward infrastructure. The 

depression during this period is also called as stagflation, which means that this 

stagnation was accompanied with inflation. The exact relation between 

stagflation in the 1970s and the oil shock has been investigated widely, but is still 

questioned. For example, Bernanke et al. (1997) argue that the stagflation seemed 

to be attributed to the failure of monetary policy of US, instead of the outcome of 

the disrupt increase of oil price. However, it is stressed that the Keynesian welfare 

state model became no longer sustainable due to the fiscal difficulty in terms of 

infrastructure. So, the privatization of infrastructure began to evolve through the 

stagnation in developed countries, which would lead UK to the introduction of 

PFI in 1992. 

In the meantime, several US economists argue that the recent downfall of US 

economy is derived from the lack of infrastructure, which is called as the 

infrastructure crisis. For example, Aschauer (1989) and Munnell (1990) attributed 

the low economic growth during the 1970s and 1980s to the lack of infrastructure: 

road, railway, plant, etc. Similarly, they argued that the long recession during the 

two decades after the first oil shock was partly caused by the decline of 

productivity following the low investment in infrastructure (Aschauer 1989). 

Their argument of the infrastructure crisis was noted by many economists and its 

related scholars.  

On the other hand, their argument also faced many objections at once. First of 

all, Tatom (1993) argued that the period, between the 1970s and 1980s, had been 
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still in effect of the oil shock. Moreover, he also analyzed that the decline of 

productivity in the private sector had affected the low investment in 

infrastructure by government, on the contrary to the crisis theorists’ argument. 

He also stated that the crisis theory would drive US poorer than before by 

idealizing big government and small private sector (Tatom 1993) In terms of 

infrastructure crisis theory, Byeon (1999) comments that while the crisis theory 

was not completely examined, it was meaningful that this argument consequently 

generated many case studies to identify the uneven development hypothesis of 

Hischman and Hanson.   

Despite these advocates of public infrastructure provision, the privatization of 

infrastructure became more widespread passing through the neoliberal regimes 

in the 1980s. In particular, the Thatcher regime privatized the public services 

such as water and electronics, having been operated by state-owned companies, 

throughout the so-called neoliberal program (Martin 1998). Along with this, the 

Conservative regime legislated Private Finance Initiative in order for private 

capital to invest in infrastructure, which would lead to the corruption of the 

belief that the government should pay for the provision of infrastructure. It 

should be accentuated that the Labor government also use PFI widely to provided 

infrastructure: school, hospital, road, water, road, etc. Many other countries such 

as Spain, Japan, Norway, Canada, etc. introduced public-private partnership 

program following PFI in the 1990s. South Korea introduced the PPP program in 

1994.  

Among many concepts such as PFI, private investment in public 

infrastructure, etc. PPP widely represents the projects in which the private sector 

take part.20 For example, HM treasury in UK defined PPP as “an arrangement 

                                                        

20 As it will be explained later, the dominant reason to introduce PPP is to maximization 

of efficiency in procurement of infrastructure. It is also remarked at the maximization of 
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between two or more entities that enables to work cooperatively towards shared 

or compatible objectives and in which there is some degree of shared authority 

and responsibility, joint investment of resources, shared risk taking, and mutual 

benefit (HM Treasury 1998).” World Bank (2003) suggests conditions such as the 

maximization of value for money (VfM), explaining the definition of PPP. A 

guidebook of European Commission on PPP also emphasizes the partnership 

between the sectors (EC 2003). In addition to these definitions, it is worth noting 

that they all emphasize the importance of competent authority, responsibility, 

and risk-taking (Kwak et al. 2009). The PPP Act explain the goal of the law “to 

contribute to the development of the national economy by encouraging the 

creative and efficient expansion and operation of infrastructure, by promoting 

the investment of the private sector in such infrastructure” (PPP Act Article 1). 

In sum, as OECD suggests, PPP represents the public works where the interest 

of government and private sector meet (OECD 2007). Korean government also 

explain the introduction of PPP due to enhance the effectiveness and creativity in 

provision of infrastructure (KDI 2007a).  

As explained before, PPPs usually use project finance, as a securitization of 

project in order to finance the whole project (Brealey 1996). The process of 

project finance, as described, is also applied to finance the PPP projects; SPC 

should be established in order to use project finance. The role of government in 

doing PPP project is to monitor, supervise, and regulate the whole project, which 

can be also diversified according to the type of PPP. However, Ezulike et al. (1997) 

pointed out that PPP usually took a long time to negotiate between interest 

                                                                                                                                              

value for money, which means that the customer would have more satisfactory even with 

less payment. However, the PPP program does not necessarily guarantee the VfM, so 

government needs to assess VfM for maximization of efficiency. 
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parties in order to make a contract. They criticized that PPP generally would not 

be efficient due to transaction cost, procrastination, and participation costs.  

Despite several shortcomings, governments tend to prefer PPP to government 

expenditure because of a key feature of PPP: the off balance sheet effect. By PPP, 

governments would provide infrastructure without paying much government 

expenditure, or issuing bonds. Following Bing et al. (2004), the British 

government employed PPP in order to decrease the public expenditure, to avoid 

the limitation of the debt ceiling, and to remove debt from the balance sheet of 

government. In sum, the off balance sheet effect can be an incentive for 

government to build public facilities without paying much expenditure. 

Another expression to advocate to PPP is that it will raise the value for money 

(VfM) of taxpayers. As mentioned, governments seems theoretically to provide 

more facilities if using PPP, which indicates the achievement of VFM; British 

government analyzes the VFM in order to evaluate its effectiveness compared to 

government expenditure. If the government payment by PPP is smaller than the 

public sector comparator (PSC) when making an infrastructure, VFM is 

considered to be achieved. In order to test VFM in the same condition, cash flow 

analysis should be employed along with many differentiated assumptions on 

market conditions.  

As Figure 2-2 shows, PPP can be classified by the degree of private 

participation in general. According to the guideline provided by OECD (2008), 

the type of PPP ranges from the traditional public sector procurement, or 

contracting, to complete privatization. For example, the public procurement in 

which government own, finance, and operate the whole project can be also sorted 

by PPP, if constructed by a private company.  

Each type of PPP project has the differentiated meaning. Build-Transfer-

Operate (BTO) means that the private sector construct and operate the facility 
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while the government financing it; it is a more privatized way than the public 

procurement. In this case, the private sector, usually a SPC, operate the facility 

for a long period (2-30 years) according to Concession agreement, then return its 

right of operation and maintenance to the government. Build-Operate-Own 

(BOO) represents the most privatized way within PPP program to transfer its 

ownership to the private sector. Considering Figure 2-2 in the report (OECD 2007: 

464; Park 2008), the author made it to explain the financial process of PPP 

program in Korea. 

 

 

Figure 2-2 Categorization of PPP projects 
Source: OECD, 2007 

 

 In Korea, the categorization of PPP is slightly different from the EC 

suggestion. Before the revision of PPP act in 2005, Koreas government have 

permitted only Build-Transfer-Operate (BTO), which the private sector finance, 

construct, and operate for 30 years and transfer its right of operation to the 

government. So, the private party should seek to enhance its productivity in 

order to maximize their income. However, the revision of Private Investment Act 

in 2005 enabled all other kinds of PPP projects: Build-Transfer-Lease (BTL), BOO, 

BTO, etc. Among them, BTO and BTL are the most frequently used. The former 

is used to provide a large-scale facilities including Incheon Highway and 
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Cheonan-Nonsan Highway, while the latter is used for relatively small-scale 

projects including parking lots, student dormitories, water sewers, etc. This 

dissertation will concentrate on BTO projects in terms of mega-project financing. 

Focusing on the BTO, the life cycle of PPP projects can be explained by Figure 

2-3. Compared to the public procurement financed by government expenditure 

and public bond and being free from the benefit principle, PPP program financed 

by private participation should realize profit by operating the project. At the 

beginning of the construction, SPC should pay for the construction and then 

repay the principal and interest by operating the facility. These processes 

comprise the life cycle of PPP with project finance.  

The life cycle of PPP project can be classified into three main phase. Firstly, 

the planning phase indicates the period during which the government and 

private sector are prepared for the construction of an infrastructure before the 

Concession agreement. The government and the private sector, or SPC, discuss 

and negotiate all possible elements around the risk and profit of the project and 

conclude the Concession agreement containing all the consideration. Secondly, 

the construction phase begins with the construction. During this period, SPC 

usually finances a huge amount of money in order for the construction with no 

profit. Thirdly, the operation phase will begin with the end of construction. In 

this phase, the infrastructure begins to make income from operating. From the 

income, SPC should repay for the construction cost and distribute surplus profit 

to investors. In the projected period, the operation phase will be over, so the right 

of operation should be returned to the government; the SPC will be eliminated 

with the end of PPP. It needs to be emphasized that the projected rate of return 

will decide whether the PPP program can be delivered. In order to deliver the 

PPP, several studies shows that the government as well as the private sector tends 

to overestimate profit of infrastructure (Flyvbjerg et al. 2005).  
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Figure 2-3 Life cycle of BTO projects 

 

In sum, it is identified that the introduction of PPP program fundamentally 

transfer the financial schedule of infrastructure provision. Passing through the 

1980s, PPP programs have been advanced mainly in order to diminish the 

governmental fiscal burden in provision of infrastructure. Especially, the 

legislation of PFI in UK opened the systemic path to the development of PPP. In 

addition, the development of financial engineering such as project finance also 

established the basis for PPP. As many guideline shows (EC 2003), the core of 

PPP project is whether to gain efficiency to the extent that the project obtains the 

appropriate rate of return.21 

                                                        

21 George Osbourn, Chancellor of the Exchequer, said as follows. “The government's use 

of PFI has become totally discredited, so we need new ways to leverage private-sector 

investment . . . Labour's PFI model is flawed and must be replaced. We need a new system 

that doesn't pretend that risks have been transferred to the private sector when they can't be, 

and that genuinely transfers risks when they can be . . . On PFI, we are drawing up 

alternative models that are more transparent and better value for taxpayers. The first step is 

transparent accounting, to remove the perverse incentives that result in PFI simply being 

used to keep liabilities off the balance sheet. The government has been using the same 

approach as the banks did, with disastrous consequences. We need a more honest and 

flexible approach to building the hospitals and schools the country needs. For projects such 

as major transport infrastructure we are developing alternative models that shift risk on to 

the private sector. The current system will end.”(Guardian 2009-09-15)  
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Finally, the valuation method should be employed when deciding the rate of 

return of PPP. This is accompanied with a complex calculation by which 

estimates the present value of the infrastructure project. In this regard, financial 

engineering is required for the valuation, which have been widely developed for 

security markets. According to Harvey, PPP program would transfer the 

infrastructure as interest-bearing capital, which is accompanied by the valuation. 
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2.4. Risk allocation in each phase of project life cycle  

2.4.1. Reclassification of risks considering project life cycle 

PPP program, compared to the government procurement dependent only on 

public finance (e.g. tax, public bond), by definition utilizes private investment 

through capital market; it represents that the whole project should be evaluated 

by financial engineering. Theoretically, the project will be financed properly only 

if the internal rate of return of a PPP project is higher than the cost of capital of 

private investors. In practice, governments usually subsidized the PPP project in 

order to satisfy the private investors with an appropriate rate of return (Akbiykli 

2011). When it comes to PPP projects, the rate of return and risks in the contract 

directly lead to the interest of both parties; so they contract a Concession 

agreement which defines the whole process of the project through negotiation.  

The Concession agreement contains all risks considered: the internal rate of 

return, risks, risk allocation, government subsidy through risk allocation, etc. SPC 

which combines the private investors composed by construction companies and 

financial investors negotiate with the government as seen in the Figure 2-4. The 

fundamental feature of this negotiation is known as the tension between 

efficiency and transparency (Fischer and Babber 1998). Fischer and Babber (1998) 

pointed out that the relationship between the two is usually trade-off. If one 

hurried up the contract for efficiency, the transparency would not be satisfied, 

and vice versa. 

In order to determine the feasibility of PPP projects, government and private 

parties on the whole employ many financial methods to evaluate the project (KDI 

2007a). This will be called as valuation process in this dissertation. In the 

valuation process, a number of index including the internal rate of return (IRR), 

period index (PI), and net present value (NPV) are employed. By definition, the 
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NPV is the value equal to the present value (PV) of benefits minus that (PV) of 

costs. 

 
Figure 2-4 Basic structure of Concession agreements 

 

 In general, the project will be considered as feasible theoretically when NPV 

of the project is more than 0. When calculating the NPV, the annual revenues in 

the future are assumed to be discounted at a constant discount rate. Here, the 

IRR is defined as the discount rate where the NPV is zero. At large, the 

infrastructure as an investment is considered as public goods, the level of IRR of 

the infrastructure projects is usually slightly higher than the governmental bond. 
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 When it comes to a PPP project building and operating a new infrastructure 

(e.g. highway, railway), this basic formula of valuation is the fundamental of all 
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financial debates in this dissertation.22 In Korea, most of BTO projects has the 

construction subsidy beyond MRG, then the formula contains the existence of 

construction subsidy (CS) which is usually omitted by the previous papers.  

By taking these variables into account, both of private sector and government 

struggles for identifying the risks under the project. Risk in this dissertation 

means all of the possible negative variables on the PPP project (Kwak et al. 2008). 

Risk identification is critical for opening the new project, so both parties will be 

very sensitive to define, identify, and decide how to deal with risks. Furthermore, 

risk allocation has been considered as a critical success factors of PPP projects. 

Considering the previous studies, I will rearrange the risks under PPP project in 

order to establish the framework of this dissertation (Merna and Dubey 1998; Li 

et al. 2005; Walker and Smith 1995; Ha and Moh 2002). This work consists of two 

distinctive way: identification and reclassification considering life cycle and space 

of PPP projects.  

This dissertation will assume the risks according to the life cycle of PPP 

projects using project finance following the basic financial schedule identified in 

the Figure 2-5: planning, construction, and operation. For example, demand risk 

in the operation phase is considered as the risk in the planning phase because all 

the risk identification processes around the Concession agreement are decided in 

the planning phase. In contrary, financial risk is classified as constant risk in this 

dissertation because it lies in every phase of life cycle. 

                                                        

22 According to the financial model, traffic is usually regarded as being in inverse 

proportion to toll charge. The relationship between the two is highly important as it would 

affect directly the way of estimating the cash flow and needs to be investigated. 
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Figure 2-5 Time-schedule of BTO projects 

 

Following the project life cycle, the risks of project are categorized into 

planning, construction, and operation risk; the risk of operation phase is 

distinctively divided into before and after the refinancing. The separation of the 

operation phase in project finance is not a convention but is required to better 

understand the whole process of PPP project by project finance, which I will 

explain more in Chapter 5. In conclusion, the whole project is divided into four 

distinctive phases and risks in this dissertation: planning, construction, operation 

A (before refinancing), and operation B (after refinancing) phase. Note that the 

constant risk also exist during the whole project life cycle.  

So, the risks under PPP projects can be classified identified valuation risk in 

the planning phase and financial risk in all phases. The criteria to divide the two 

risks is the first Concession agreement between the public and private sector. 

Note that all the risks are relevant to the Concession agreement at the planning 

phase where few risks bring about. In the planning phase, all parties participated 

in the PPP project should struggle to identify possible risks and to reflect them to 

the Concession agreement. For example, the government is willing to examine the 
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possible risks and perform the cost-benefit analysis considering time-value of 

money in order to decide the feasibility of the project.  

2.4.2. Valuation: demand estimation  

On the basis, demand estimation have an intimate relationship with most of 

the risks lying in the operation phase. Both of the government and the private 

investors seeks to estimate the demand and utilize it to have an advantageous 

position in the negotiation of concession agreement.  

As demand of large-scale construction projects frequently turned out to be 

exaggerated, overestimation of benefit in large-scale projects became a world-

wide issue. Many authors show that transport infrastructure provided by PPP 

usually has been failed in business due to demand overestimation (Bain 2009, 

Flyvbjerg et al. 2005). Among them, Bent Flyvbjerg is frequently quoted for his 

steady attention to the failure of transport planning including cost overrun and 

overestimation of benefit (Flyvbjerg 2007). In particular, his analysis indicates 

that passenger forecasts are overestimated about 90 percent of surveyed rail 

projects all over the world (Flyvbjerg et al. 2005). Following his studies, many 

other studies have sought to reveal the forecast inaccuracy of large-scale 

transport infrastructure, targeting many sites and countries (Li and Hensher 2010; 

Sanko and Nagamatsu 2013).  

Transport infrastructure in South Korea is not an exception. For example, a 

report of KDI (2007) states that the actual traffic demand of privately-financed 

toll roads is only about 5-60 percent of the expected one on average. The results 

of this study reveals that the demand of large-scale transport infrastructure by 

PPP has been severely overestimated so far. Similarly, Cantarelli et al. (2012) 

focusing on cost overrun examined that the cost of Dutch transport 

infrastructure was underestimated. 
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While many factors can affect the failure of traffic demand, Flyvbjerg divided 

them into three main factors: technical, psychological, and political economic 

factor (Flyvbjerg, 2009). Technical factor indicates the incompleteness of forecast 

technique and data. This factor would be useful to illustrate the error of demand 

forecast to some extent, but fails completely to elucidate why the demand 

forecast is positive biased rather than random distributed. By the psychological 

approach, the positive bias can be expounded to some extent (Kahneman, 2003), 

if not completely. This approach usually attributes the inaccuracy of traffic 

overestimation to human cognitive bias. The last one, political economic factor, 

presents that the political economic group whose interest is closely connected to 

megaproject are responsible for the demand overestimation. Flyvbjerg (2009) 

argues that the political economic factor can best explain why the demand of 

large-scale project is overestimated. In order to extract profits from the large-

scale project, he maintains, planners and policy-maker have a common interest 

to overestimation profit and underestimate cost. His expression, “the survival of 

the unfittest,” typically shows explicitly what he criticizes (Flyvbjerg 2007).  

It is notable that not all studies on demand overestimation following Flybvjerg 

concentrate on the difference between PPP project and government procurement 

(Cantarelli et al. 2012). However, the demand overestimation of PPP project is 

essentially different from that of government procurement. If the government 

referred to these large-scale projects only as public works as Smith (1776) having 

mentioned in the Wealth of Nation, the profitability of the whole project would 

not be as significant as that of PPP project. As private entities participate in 

infrastructure projects, it should be profitable following market principle as other 

financial products. Otherwise, it would fail to attract the private invest from the 

capital asset market. So, when uncovering cases of demand overestimation it is 

highly required to distinct PPP projects from government procurement.  
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There are studies focusing only on PPP projects in Korea. Choi (2007) 

analyzed the case of Daegu Circulation Highway and argued that the current 

structure of PPP is beneficial only for the private entity because the government 

should pay a great amount of money for subsidy. Similarly, he argued that PPP 

program could not be efficient due to its complex financial structure and was an 

inadequate way to provide public infrastructure. In his perspective, the 

government made subsidies and supports in order for saving the private entities’ 

profit. In sum, he referred to demand overestimation as a government failure.   

Fischer and Babber (1998) identifies the subsidy on the operation revenue and 

risk allocation focusing on the private-invested toll roads across several countries: 

Chile, Colombia, Mexico, China, Malaysia, Hungary, UK, and US. This research 

analyzes the financial structure and risk allocation among these countries, 

considering the planning, construction, toll revenue, exchange rate, force 

majeure, political, and financial risk. A result of the research is as follows. 

The result shows that the private sector takes construction risk including the 

change of blueprint, geography conditions, resources, and labor supply. However, 

the risk allocation strategies are different each case. When it comes to SR-91, 

Dartford Bridge, and Guangzhou-Shenzhen Superhighway, the private sector 

should take the operation risk. In other projects such as Toluca- Mexico City and 

South Access to Concepción in Chile, the government has the obligation to 

compensate the minimum revenue as in Korean MRG. In sum, while financial 

and construction risk are transferred to the private sector, construction and 

liability risk are included by the government.  

The governmental subsidies are MRG, tax relief, financial support, and the 

protection of force majeure (Kwak et al. 2009). MRG, as noted before, represents 

the governmental subsidy which compensate the gap between the actual and the 

expected revenue. It is the strongest subsidy because it guarantees the revenue of 

private investors, then eliminates the demand risk from the PPP project. 
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Compared to MRG, tax relief is a way to give the private sector incentives 

participating in PPP projects. Financial support represents every meaningful 

provision that government can provide for enhancing the attractiveness of these 

projects. The trust guarantee for the infrastructure bond, even if the project goes 

bankrupt, is a typical example of financial support.  

Table 2-1 A case study of investigating financial conditions of PPP 

Country, Project 
Pre-

constru
ction 

Constr-
uction 

Traffic and 
revenue 

Curr-
ency 

Force 
majeure 

Tort 
liability 

Politi-
cal 

Fina-
ncial 

Overall 
assessmen
t of public 
sector risk 

Chile, South 
Access to 

Concepción 
◐ ○ ◐ None ○ ○ ● ◐ Medium 

Colombia, 

Bulga-Tuluá 
Highway 

◐ ○ ◐ None ○ ○ ● ○ Medium 

Mexico, Mexico 
City-Toluca Toll 

Road 
None None None ○ ○ ○ ● ○ Low 

China, 
Guangzhou-

Shenzhen 
Superhighway 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ● High 

Malaysia, 
North-South 
Expressway 

◐ ○ ○ ● ● ○ ● ● High 

Hungary, 
M1/M15 

Motorway 
◐ ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ● ○ Low 

United 
Kingdom, 

Dartford Bridge 
◐ ○ ○ None ○ ○ ● ○ Low 

United States, 
SR-91 ◐ ○ ○ None ○ ○ ● ○ Low 

Source: Fisher and Babber 1998 

Note: ○ major risk to private sector, ● major risk to public sector, ◐ risk shared 

 

These supports are frequently faced by the criticism in which the government 

overprotect return of the private sector (BAI 2004, Kim 2010). Among 

governmental supports, MRG is highly controversy because it can damage the 

original goal of enhancing VFM for taxpayer by taking the demand risk to the 

government, or public sector. For example, OR in the basic financial model is 

increasing in proportion to the demand of the infrastructure, while the 
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construction scale is dependent on diverse variables such as CC, OR, IRR. So, if 

the estimation of operation revenue is distorted at the planning phase, the loss 

will be compensated as a form of MRG by government. In practice, Flyvbjerg 

(2003) shows that the demand of large-scale infrastructure projects in the last 7 

decades has been overestimated all over the world, comparing the expected 

demand with the actual. In doing this, he claims consistently that the demand 

overestimation, or underestimation of cost is caused mainly by the political 

economic factor, rather than the failure of estimation through technical factor.  

 Ideally, the demand of PPP projects would be better estimated rather than 

the government procurement, if other conditions were equal, because the 

estimation of profit is directly associated to return of the private entity. However, 

the existence of MRG distorts these assumption. In the PPP projects with MRG, 

the private sector losses the incentive to estimate the revenue from the 

infrastructure because the government would pay for the gap between the 

expected and the actual revenue. Furthermore, it indicates that due to MRG the 

SPC would have an incentive to exaggerate the revenue in order to gain more 

compensation through MRG. On the contrary, the government should pay for 

MRG in addition to the other subsidy, tax relief, and financial benefits if the 

demand is exaggerated. If the two conditions—the existence of MRG and 

exaggerated demand—are satisfied, the governmental expenditure will be 

skyrocketing despite its original goal of reducing the taxpayers’ burden. 

2.4.3. Realization of profit: Refinancing and capital structure 

After contracting the concession, the construction of infrastructure begins 

with the construction phase. The main risk which lies in the construction phase 

is the uncertainty of whether the private sector can complete construction of the 

infrastructure. In addition, the construction risk can contain the financial risk. 

However, financial risk is not confined to the construction phase, but is a crucial 

and constant risk through the whole life cycle of PPP projects.   
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The operation phase contains the realization of profit as many risks come to 

be removed through the completion of the facility. As seen through the basic 

financial model, the essence of operation phase is the retrieve of investments in 

terms of financial process. However, operation phase also has serious risks: 

financial risk is representative. The financial risk in the operational phase is 

crucial to explain the refinancing process as it leads to the latter.  

With respect to the financial structure, the neo-classic economics suggested 

the profound explanations on the capital structure, instead of Marxian 

approaches. A classic work of this field is the capital structure irrelevance 

principle (hereafter, irrelevance theory) suggested by Modigliani-Miller (1958). 

According to the irrelevance theory, the value of a firm does not be affected by 

how the firm is financed under some assumption: a market condition of random 

walk, with no tax, bankruptcy cost, agency cost, and asymmetric information. 

Following this principle, if a firm increases the rate of debt within the total asset, 

the interest cost of the firm would increase naturally but it would not affect the 

total value of the firm.  

M-M (1958) argued that the value of firm is irrelevant to the capital structure 

of a firm. Beginning from this research, many other studies have investigated the 

relationship between the capital structure and firm value and several studies by 

changing the assumption under the theory and revealed the interesting relevance 

between the two. For example, trade-off theory of capital structure states that a 

firm tends to maximize the debt by considering a balance between the dead-

weight costs of bankruptcy and the tax shied effect of debt (Kraus-Litzenberger 

1973). As such, Jensen-Meckling (1976) concentrated on the agency costs in terms 

of capital structure. Otherwise, pecking order theory, which was popularized by 

Myers (1984), maintains that how to finance is dependent on hierarchy of firm's 

preference: internal finance, debt, and the last method would be equity finance in 

sequence.  
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Although M-M theory concludes that the capital structure has few influences 

on firm's actual value, in practice firms including SPCs have been prone to search 

for better conditions of financing, which is called as refinancing. SPCs tend to 

refinance itself in order to achieve better conditions of their debt. For example, 

when the market interest rate is falling, the participants are willing to repay the 

debt and borrow a new loan even with the early repayment penalty. With respect 

to project finance, SPCs consider more variables concerning the financial 

structure other than reducing the cost of capital. As a borrower, SPC should 

decide whether to refinance considering these elements: the cost of refinancing, 

the conditions of dividend of stockholders, loosen condition of the lender, etc. 

Moreover, SPCs prefer to have more debt in their financial structure rather than 

equity as the pecking order theory explained (Myer 1984). 

According to recent studies on refinancing, main financial incentives for SPC 

to refinance SPCs are as follows (Hwang and Ju 2006). If they reduce the amount 

of equity, the Return on Equity (ROE) of the SPC would increase automatically 

without the increase of total income (because ROE=Return/Equity).  

Furthermore, in terms of the potential cost of bankruptcy, the opportunity cost of 

debt capital is smaller than that of equity considering the order of credit. Lastly, 

the stockholders can enjoy the efficiency gain from tax shielding by reducing the 

equity. In general, these effects of the financial leverage are available only when 

the senior lender agree to this because their opportunity cost would be increasing 

from the refinancing. 

Among the diversified modes of PPP, private investment using private finance, 

each party is prone to collect and utilize as much information as possible to gain 
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more an advantageous position.23  Research on PPP commonly reminds the 

importance of collected data during the early phase of PPP project in order to 

allocate possible risks (Bing et al., 2004; Kwak et al., 2009). For example, 

Yescombe (2007) accentuated identification and management of risks in detail, 

instead of depending only on the payment guarantee from the government or 

investors in the process of PPP projects. In particular, the financial risk allocation 

is significant in the operation phase where most of the other risks are eliminated 

and financial investors need to retrieve their investment. Financial investors, 

including the construction company and infrastructure fund, are prone to use 

different strategies in this phase, I will concentrated on revealing their strategy of 

realization of capital investment. 

2.5. Summary  

Until now, I have explained the perspectives on financialization, PPP program on 

infrastructure, and risk allocation process; intended to establish the framework of 

the dissertation. While these theories seem distracted, they are intimately 

associated with the main topic of this dissertation of establishing a perspective of 

financialization. By employing Harvey's thesis of spatial fix, I have sought to build 

the structural framework to analyze Korean PPP projects from the perspective of 

financial geography.  

First of all, it is identified that scholars sought to discover the structural way to 

understand finance with respect to geography. In particular, these efforts can be 

summarized as the concept of financialization, as Leyshon et al. (2011) represents. 

Current political economic approaches including regulation theory, critical-

accountancy theory, and financialization of everyday are regard to the outcome 

                                                        

23 In general, SPCs tend to exaggerate the IRR, but the government would reduce it. 

However, this contrast also depends on risk, as high IRR would lead to high risk. Depending 

on the risk attitude, the SPC could choose the project with a lower IRR. 
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of theorization. However, these efforts are not enough to explain the role of 

finance in the capitalist society. Regulation theory and critical accountancy 

theory do not consider the spatial dimension of financialization, and 

financialziation of everyday life intended to focus mainly on the marginal 

dimensions of finanicialization despite their efforts to link finance to geography 

(Hall 2013; Martin 1999). Considering these shortcomings, I suggest Harvey's 

spatial fix hypothesis, as an alternative to supplement the current theories on 

financialization even though he did not use the term in Limits to Capital (1982). 

As he opened the path to interpret the relationship between space and capital 

investment, this dissertation will employ his hypothesis in order to explain how 

the built environment, or transport infrastructure in this dissertation, is 

produced by project finance. It is noteworthy that despite existing debate on if he 

follows the point of Marx (Jessop 2004), this dissertation would not cover the 

controversial relationship between Harvey and Marx.  

Secondly, this chapter also investigated the theoretical trajectory of 

infrastructure investment, explaining a paradigm shift from government 

procurement to PPP program. Conventionally, economic infrastructure, as well as 

social infrastructure, had been regarded to be delivered by the government, 

ranging from classic economists to Keynesian. However, the recession, or 

stagnation along with the oil shock, in the 1970s and the deteriorated economy 

threatened the paradigm of government procurement and brought the paradigm 

of PPP program, largely including private investment in public infrastructure. PFI 

program introduced by the UK Conservative Regime represented the symbolic 

paradigm shift in procurement of infrastructure. As the PPP program was 

accepted globally, the private investors also came to participate in the PPP 

projects. In Korea, the government for the same reason introduced the PPP 

program and allowed several large-scale projects for activating private investment 

in infrastructure in the middle of 1990s. In sum, PPP program opened the 
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institutional path for the financial investors to invest in infrastructure by project 

finance.  

Lastly, this chapter highlights the financial model and risk allocation by 

concentrating on the life cycle of PPP projects. As stated before, investors should 

establish a SPC in order to collect and distribute profit from the project. SPC face 

other kinds of risks mainly depending on the each phase: planning phase, 

construction phase, and operation phase. In general, most of SPCs have sought to 

refinance itself, so the operation phase can be divided by refinancing. According 

to this categorization of life cycle of PPP projects, this section indicated that risk 

allocation is a key factor to decide the success or failure of PPP projects.  

The organization of analysis can be described as Figure 2-6. As noted before, 

this dissertation is theoretically dependent on spatial fix, as this perspective 

seems to link finance and space in a structured way. While this theory is based on 

a number of assumption and Marxian terminology, I will focus only on the 

production of space though securitization, exemplifying the capital investment in 

infrastructure. Moreover, the relationship between Marx and Harvey, the logical 

completeness of Harvey’s thesis, and the historical evidences of spatial fix are 

beyond the scope of my research. Instead, I will focus on two main process: 

valuation and realization of profit. The former is about demand overestimation 

and the role of government and SPC in terms of the valuation processes, while 

the latter is about the financial strategy of infrastructure fund in the operation 

period focusing on refinancing processes of SPC. At last, I will attempt to 

illustrate how these processes are intimately related. 
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Figure 2-6 Organization of research 
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3. Historical and spatial development of PPP in providing 

infrastructure facilities 

In this chapter I will explain the history and spatial issues of PPP program in 

Korea. In the last few decades, PPP has been increasingly placed as a main policy 

in providing infrastructure in many countries: Canada, Norway, Spain, Japan, etc. 

As such, Korean government legislated the PPP act in 1994 and has been utilized 

it to deliver many public services. At the early stage, BTO, among many types of 

PPP, was used to build up and finance transport infrastructure including toll road 

and railway projects: Ewharyeong Tunnel constructed in 1998 which reaches the 

Korean representative travel destination, Airport Highway to Incheon 

International Airport, Cheonan-Nonsan Highway which across the middle of 

South Korea.  

The total scale of Korean PPP projects is as much as 82 trillion KRW (NABO 

2010). The use of PPP projects range from the construction of railway and 

highway to other facilities such as dormitory, water sewage, parking lots, etc. 

Among them, BTO is widely utilized to build the large-scale infrastructure such 

as toll roads, tunnels, railways, etc. while BTL is mainly used to deliver relatively 

small-scale services. The main topic of this dissertation is large-scale projects, in 

particular constructed and financed by BTO; the debate will be concentrated 

mainly on the BTO and large-scale facilities in Korea. More concretely, this 

chapter will be devoted to explain the history of PPP and its spatial issue. 

Even though there are several laws (e.g. Law on Toll road and Harbor) existing 

to enable PPP in Korea, the introduction of PPP act in 1994 is the official 

beginning point of PPP project in procurement of infrastructure with project 

finance. As soon as elected, Kim Youngsam administration, a new government 

which won the president election in 1992 at the end of military regime, began 

reforming the Korean society including the real-name financial transaction law 

with the slogan of ‘globalization’ and ‘new economy’. With these slogans, the 
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government sought to reform the whole Korean society; PPP is one of these 

reform plans in terms of the new economy. 

Once setting the goal, Korean government were rapidly prepared for 

introducing PPP project in 1994. KDI as a state-sponsored research center 

comprised mainly by economists reported the government to expand 

infrastructure in order to maximize economic growth and argued that they need 

a large amount of budget for providing it (KDI 2013). In the report, KDI proposed 

that Korean government should seek to expand their infrastructure budget by 

issuing the public bond, and introducing PPP program. The government and the 

national assembly agreeing with KDI passed the PPP act in 1994 without much 

resistance. As soon as introducing it, the government sought to activate PPP with 

subsidizing the projects and the private sector, which mainly consists of 

Chaebol— a Korean form of business conglomerate that actually dominate the 

domestic market— were interested in PPP because it was rather a new concept.  

KDI reported (1993) that transport infrastructure was referred as an 

appropriate area to be invested. In order to activate PPP project, KDI proposed 

several facilities for PPP projects: Airport Highway, High speed railway from 

Seoul to Busan, etc. (Hankook-ilbo 1993-11-10). Among them, the government 

picked up the Airport Highway, having been considered as most profitable due to 

its monopoly path to the Incheon International Airport. As mentioned in Chapter 

2, SPC was established and 11 construction companies, actually derived from 

Chaebol including Samsung, participated in the SPC, New Airport Highway, as 

investors. In addition, a relatively small project, Ewharyeong Tunnel, was 

transformed into PPP during construction. Following this tunnel, many PPP 

projects were permitted through Concession agreement: Airport Highway, 

Cheonan-Nonsan Highway, Kwangju 2nd Circulation road, etc.  
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3.1. Introduction of PPP program  

These PPP projects faced a significant challenge from the East Asia financial crisis 

in 1997. As a result of the crisis, Korean government asked the International 

Monetary Fund for a bailout program for the first time on October and the 

Korean economy fell into a deep recession in the next year. In the early age of the 

introduction of PPP the Korean private investors, which mostly consists of 

Chaebol, had questioned the profitability of PPP project (Segye-ilbo 1994-02-21). 

As soon as the first Concession agreement on the PPP project of Airport Highway, 

many companies—Dongbu construction, SK construction, Daerim industry— 

withdrew from the SPC (Segye-ilbo 1994-09-24). After a while, as the financial 

crisis brought about in 1997, the participant companies as investors in the PPP 

project asked the government for the guarantee of revenue.  

“Considering the opportunity cost in case of delay of opening the facility, the 

government has an obvious benefit from PPP program. MRG was introduced to 

locate the foreign capital investment just after the IMF period, or Korean Financial 

Crisis in 1997” (in KOTI 2006 from investment company). 

As A4 testifies, the government received their demand and the PPP act was 

reformed in 1999. The first clause on the guarantee of revenue is identified in the 

second version of the Concession agreement, which had been contracted in 1995 

between the government and the private sector in terms of all considerations 

around the construction, finance, and operation of the infrastructure. The 

Concession agreement changed on December 27, 2000 includes the clause saying 

that “the government should do their best and use all measures for the efficient 

construction and operation of the infrastructure” (Concession agreement 2000: 

28-7), which is the first basis for MRG. As the Concession agreement were revised 

later several times, MRG became more concrete to the extent of guaranteeing the 

certain rate of the expected revenue. Moreover, following the case of Airport 

Highway the MRG had placed as a necessary measure for other BTO projects.  
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The infrastructure procured through PPP became to be in the operation phase 

in the 2000s: Cheonan-Nonsan Highway (2002), Daegu-Busan Highway, Seoul 

North Highway (2006). In particular as Incheon Airport and Songdo Economic 

Free Zone was developed at that time Incheon Bridge (2008) which connects the 

Airport Island to the mainland, and Airport Railway (2007) were completed in the 

late of 2000s. In addition to the central government-led BTO project, the local 

government also utilized BTO as a measure to build new roads, then a part of 

Kwangju 2-1 Beltway (2002) and Daegu 4th Beltway (2004) was also constructed 

and began the operation.  

As BTO became a prevalent instrument for providing transport infrastructure, 

many authors began criticizing PPP (Choi 2007; Kim 2010; BAI 2004). A BAI’s 

report (2004) pointed out the key problems of the current PPP projects as follows 

(Choi 2012). Firstly, the expected revenue was revealed to have been 

overestimated. Combined with the problem, secondly, the excessive amount of 

compensation through MRG was paid for subsidy. Thirdly, they criticized that 

the government was poor at estimating VFM of the project due to her ignorance 

of public sector comparator. Finally, they stated that the government had not 

been control the financial structure when the private investors transferred it by 

selling their equity in the SPC. These challenges has been consistently raised by 

many scholars, as well as pressure, civil activists, etc. Hangyoreh, or a left 

newspaper in Korea, covered the overestimation and wrote subsequent chapters 

on overestimation, dealing with the recent cases of infrastructure projects 

including Airport Railway (2007) and other PPP projects (Hangyoreh 2013-10-28, 

2013-10-29).  

In this context, the PPP act was reformed again in 2005 and allowed 

diversified way of PPP: BTL (build-transfer-lease), BOO (build-operate-own), etc. 

According to the Ministry of Strategy and Finance (MOSF), the number of BTO 

projects are 144 and 27 trillion KRW was invested in these projects until 2011. The 
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number BTL projects, beginning in 2005, was 273 and 36 trillion KRW was 

invested. At the same time, 34 BTO projects and 109 BTL projects were under 

construction in 2011. The basic statics showed that the BTL projects, rather than 

BTO projects which deal with large-scale infrastructure, were expanding. The 

change of PPP act is represented at the Table 3-1.  

 Table 3-1 Chronological Changes and Characteristics of PPP in Korea 

 Period Characteristics 

Period. 1 1968-1994 - Sporadic promotion of public–private partnership (PPP) projects 

based on individual laws (Road Act, Port Act, etc.) 

Period. 2 1994-1998 - The Republic of Korea began to induce private capital to build 

infrastructure facilities through systematic procedures with 

enactment of the Act on Promotion of Private Capital 

Investment in Social Overhead Capital 

- Implementation remained sluggish due to immature PPP conditions, 

government’s failure to play the proper roles, and excessive 

regulations due to fear of controversies over preferential treatment 

- Formulation of policy package for inducing private participation 

across-the-board legal revision through the Act on Private 

Participation in Infrastructure 

Period. 3 1999-2004 - Positive government support and division of role for revitalizing 

private investment 

- Reinvigoration of private sector’s investment and project 

participation 

Period. 4 2005-

present 

- Revision of the Act on Private Participation in Infrastructure 

- Inclusion of nine residential infrastructure facilities in the scope of 

PPP projects and the introduction of the build–transfer–lease 

formula as a new method 

- Introduction of mandatory feasibility study for unsolicited projects 

(costing 200 billion KRW or more) 

- Revitalization of infrastructure fund through public subscription 

- Abolition of minimum revenue guarantee and introduction of 

government compensation of base (raw) cost 

Source: KDI 2011; Ministry of Strategy and Finance. Act on Promotion of Private Capital Investment in 
Social Overhead Capital and Act on Private Participation in Infrastructure (PPP Act). Seoul. 
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The volume of investment in infrastructure from both the public and the 

private sector from 2004 to 2012 at Table 3-2. The total investment in PPP project 

has been increasing from 23.6 trillion KRW in 2004 to 32.1 trillion KRW in 2012. 

In this year, the government investment amounts 23.1 trillion and charges 72 

percent of total PPP investment in 2012. It means, despite the rapid development 

of PPP program, government has paid a large amount of budget into the PPP 

project until now.  

In detail, Table 3-2 shows the investment particularly in transport 

infrastructure: toll road, railway, harbor, and airport. The proportion of transport 

investment is 3.05 percent of the domestic GDP. Among transport infrastructure, 

the proportion of road among the total infrastructure investment is the highest 

(69.5), and railway (20.3), harbor (8.83), and airport (1.35) are following in 2009. 

The total private investment has increased from 1.7 trillion KRW in 2004 to 2.7 

trillion KRW in 2009, but the proportion of it in total infrastructure investment is 

less than 10 percent. Still, the main financial source of infrastructure is from 

governmental spending in Korea, rather than the private capital market. In 

addition, it needs to be stressed that most of infrastructure budget has been paid 

for providing land transport including road and railway. 

Table 3-2 Infrastructure proportion in the governmental budget 
Unit: Trillion KRW 

  2004 2006 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Infrastructure 
Budget 

17.4 18.4 20.5 25.5 25.1 24.4 23.1 

Governmental 
Spending 

4.5 4.2 4.4 5.8 9.9 8.7 6.3 

Private 
Investment 

1.7 2.9 3.8 3.9 2.7 2.2 2.7 

Sum 
23.6 25.5 28.7 35.2 37.7 35.3 32.1 

-2.85 -2.81 -2.8 -3.31 -3.21 -2.85 (-) 

Data: MOSF 2013 
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BTO projects has been concentrated mainly on transport infrastructure even 

though the PPP act designates 48 detail sector including road, railway, harbor, 

water sewage, environment, etc. The government has sought to attract private 

investment by defining the area of PPP project, but the scope of BTO projects are 

extremely limited mainly due to their profitability. As seen in chapter 2, public 

transport infrastructure has been procured by government in order to overcome 

market failure such as free-rider problem, which implies that the infrastructure 

projects by nature are not profitable Among many ways of PPP (e.g. BTO, BTL, 

BOO, BOT, etc.) BTO and BTL have been widely used in Korea and overall BTO 

is used to deliver the transport infrastructure, which this dissertation will 

highlight. However, it is worth noting that BTL projects has been more and more 

widespread in Korea to provide the small-scale infrastructure due to its simple 

profit structure.  

Table 3-3 and Table 3-4 shows the basic information of each BTO projects in 

Korea. At first, Table 3-3 contains the competent authority, total investment, 

private investment, construction subsidy, IRR and the rate of MRG. The authority 

is divided into two different level: central government and local government. For 

example, Airport Highway (2000) and Cheonan-Nonsan Highway (2002) are 

representative infrastructure whose competent authority is the central 

government, more accurately MOLIT (ministry of land, infrastructure, and 

transport), while Kwangju 2-1 Beltway and Machang Bridge is under local 

government, Kwangju Metropolitan City.  

In addition to MRG, the government has paid SPCs for construction subsidy, 

approximately 30 percent of total investment. Note that Airport Highway, the 

first BTO projects, has no construction subsidy. In addition, the IRR of each 

project ranges from 7.27 to 9.7 percent and the rate of MRG does from 80 to 90 

percent of the expected revenue. Figure 3-4 shows that transport infrastructure 

charges a large amount of total investment and the average of transport 
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investment is still higher than other fields. It might be the reason that this 

dissertation pays much attention on the transport infrastructure provided by 

BTO. Note that construction subsidy is another kind of government 

compensation for the private sector. After the government experienced the 

deficit of Airport Highway, competent authorities began the construction subsidy 

in the construction period. The proportion of it is 30 percent of the total 

investment on average. Not all cases in this table are the research objectives. The 

proportion of road in the whole infrastructure investment was stressed in order 

to its large proportion 

  
Table 3-3 Investment to infrastructure in Korea 
Unit: Trillion KRW 

Data: MOSF 2013 

 
2000 2003 2005 2006 2007 2009 

Road 15.37 17.13 17.1 15.97 16.42 22.23 

Railway 3.85 3.86 3.23 4.26 4.9 6.49 

Harbor 0.98 2.61 1.22 2.09 2.44 2.82 

Airport 1.25 0.39 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.43 

Sum 21.45 24 22.11 22.88 24.32 31.98 

GDP 602.79 766.98 851.98 894.42 960.15 1047.91 

Transport 
/GDP  

3.56 3.13 2.59 2.56 2.53 3.05 

Proportion (%) 

Road 71.66 71.4 77.34 69.79 67.5 69.52 

Railway 17.95 16.09 14.62 18.63 20.13 20.3 

Harbor 4.57 10.88 5.52 9.13 10.02 8.83 

Airport 5.81 1.62 2.51 2.45 2.34 1.35 
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Table 3-4 Basic features of transport BTO projects 
CG: central government, LG: local government; Unit: Billion Won, % 

 
Auth- 
ority 

Total 
invest- 
ment  

Privatate 
Invest- 
ment  

Construc- 
tion 

Subsidy 
IRR 

Rate of 
MRG 

Seoul Circulation CG 1462 1029 433 9.52 90 

Daegu-Busan CG 1962 1378 583 9.38 90 

Cheonan-Nonsan CG 1438 1019 418 9.24 90 

Airport Highway CG 1342 1342 
 

9.70 90 

Kwangju 2nd-1 LG 148 148 
 

9.34 85 

Kwangju 2nd-3 LG 125 108 16 7.27 90 

Machang Bridge LG 261 188 72 8.89 80 

Suwon-
Pyeongtak 

CG 856 608 248 7.40 70 

Incheon Bridge CG 1226 823 403 8.48 90 

Seoul-Chuncheon CG 1429 1001 428 8.00 80 

  3rd Seoul-
Incheon Highway 

CG 480 480 
 

8.28 80 

New Bundang 
railway 

LG 1150 598 552 8.00 80 

Source: NABO 2010 
 

 
Figure 3-1 Investment into BTO projects 
Source: NABO 2010 
Note: Transport infrastructure is red and the other kind of facilities are blue 

0 50 100 150 200 250

Total investment of each project

Unit: billion
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3.2. Spatial typology of Korean BTO projects 

3.2.1. Typology of infrastructure 

BTO projects are also categorized by its supervisor, or competent authority: 

central government, or local government (central government-driven, or local 

government-driven). BTO projects whose total investment is over 200 billion 

KRW, as well as BTL projects over 100 KRW, is sorted as central government-

driven and the MOSF is an official supervisor. PPP Projects whose total 

investment is lower than these criteria was classified as local government-driven 

and the local government—mainly metropolitan governments (e.g. Kwangju 

Metropolitan City, Daegu Metropolitan City)—is an official supervisor. This 

dissertation deals with mainly the government-driven BTO projects as well as the 

local government-driven BTO projects. For example, the main concern of this 

dissertation contains central government-driven projects (e.g. Airport Highway, 

Cheonan-Nonsan Highway Incheon Bridge, etc.) and also includes local 

government projects (e.g. Kwangju 2nd Beltway, etc.). 

Another criteria is the subject who proposed the project: government initiative 

project, or private proposal project. Literally, the government initiative project 

refers to the project that the government, regardless of central, or local, suggests 

to do and the private proposal project represent those proposed to do by the 

private sector. In every case, the government has the right to decide whether or 

not to procure the infrastructure. It is worth noting that the Korean government 

established a research center, Public and Private Infrastructure Investment 

Management Center (PIMAC), under the KDI in order to consult the central and 

local government when evaluating the feasibility of the proposed projects. 

Recently, the government is defined to take the proposal of each large-scale 

infrastructure to PIMAC in order to evaluate its feasibility by law in Korea. 
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As mentioned before, most of BTO projects are contracted from the beginning 

of PPP program in 1995 to the revision of the law in 2005. At present, the BTO 

projects constructed in this early age of PPP have been operated and they are the 

main target of this dissertation. After the revision in 2005, BTL projects have been 

widely used for delivering small-scale public services.  

Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 shows the change of the IRR and the total 

investment of each project subsequently (NABO 2010). The figure shows that the 

IRR and the total investment of these BTO projects have been falling steadily. In 

order words, the IRR and the total investment contracted in the late of 1990s 

were relatively high. Choi (2007) explained that this phenomenon was 

presumably attributed by the high interest rate then.  

 

 

Figure 3-2 Change of IRR of each transport project 
Source: NABO 2010 
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Figure 3-3 Change of Construction Cost of each transport project 
Source: NABO 2010 
Note: I added the trend line in order to reveal the tendency of falling the scale of projects 

 

In addition to these categorization above, several researcher suggests the 

spatial issue of these BTO projects (Byeon 1997, 1999). According to Byeon’s 

estimation (1999), the infrastructure stock, while he uses the concept of social 

overhead capital (SOC), is reveal to be highly concentrated around Seoul 

Metropolitan Region (SMR) which contain Seoul and its suburban and satellite 

cities. He alerted that if this trend continued the provision of infrastructure 

should be more differentiated between SMR and non-SMR. Remind that South 

Korea has experienced the significant regional economic disparity between SMR 

and non-SMR since 1960s. In fact, there has been a large amount of investment in 

SMR including the Incheon Airport, its attached facilities, highways, circulation 

belt, and railway (e.g. Seoul Metro Line 9). So, this dissertation will add one more 

categorization of BTO projects—SMR and non-SMR—in order to consider 

economic geography of South Korea. 
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3.2.2. Types of BTO project and its features 

 - Type-A: SMR, Central government-driven 

Type A is the central government-driven projects located in SMR Including 

Seoul Incheon, and Kyeonggi province. This type includes all BTO projects, 

mainly transport infrastructure, which the central government decided to 

procure at the beginning of introduction of PPP program. Additionally, this type 

is intimately related to the construction of Incheon International Airport in 2001, 

having been built on the reclaimed land since 1992. At the beginning, Airport 

Highway provided by BTO was the only route to reach Incheon International 

Airport and at present Incheon Bridge and Airport Railway were constructed in 

2007-8. Remind that all the paths to go to the Incheon Airport are the privately 

invested toll road, which denotes that using these facilities is inevitable in order 

to go to the Incheon Airport. Seoul Northern Beltway is the only Type-A project 

inside Seoul. Among them, Seoul-Chuncheon Highway is rather ambiguous 

because it across Seoul, Gyeonggi Province, and Kwangwon Province, then I 

characterize as Type A because the large portion of the highway is located at 

SMR.  

- Type-B: SMR, Local government-driven  

Type B represent the local government-driven BTO project located in SMR. 

Seoul Metro Line 9, Woomyeon Mountain Tunnel, and Seoul-Yongin Highway 

are included. Local government-driven projects are in general small-scale 

projects, but exceptionally this type has a large scale because the population and 

resource of Korea is highly concentrated in SMR. Woomyeon Mountain Tunnel is 

built in 2004 in the early age of PPP program and Seoul Metro Line 9 is notable 

because it is the first subway in Seoul provided by PPP program.  

- Type-C: Non-SMR, Central government-driven 
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Type-C includes the central government-driven BTO projects located in the 

non-SMR. Cheonan-Nonsan and Daegu-Busan Highway—which connects two 

large cities in the Southeastern of Korea—are the only cases. Two projects are 

contracted both in 1997, the former was constructed completely in 2002 and the 

latter in 2006.   

- Type-D: Non-SMR, Local government-driven 

Finally, type-D refers to the local government-driven BTO projects located in 

the non-SMR. Kwangju and Daegu metropolitan government have utilized BTO 

program in order to provide Beltway. Kwangju metropolitan government firstly 

constructed the Kwangju 2-1 Beltway-1 through BTO program in 2002 and Daegu 

also provided the 4th Daegu Beltway, also called as Beoman road, in 2004. The 

projects included by Type-D have relatively small scale, but as seen later have 

suffered from similar problem as other types of facilities. 

 Table 3-5 Type of each transport project in Korea 

 SMR Non-SMR 

Central 
government-

driven 
 

TYPE A 

- Airport Highway (1995, 2001) 

- Incheon Bridge (2003, 2009) 

- Airport Railway (1995, 2007) 

- Seoul-Chuncheon Highway 

(2004, 2009) 

- Seoul Beltway (2000, 2006) 

TYPE B 

- Cheonan-Nonsan Highway (1997, 

2002) 

- Daegu-Busan Highway (1997, 2006) 

Local 
government-

driven 

TYPE C 

- SML 9 (2009) 

- Woomyeon Tunnel (1997, 2004) 

 

TYPE D 

- Kwangju 2-1 Beltway (1996-2000) 

- Kwangju 2-3 Beltway (2000-2004) 

- Daegu 4th Beltway (2000-2004) 

Data: Contracting, Construction 
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3.3. Major issues on BTO project in Korea 

3.3.1. Demand overestimation and MRG  

The most important issue on Korean BTO project is about demand 

overestimation and its result of additional governmental expenditure as a 

subsidy. As explained in this chapter, the government assured the SPC’s revenue 

of each project by adopting the private entities’ demand as a form of MRG. 

Through MRG, government should pay for the promised rate of the expected 

revenue, reminding that MRG is about revenue instead of return, then the 

demand overestimation will lead exactly to governmental expenditure. Officially, 

The Board of Audit and Inspection of Korea (BAI) pointed out that the demand of 

BTO projects are severely overestimated in 2004 (BAI, 2004) and press and 

scholars also have raised this problem (Choi, 2007, 2012; Lee 2012; Kim 2010; Yang 

2009). 

Table 3-6, represented by the BAI in 2004, shows that all of the BTO project 

have overestimation problem without exception. The achievement rate of 

Woomyeon Mountain Tunnel (Type D) is the lowest, 21.7 percent, and those of 

other facilities such as Airport Highway and Cheonan-Nonsan Highway were still 

under 50 percent. It means that the actual revenue in the operation phase is no 

more than the half of the expected, then the government should pay for subsidy 

throughout the MRG clause in the Concession agreement. 

Table 3-6 Overestimation of traffic demand  
Unit: per day, billion KRW per year  

 Name Type 
The expected 

traffic (A) 
Actual 

traffic (B) 
Proportion 

(B/A %) 
MRG 

Airport Highway 
A 

133,483 44,323 41.5 105 

Cheonan-Nonsan 46,423 21,859 47.1 49 

Woomyeon Mountain 
Tunnel 

C 51,745 11,218 21.7 25 

Kwangju 2-1 Beltway-
1 

D 55,487 34,916 62.9 6 
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Data: BAI, 2004 

Even with a number of data and statistics which shows the demand 

overestimation of Korean BTO projects, Ewharyeong Tunnel is a typical case to 

show the problem of overestimation (Hangyoreh 2007-08-03). As noted before, 

this tunnel, which 1,624 meters long and one of the paths to Mungyeongsaejae, a 

famous travel destination in Korea, was initially being constructed by 

government procurement. However, the local government transferred this 

projects into BTO due to the lack of governmental budget. Even though the 

traffic demand was expected to be 24,000, the actual traffic is only 8,000, or 25 

percent of the expected. Even worse, the number of traffic sharply reduced to 

2,000 as soon as the new tunnel is constructed around Ewharyeong Tunnel.  

As the SPC, Saejae development, sue the government to buy this facility, the 

Supreme Court sentenced the government to compensate the SPC for the 

overestimation of revenue in 2006. While the facility was transferred into 

government procurement due to this sentence and became free to use, it reveals 

that the introduction of BTO program may be the dual burden for government 

with the overestimation of revenue (Hankyoreh 2007-08-03). Note that this 

facility did not contain MRG and then the Concession agreement can have been 

terminated without much challenges. If the projects had have the MRG clause, 

the compensation would not have been so simple. However, almost all projects 

contracted after Ehwaryeong contain MRG and it became one of the main topics 

in this dissertation. Note that the MRG was officially abolished in 2009. 

 As the Audit Report pointed out, a significant feature of the estimation of 

BTO projects is that the demand, or traffic, has been overestimated without an 

exception. Facing this problem, KDI investigated the overestimation of BTO 

projects that procure transport infrastructure, comparing them with 

infrastructure of government procurement, constructed in ranging from 2001 to 

2004. Table 3-7 shows a result from the study, which identifies the difference of 
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the achievement rate between PPP and government procurement. As a result, the 

achievement rate of government procurement is 161 percent and still higher than 

that of the BTO projects, 45 percent. Moreover, the achievement rate of the 

government procurement is relative higher than 100 percent, even with some 

exceptions. This result implies that the BTO projects may be more overestimated 

rather than government procurement for some reasons.  

Table 3-7 Comparison between Public and PPP projects 

 Name Path Year 
3 Years after opening 

Expected Actual AR Average 

GP 

Seoul 
Eastern 
Beltway   

Pangyo-Ilsan 2000 115 147.9 129 

161 

Central 

Andong-
Jecheon 

2000 10.7 15 140 

Jecheon-
Manjong 

2001 17.9 20.1 112 

West Sea 

Gunsan-
Daecheon 

2000 36.2 41.3 114 

Mokpo-
Muan 

2001 21.4 15.7 73 

Daejeon-
Jinju 

Muju-Sannae 2000 30.8 29 94 

Middle-land 

Yeoju-
Chungju 

2002 38.2 34.1 89 

Kimcheon-
Sangju 

2001 32.1 118 368 

Daegu-
Pohang 

Dodong-
Wachon 

2004 42.9 22.3 52 

PPP 

Cheonan-
Nonsan 

Cheonan-
Nonsan  

2003 53.7 30 56 

E 
Airport 

Highway  
Incheon-

Kimpo 
2001 146.6 59.8 41 

Data: KDI, 2006 
Note: Average is calculated by the author. Average in this table means the average of the proportion 
of user fee compared to that of government procurement. Not all BTO projects are surveyed. 

 

This study also shows following the other research that the BTO projects such 

as Airport Highway and Cheonan-Nonsan Highway are overestimated. According 

to Table 3-7, the achievement rate of Airport Highway and Cheonan-Nonsan 
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Highway is still lower than 50 percent. In addition, the overestimation of BTO 

projects are reported as follows (MOSF 2011): Airport Highway is 42.5; Cheonan-

Nonsan Highway is 57.4; Daegu-Busan is 55.3; Seoul Northern Beltway is 93.3 

percent each. 

As seen before, the government should pay for the extra subsidy if the MRG 

clause existing. At first, the PPP act explained that the purpose of introducing 

PPP is to enhance creativity and efficiency in providing infrastructure, but the 

government payment would be increase due to MRG combined with the 

overestimation. So, the amount of MRG expenditure is in part proportionate to 

the degree of overestimate; the exact formula that estimates the relationship 

between MRG and the overestimation of profit is stated in Chapter 1. The total 

amount of the central government payment for MRG until 2013 is approximately 

1.9 trillion KRW according to Table 3-8. It needs to be stressed that the 

government should pay for MRG for the rest of the operation period even though 

MRG was abolished for the new projects in 2009.  

Table 3-8 Government additional expenditure from MRG 
Unit: billion KRW 

 
Type ʼ02 ʼ03 ʼ04 ʼ05 ʼ06 ʼ07 ʼ08 ʼ09 ʼ10 ʼ11 ʼ12 Sum 

Airport 
Highway 

A 106    187  90  98  81  81  93  99  73  80  988  

Cheonan-
Nonsan 

B     40  39  39  40  39  47  50  48  45  388  

Daegu-Busan B              67  48  58  57  67  296  

Seoul Beltway A                6  14  42  24  86  

Busan-
Woolsan 

B                  32  28  44  103  

Seoul-
Chuncheon 

A                   4  17  10  30  

Seoul‒Yongin A                   2  2    4  

Incheon 
Bridge 

A          
     

7  12  19  

Suwon-
Pyongtak 

A         
     

9  3  12  
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Sum  106  0  228  129  137  121  187  195  259  282  283  1925 

Data: MOSF 2012 

When it comes to large-scale urban development, the overestimation of 

traffic, operating revenue, and return is not a new or local problem. For example, 

Flyvbjerg and his colleague (Flyvbjerg 2005; 2009) consistently investigate the 

demand estimation of large scale projects all over the world including both PPP 

and government procurement. Their research shows that in terms of large-scale 

project to provide public services such as railway, toll road, etc. estimation of 

demand was distorted: cost is underestimated while benefit is overestimated. 

Recently, Kang introduced his argument in detain as Korea have suffered from 

demand overestimation of public infrastructure (Kang 2013). Flyvbjerg et al. 

(2005) research the estimated demand and cost and the expected at the global 

level. He collected data from 20 countries, 258 projects, ranging from 1927 to 1998 

and investigated the expected cost and benefit of the projects and compared 

them with the actual one. As a result, they concluded that 90 percent of the cost 

of transport infrastructure is underestimated. According to this study the actual 

cost of transport infrastructure projects is 28 % higher than the expected one and 

the error of estimation has not been improved since the 1960s.  

According to another study of Flyvbjerg et al. (2007), the overall demand of 

the large-scale project is questioned. In a similar way to the previous studies, they 

investigated the estimation of demand by collecting samples from 14 countries: 27 

railways and 183 highways all over the world constructed in ranging from 1969 to 

1998. As a result, the demand of transport infrastructure was found to be 

overestimated. Over 90 percent of railway projects were overestimated and the 

rate of overestimation was over 67 percent. The actual traffic is on average 20 

percent lower than the expected. In terms of highway, 50 percent of project was 

overestimated and the actual traffic turns out to be on average 9.5% higher than 

the expected. As other studies of Flyvbjerg (2013) shows, it is widely identified 
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that the demand of transport infrastructure was severely distorted also in Norway 

and the demand of railway projects, instead of those of highway, have been 

relatively more distorted. 24  Although their studies consistently shows the 

tendency of demand overestimation, the distinction between PPP and 

government procurement is not completely revealed. 

The failure of demand is significant important because of its relevance to 

government spending. As the Korean government introduced the PPP program, 

following other countries, due to its cost-efficiency, the increase of government 

spending through the PPP program represents that PPP fails to achieve its 

original goal. Beyond the evaluation of this program, the focus on the 

overestimation of revenue still matters in order to reduce the squandering of 

public capital.  

3.3.2. Expensive user fees  

“As a consumer, PPP project does not seem successful maybe due to high user 

fee and monopoly structure. At present, PPP projects bear little competition among 

entities” (in KDI 2000 from accountant firm). 

                                                        

24 As the demand overestimation provoked academic debate in Korea, the study of 

Flyvbjerg and his colleagues are becoming recently in Korea. Kang (2013), introducing the 

comprehend studies and their meanings, suggests some alternative to prevent the problem of 

demand estimation. First of all, he empathized the importance of the independence and 

speciality of the institution in charge of demand estimation. Secondly, he also discusses that 

the estimators should be responsible for the intended and exaggerated demand 

overestimation. However, he does not pay much attention on the distinction between 

government procurement and PPP projects, even though the key mechanism is totally 

different between the two. In terms of PPP projects, the demand overestimation should 

include the cost overestimation because of the financial model. In this dissertation, I will 

concentrate mainly on the overestimation in the PPP projects. 
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Quotation above briefly shows the complaint on Korean PPP program. Among 

them, transport infrastructure delivered by BTO program have criticized due to 

its high user fee compared to those by government procurement. For example, 

the user fee of Airport is 7600 KRW. Its charge per distance is three times more 

expensive than that of Kyungbu Highway, the symbolic highway in Korea 

connecting Seoul to Busan. At first the user fee for Airport Highway is 6100 KRW, 

which is much higher than that in the previous plan. In addition, the user fees 

delivered by BTO program are 1.2 times higher than those by government 

procurement on average. Figure 3-9 shows the difference between the two in 

detail.  

Among them, the user fee of Airport Highway has been consistently 

problematized at the beginning of operation period. In addition, it was the only 

way to reach the Incheon Airport, which would be a legal conflict. By the Korean 

Law on the toll road, one cannot construct a new toll road if there is no free road. 

The opposition against Airport Highway insisted that the toll road violated the 

Law on the toll road because there was no other way to reach the Incheon 

Airport.   

Table 3-9 Difference of user fee between public and PPP projects 
Distance: km, User fee: KRW 

Type Project Distance Lane 
User Fee 

(A) 

Government Procurement 

User Fee 
(B) 

Proportion 
(A/B) 

Average 

A 

Airport Highway 40.2 6~8 7,700 2,900 2.66 

1.89 

Seoul Beltway 36.3 8 4,500 2,700 1.67 

Seoul-Chuncheon 61.4 4~6 6,300 3,600 1.75 

Yongin-Seoul 22.9 4~6 2,000 2,000 1.00 

Incheon Bridge 21.3 6 5,800 2,000 2.90 

Suwon-Pyeontak 38.5 4 2,900 2,100 1.38 

B Cheonan-Nonsan 81.0 4 8,700 4,300 2.02 1.81 
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Daegu-Busan 82.1 4 9,700 4,300 2.26 

Busan-Wlsan 47.2 4~6 3,700 3,200 1.16 

 Average ― ― ― 
 

1.87  

Source: NABO 2013 
Note: Average is calculated by the author. Average in this table means the average of the proportion 
of user fee compared to that of government procurement. Not all BTO projects are surveyed. 

 

In addition, residents of Airport Island protested against the expensive toll 

road, as they should use it frequently.25 In 2003, this complaint was led to the 

demonstration of residents demanding reduce of user fee or free road. After 

several protests, the government decided to reduce the user fee only for the 

residents at the particular section between the Airport Island and land. However, 

the debate on user fee has been continuing until now. 

In terms of the challenges on user fees, the SPC explained that BTO projects in 

its nature have to repay the debt and construction fee through the revenue from 

operating and also commented that the simple comparison between user fees of 

governmental procurement and BTO project is unfair (Seoul 2003). They also 

pointed out that even if the user fee of Airport Highway was three times more 

expensive than those of government procurement the project still covers deficit: 

in sum, their argument is that the user fee is not expensive with respect to 

construction and interest cost. The government also concluded that the user fee 

should be raised according to the price level while reducing the user fee 

exceptionally for the residents. As the government reported, the user fee for 

                                                        

25 Kim and the residents in the Incheon Airport Island submitted a petition to the 

Constitutional Court, arguing that Incheon Highway, as a private toll road, is inconsistent 

with the Article 2 of the Toll Road Law. The Article 3 of this Law had prohibited, as it was 

revised later, the construction of toll road if there are no free roads nearby. They argued that 

the provision of the toll road, Airport Highway, without any free road to Incheon Airport 

infringed the freedom of movement. However, the Constitutional Court stated that the 

Airport Highway did not infringe the freedom of movement because the sea way connects 

the Airport Island to the main land. This case shows the spatial complexity in the toll road. 
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Airport Highway has been raised steadily from 6100 to 7600 KRW until now. It is 

worth noting that the user fee once reached to 8000 KRW but the SPC reduced it 

for 400 KRW as the return from operating was accumulated. 

    :		 
   

(1 +  ) 
=  

   −    

(1 +  ) 

 

     

	

 

   

 

 As the private entities explained, the basic formula shows why the user fee of 

BTO projects are relatively higher than that of government procurement. By this 

formula, the initial construction cost should be repay through the revenue which 

will generate from the operation in the future. In detail, the large amount of 

initial debt and equity investment also generates huge interest costs. On the 

other hand, operating cost is not much except for the interest expenses because 

the SPC, in nature, is no more than a single-asset company existing only for 

collecting and distributing the invested capital. From these consideration, the 

formula can be more simplified as the function of construction cost and 

operating revenue, which can be also divided by P (user fee) and Q (traffic). 

Assuming that P and Q are independent and Q is fixed, the private sector would 

seek to maximize the user fee (OR=PQ).26 

The other factor of deciding user fee is the amount of construction cost. From 

the formula, the total amount of investment depends mainly on the construction 

cost. In general, more construction cost will need more revenue. At the 

inspection of administration of government office in 2012, a member of the 

                                                        

26 As stated before, the relationship between traffic and toll charge is rather complex. If 

the toll charge is too high, the consumers will find other alternatives as a substitute. For 

example, the Ewhareyong tunnel, which initially had been constructed as a toll road, lost a 

number of passengers after the opening of a new highway nearby. On the other hand, when 

Incheon highway was opened there was no other way to reach the Airport Island. It reveals 

that Airport Highway was a kind of spatial monopoly at that time. 
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National Assembly, pointed that the expensive user fee is attributed by the 

expensive construction cost, and he also criticized that the private entity 

exaggerate the user fee along with the demand for increasing their own return. 

Similar to Mun, Sim pointed that the construction cost by BTO projects is on 

average 18 percent larger than that of government procurement. If they were 

correct, the private entities, combined with the government, would have 

intentionally raise the construction cost, which led to the high user fee. Against 

their argument, Korean government debates that the comparison between BTO 

projects and government procurement is not fair because their conditions are 

different. For example, they suggested that toll road delivered by BTO program 

usually have more bridges and tunnels than government procurement due to 

geographic difficulties. Beyond the truth between the two arguments, it should 

be stressed that the user fee is mainly dependent on the construction cost by the 

basic formula.  

When deciding user fees, the socio-economic process is also important in 

addition to the formula. In Korea, the BTO program has been criticized 

frequently because the government has an overwhelming influence on the whole 

project. On a conference meeting among all participants of BTO (e.g. investors, 

transport expert, financial managers, government officers, etc.), a member of 

construction companies argues that the construction companies participating in 

BTO program are not responsible for the expensive user fees (KDI 2003). He 

added that the government actually controls the whole project in Korea, then in 

practice decides the user fees regardless of construction companies participating 

in each BTO project. In this conference, a financial expert criticized that Korean 

BTO projects usually faced high risk due to the uncertainties of governmental 

policy. For example, the government has been changed the Concession agreement 

of Airport Highway several times (2000, 2004, 2008.) since the first contract in 

1995. While the user fee should be decided by the evaluation of the project, in 
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reality the socio-economic process including the relationship between the 

government and private participants can influence the user fee. 

The debate on the user fee, even though it is not the main concern of this 

dissertation, reveals an important dimension of BTO projects. On the basic 

model, the user fee is seemingly decided by IRR, construction cost, expected 

traffic, etc. but in reality has been influenced by many distinctive factors 

including the role of government. Furthermore, the user fee can have a 

significant influence on the structure of project finance, by affecting the 

operation revenue. It is interesting that if the government compel to reduce the 

level of user fee, then the government expenditure will increase again because of 

MRG. In sum, this circumstance made consumer pay for the expensive user fee in 

order to reduce the government payment. 

3.3.3. Impaired equity and refinance 

The two main issues above—demand overestimation and expensive user fee—

are concerning the revenue-related problem in terms of the process of project 

finance. Then SPCs of BTO projects, at least theoretically, are irrelevant to these 

problem under the MRG clause included because the government will pay for the 

rest of the estimated return even if the user fee is low, or the demand is 

overestimated. However, researcher found out that most of SPCs of BTO projects 

are in a significant deficit even though all BTO projects included the MRG clause 

(Choi 2007; Kim 2010). Regardless of types in this chapter, BTO projects including 

Cheonan-Nonsan Highway, Kwangju 2-1 Beltway, Seoul Metro 9, etc. are revealed 

to be capital impaired. Impaired capital indicates that the financial structure of 

SPC became deteriorated as the obligation is larger than the initial invested 

equity. 

The capital impairment is a common problem of each SPC even with a few 

exception. In terms of two issues above, the question is why the equity of SPCs 
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participating in BTO is impaired. By definition, SPC is a paper company built to 

operate the whole BTO project, especially when using project finance. A crucial 

feature of project finance is the off-balance effect, which implies an asset or debt 

not existing on the company’s balance sheet. When using off-balance financing, 

obligations occurring from the construction of infrastructure can disappear from 

the investor’s balance sheet, but is transferred to the SPC’s.  

Owing to this feature, the government, or investors, can construct the large-

scale infrastructure, not containing debt on their own balance sheet. In this 

context, a large amount of debt of SPC can be referred to as a result of 

characteristics of project finance, which can lead to impaired capital. Even 

though BAI, press, and researcher also pointed out the problem of the impaired 

capital of SPCs steadily (BAI 2004; NABO 2006; Choi 2007), it became a 

significant issue after the conflict between Seoul Metropolitan Government 

(SMG) and Macquarie Korea Investment Fund (MKIF), a major investment 

company whose holding company is in Australia around the problem of user fee 

of Seoul Metro 9. As noted before, Seoul Metro 9 was the first and only subway 

line constructed through BTO program, having been subsidized by the central 

government and SMR. This project, characterized by Type-D of this dissertation, 

also contains MRG and the investment was as much as 3.5 trillion KRW.   

On May 2012, Seoul Metro Line 9 (SML 9), as an SPC operating this project 

and being invested by MKIF, declared to raise the user fee for 50 percent without 

any pre-negotiation with SMG. As soon as SML 9’s presentation, Park Wonsun, 

the mayor of SMG, officially opposed to the decision of raising the user fee of 

metro 9 and SML 9 temporarily gave up the attempt. Superficially this issue was 

directly derived from its user fee but press and researcher sought to reveal the 

fundamental challenges of BTO program. Due to these efforts, researcher and 

press began to concentrate on the problem of the financial structure of SPCs, 

rather than the previous two issues: overestimation and user fee.  
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As a journalist, Lee wrote many chapter while dealing with the problem of 

impaired capital of SPCs. In a famous chapter, whose title is the bare face of 

privatization, Metro 9, he explained the investment strategy of MKIF as follows.  

You can easily make money if you are the owner of SPC. You can lend your 

money to your company with a high interest rate and then you can make money by 

interest. If the company were sane, it would not make a loan with such a high 

interest rate. But you are the owner! So you can permit your company to borrow 

money (Lee 2012). 

Even though there are several reports to explain the strategy of financial 

company, this article opened a new era of the debates on BTO projects. Owing to 

this, it is widely known that the infrastructure funds such as MKIF have 

participated in most of Korean BTO projects and that the capital of the SPCs are 

severely impaired. Among the funds, MKIF was subject to criticism for several 

reason. First, the company have invested in most of the BTO project all over the 

country. In 2013, MKIF has 24 percent of equity of Airport Highway, 60 percent of 

Cheonan-Nonsan Highway, 35 percent of Yongin-Seoul Highway, 41 percent of 

Incheon Bridge, 36 percent of Woomyeon Mountain Bridge, etc. The total 

investment of MKIF in Korea amounts about 2.2 trillion KRW. While the 

company sold the equity of Daegu 4th Beltway and SML 9, it still has retained the 

equity of SPCs participating in large-scale infrastructure project.   

MKIF’s investment strategy was not confined to Korea, but a result of 

operating many infrastructure all over the world (Torrance 2008). Torrance 

(2008) reveals that Macquarie group, as a holding company of MKIF, invested in 

the toll roads all over the world and claims that provision of infrastructure came 

to transfer from the government to the private entities. As UK succeeded in PPP 

projects by introducing the PFI, global infrastructure funds such as Macquarie 

group became to invest in public facilities all over the world. This phenomenon 
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seemed to be paralleled with the economic globalization that blurred the 

national boundary (Kenichi 1992). 

According to Harvey’s thesis of spatial fix (Harvey 2000), the international 

investment in infrastructure can be interpreted as the transfer of spatial 

production from the government to the private sector. Traditionally, the large-

scale infrastructure procured by the government had not consider the 

productivity, according to what Martin called as spatial Keynesianism (1989). 

However, the expansion of the private role in spatial production calls for the 

introduction of the market principle from the beginning of the construction. This 

suggests that SPCs should estimate the cash flow by using the financial method 

in advance and that the government should compensate for the lack of private 

investment by using various policy means such as MRG, or credit enhancement. 

In sum, infrastructure had been the governmental duty, but recently became an 

investment in the post-spatial Keynesianism with introduction of BTO program.  

Table 3-10 Basic financial structure of each PPP projects 
Unit: billion KRW 

 
Type Open Total Asset Debt Equity ROE 

Airport Highway A 2001 940.4 418.3 522.0 55.5% 

Incheon Bridge A 2008 764.2 753.5 10.7 1.4% 

Cheonan-Nonsan B 2002 996.3 1026.1 -29.8 -3.0% 

SML 9 C 2011 564.3 607.7 -43.4 -7.7% 

Kwangju 2-1 
Beltway 

D 2002 129.5 264.8 -135.3 -104.4% 

Airport Railway A 2007 2795.5 2890.6 -95.1 -3.4% 

Daegu-Busan 
Highway 

B 2005 1351.9 1581.9 -230.1 -17.0% 

Mt. Woomyeon 
Tunnel 

C 2004 133.8 137.3 -3.4 -2.6% 

Source: DART  
Note: ROE in this table is the value of Equity divided by Total Asset and the negative value means 
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that the SPC is under impaired capital, or has accumulated losses. 

 

As the construction is over and opened for generating profit through user fee, 

the SPC attempted to transfer their financial structure by refinancing. It is a kind 

of exit strategies for construction companies, because they want to escape from 

the project and find a new construction opportunity. It was why the construction 

companies want the government to deregulate the capital adequacy ratio.  

“In terms of financial regulation on PPP, the government should permit the 

subordinated bond and consider lowering the criteria of the capital adequacy ratio, 

which had been regulated in the IMF period, from 25 to 15 percent” (in KDI 2000 

from Construction Society).   

After that, all the investors of SPCs have sought to refinance the capital 

structure as soon as the construction was over. Refinancing indicates the 

activities changing the financial structure in order to reduce the cost of capital 

(NABO 2006; KDI 2012). For example, a company can change the debt conditions 

and period by repaying the current debt and making a new loan. However, the 

infrastructure funds such as MKIF, as the equity-holder of SPC, tend to refinance 

their own company by issuing subordinated debt with a high interest rate, which 

would raise their cost of capital. Then SPC became the lender and the equity-

holders, or infrastructure funds, became borrower of the subordinated debt. For 

example, MKIF provided the main BTO projects—Airport Highway, Cheonan-

Nonsan Highway, Kwangju 2-1 Beltway, etc.—with subordinated debts and then 

SPC should pay for interest cost, ranging from 10 to 70 percent, to infrastructure 

investors. In this dissertation, this kind of investment companies who invests in 

public goods in this way will be called as infrastructure fund. 

The main driving forces of refinancing in the operation phase is the change of 

project characteristics with the end of construction and government restriction 
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on equity share. As mentioned in chapter two, the risks under the project finance 

are mainly dependent on the life cycle of BTO projects. While the construction 

risk is the most important until the end of construction, it will be removed just 

after the completion of the facility and new risks including demand risk and 

operation risk will bring about. So, SPCs attempt to change its financial strategy 

in order to optimize for the risks in the operation phase.  

In terms of regulation, when the facility is constructed completely, the 

government is used to relieve regulation on equity share from 25 percent to 10 

percent in Korea (KDI 2012). Initially, this regulation was intended to minimize 

the financial risk during the construction phase. Due to the relief of regulation, 

SPCs are prone to change the financial structure in order to maximize the 

shareholders’ value. As Hwang and Ju (Hwang and Ju 2006) investigated, most of 

infrastructure investors, perhaps triggered by infrastructure funds such as MKIF, 

attempt to issue the subordinated debt and make their SPCs buy them in order to 

finance the project. They conclude that this kind of financial structure including 

subordinated debts can raise the rate of internal return of project in the long 

term, even if it seems to increase the interest costs in the short term. In terms of 

the profit from refinancing, the Korean government established the profit-

sharing program and its guideline in order to pay back the profit from 

refinancing (KDI 2009, 2012). 

As Lee reported (2013), the SPCs of BTO project, having been refinanced, are 

revealed to have their capital impaired according to each balance sheet. Among 

BTO projects in Korea, Cheonan-Nonsan Highway Incheon Bridge, SML 9, 

Airport Railway, Kwangju 2-1 Beltway, Woomyeonsan Tunnel, Daegu-Busan 

Highway, etc. are included: Airport Highway is a major exception. The equity of 

all of the SPCs is completely impaired and recorded as minus: the only exception 

is Incheon Bridge whose equity amounts 10.6 billion KRW in 2012. It represents 

that most of the SPCs of BTO projects are, according to general criteria, deeply in 
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financial difficulty due to the lack of equity. However, it is still questioned 

whether the financial structure of SPCs is sustainable following the long debate 

on the financial structure of company. The geography of MKIF’s investment can 

be seen in Figure 3-4. 

 

Figure 3-4 Investment of an infrastructure fund 

 

A high debt-to-equity ratio (D/E), 

the value of debt divided by equity, 

does not necessarily implies that the 

financial state of the company is 

negative following theories of 

corporate finance. Typically, 

Modigliani-Miller theorem (M-M 1958) 

shows that the use of debt, which would lead to the tax shield effect, would not 

reduce the financial soundness. Their view of, namely, irrelevance theory of 

capital structure changed the conventional recognition on debt and financial 

structure. After M-M theorem, the debate on capital structure became 

controversy, for example about whether the optimal capital structure exists. 

However, in terms of the financial structure of SPCs, it should be stressed that 

most of their equities are completely impaired, then this phenomenon is more 

problematic than what is described in M-M theorem. That is why Korean scholars 

are still dealing with the problem of financial structure (Choi 2007, Kim 2010, Lee 

2013). The peculiar type of financial structure including the subordinated debt 

with a high rate of interest still matters due to, namely, arms-length transaction. 

 

3.4. Summary 
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According to the discourses so far, the PPP program in Korea has been 

increasingly growing since 1994, while provoking spatial and socio-economic 

issues. Spatial feature of Korean PPP program can be compressed as follows. 

Firstly, the BTO program has been widely used to provide the large-scale 

infrastructure, instead of other types of PPP. Among them, the projects consists 

mainly of toll roads and according to the typology in this chapter, the projects of 

Type-A, or central government-driven projects in the SMR, attracted the largest 

investment. The roads and railway connecting Seoul to Incheon Airport Island 

are representative examples of the Type-A. Secondly, the internal rate of return 

has been steadily decreasing since 2000. This phenomenon seems to be 

influenced by the tendency of low interest rates after the financial crisis of East 

Asia in 1997. In addition, as the debate of demand overestimation implies, the 

productivity of BTO program was not as high as the expected. Thirdly, there are 

an increasing amount of attention to Korean PPP program, as having been 

generating socio-economic problems. Korean scholars, press, and civil activists 

have steadily raise the problem of increasing government spending through PPP 

program.  

More specifically, the socio-economic issues around Korean PPP program 

consist of the demand overestimation, MRG, expensive user fees, and the 

financial structure of SPC. First of all, the demand overestimation is closely 

related to the government expenditure under the MRG clause because the 

government guaranteed a certain rate of the expected revenue. All BTO projects 

provided by BTO program have included the MRG clause and as a result of MRG 

the central government should pay 1.9 trillion KRW for compensation. Along 

with this, the expensive user fee has been also complained because they are more 

expensive on average than those of government procurement. The last issue on 

BTO program in Korea is concerning the bad financial structure of SPC, a single 

asset company established for project finance. As a result, the issue on 

overestimation, MRG, user fee, and government spending is about the valuation 
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of the project finance as a whole, while the problem of financial structure of SPC 

deals with the financial risk particularly raised in the operation phase.  

In this context, this dissertation will approach the provision of infrastructure 

with project finance with two distinctive dimensions. The first dimension is 

about the financial model and its valuation process, containing the demand 

overestimation of traffic and expensive user fee. Chapter 4 will concentrate on 

the problem of valuation of infrastructure provision. The second dimension is 

how the capital is circulated through SPCs when it generates a cash flow, then 

question will be moved into how the infrastructure fund can realize capital, or 

make money, throughout the refinancing process.     
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4. Planning phase: demand overestimation in provision of 

infrastructure  

The effectiveness of PPP program has been interrogated as most of the PPP 

projects are facing a significant financial problem due to the failure of future 

demand estimation. As Flybvjerg et al. (2002, 2005), consistently argue, the 

overestimation of projected revenue in providing public infrastructure has been a 

global phenomenon, not confined into the local or national level. The demand of 

large-scale projects, PPP or governmental procurement alike, has a tendency to 

be overestimated, while the cost are usually underestimated (Cantarelli et al., 

2012).   

In the 2000s, the demand overestimation is regarded as a serious problem in 

Korea because the central government has subsidized the gap between the 

expected income and the actual as a form of minimum guarantee revenue (MRG), 

as stated in chapter 3. Through the governmental subsidy to the PPP projects, or 

MRG, the degree of demand overestimation leads directly to the escalation of 

government burden. It suggests that the government should pay for subsidy even 

after the completion of construction of a large-scale infrastructure. This situation 

is inconsistent with the original purpose of introducing PPP program which 

would enhance the efficiency and creativity in construction and financing public 

infrastructure.  

Despite these challenges, KDI (2011) as a governmental research institute 

argues that the PPP program was rather successful than the governmental 

procurement depending on the analysis of two projects only. This report argues 

that user fees of PPP facilities and the amount of MRG has been decreasing. 

However, this conclusion, whether intentional or not, does not explicitly 

investigate why demand estimation of each project failed in most of the PPP 

projects and its relevance to the MRG.  
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4.1. Demand overestimation of Airport Highway 

Airport Highway, which connects between Seoul and Incheon International 

Airport, is a typical case where the traffic demand was explicitly overestimated. It 

is worth noting that this is the first PPP project in Korea contracted right after 

the introduction of PPP program. At that time, this facilities was regarded as 

profitable, as the course was the only way to go to the Incheon Airport under 

construction at that time. However, its actual traffic demand was still smaller 

than the expected (BAI 2004).  

The actual traffic volume in the first year was no more than 60 percent of the 

expected in the first year of operation. Due to both the wrong estimate of traffic 

demand and MRG, the Korean government should pay approximately 8-90 

billion KRW for subsidy every year only for the operation of Airport Highway 

(See Figure 4-1).  

 

 

Figure 4-1 MRG cost of Airport Highway  
Source: DART (New Airport Highway) 
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MRG is only a part of large subsidy on PPP program. As MRG is the result of 

demand overestimation, the government decided to support the construction 

subsidy, 30 percent of total construction cost, for reducing the financial burden 

of private investors. All of the BTO projects in the dissertation contains the 

construction subsidy except only for Airport Highway. Among many 

governmental subsidies for PPP projects, the accumulated cost of MRG for 

Airport Highway is more than 1.1 trillion KRW, reminding that the whole 

construction cost of the Airport Highway project is 1.4 trillion KRW. Moreover, 

almost all of the Korean PPP projects are revealed to undergo the significant 

overestimation; the actual revenue of Incheon Airport Railway is no more than 

7% of the expected in the first year of operation.   

The overestimation of transport infrastructure of Airport Highway has several 

distinctive features in addition to those explained in chapter 3. Firstly, it is a 

matter about the additional government spending rather than SPCs themselves. 

If the clause of MRG are concluded in the concession agreement, the private 

sector does not have to be affected by the actual traffic demand. It means that the 

clause of MRG transfers the operation risk from the private sector to the 

government. Secondly, it has some geographic contexts; there was no other road 

to reach the Incheon International Airport except for the Incheon Highway at 

that time because Incheon Airport is located at the Airport Island as Figure 4-2 

shows. Moreover, an increasing number of residents live in the island due to the 

development of the airport city and this makes other social issues such as the 

debate on user fee (see 3.3.2). Thirdly, all other PPP projects providing transport 

infrastructure have followed the trajectory of Airport Highway. In sum, Airport 

Highway have played an important role as the Korean PPP model for the 

following projects. 

In this context, this chapter deals with how the traffic demand of was 

overestimated, focusing on the case of Airport Highway located in the Airport 
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Island. The main question of the topic is “Was the demand overestimation from 

the failure of governmental traffic forecast, or from the feature of PPP in 

provision of public infrastructure?” By using the Korean governmental internal 

data obtained through the official procedure of disclosure of information, I will 

compare the governmental report, named Transport Impact Assessment (1994), 

and the Concession agreement(1995,2000), which contain the cash flow 

estimation between the government and the private entity. Based on the research 

on the case of Airport Highway, this chapter also shows the commons and 

differences among the PPP facilities in the Airport Island in the discussion. This 

will reveal that the differentiated aspects of demand overestimation because each 

project has its peculiar characteristics.  

As seen from chapter 1 and 3, PPP projects contains many participants 

including the public and the private sector as several authors conceptualizing it 

as financialization of infrastructure (O’Neil, 2013). For example, financial 

investors (e.g. banks, insurance companies, infrastructure fund, pension fund, 

etc.) are willing to provide their capital only when the project seems to be 

profitable considering their own required rate of return, while the government 

participates in order to provide infrastructure with a small budget. PPP projects 

seem to make infrastructure facilities as financial products, rather than as 

economic facilities. So, a number of valuation methods exist to measure the exact 

present value of an infrastructure project (e.g. period index and internal rate of 

return), considering time value of money (e.g. net present value, internal rate of 

return). Using the method of NPV, IRR and simulation, this chapter will provide 

an explanation on demand overestimation of Airport Highway and its meanings. 

The methodologies and variables in this chapter are included in chapter 1.  

 

4.2. Research on demand overestimation of PPP projects 
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The essential nature of BTO is that while capital investment in the asset is made 

solely by an SPC, the asset is finally planned for public use, so the SPC will not 

own it forever. Relying on the stage of the project life cycle, private participation 

in financing public sector infrastructure assets is usually assisted by transferring 

rights to an SPC to build the asset or operate the asset for a delivery concepts, 

and then return the right of O&M to the government. This is a key concept of 

BTO model in the development of roads, tunnels, power station, rail projects, etc. 

all over the world (Pretorius et al. 2008). In order to deliver BTO projects, the 

government and private participants should calculate the value of the whole 

project in the planning phase. As stated in chapter 1, the demand estimation is 

the key of the valuation process, because the total value of the projects mainly 

depends on the future demand of the facility (see the financial model in 1.3.2). 

Many studies concentrated on the demand overestimation of BTO project in 

Korea (Cho 2012, Kim et al. 2007, Jeong and Jang 2007, BAI 2009). By and large, 

they commonly agreed that the demand overestimation was attributed by the 

incompleteness of the urban planning and the inaccuracy of traffic database. For 

example, Kim et al. (2007) researching the overestimation of transport 

infrastructure argue that the wrong demand estimation is caused by the lack of 

basic traffic database, the incompleteness of model, and the psychological 

factors. In addition to Kim, Jeong and Jang (2007) investigating West Sea 

highway, Daegu-Pohang Highway, and Cheonan-Nonsan Highway attributed the 

overestimation of revenue to the lack of related traffic data. BAI (2009) and Cho 

(2012) also mentioned the technical factor as a factor of demand overestimation.  

These arguments which attributed the demand overestimation in the Korean 

PPP projects have obvious shortcomings as follows. First, it fails to explain why 

the demand overestimation of transport infrastructure provided by BTO is more 

frequent and severe than those by government procurement. While this 

phenomenon does not necessarily mean that the demand overestimation is 
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directly derived from the introduction of PPP, this difference should be explained 

through more specific research. Second, the technical factor is not able to explain 

why the demand of transport infrastructure is overestimated, rather than 

underestimated. The distribution of error of these transport infrastructure, 

especially those provided by BTO in Korea, has been significantly positive-biased 

according to previous research. If the error of transport infrastructure had been 

merely the matter of technical factors, the distribution of the error would be 

more randomly distributed. The positive bias means that we need to investigate 

other elements including risk allocation, MRG, and the structure of PPP project 

than the technical factor. 

In this context, Yang (2007) attributes MRG to the fundamental reason why 

demand of BTO infrastructure is frequently overestimated.27 He argues that the 

toll roads, constructed by BTO and combined with MRG, makes incentives for 

the SPC to overestimate demand because the government takes the demand risk. 

Following his analysis, the BTO projects with MRG, compared to those without 

subsidy, would make incentives for overestimation. His result is differentiated 

from those which concentrated mainly on the technical challenges as it also 

investigates the demand estimation in terms of project finance. However, his 

assumption that incentive would stimulate the increasing of revenue seems 

unrealistic because SPCs, composed by many investors and participants, do not 

have much to do for increasing the number of passenger in the operation phase. 

Similarly, Kim (2010) also criticizes that the PPP will not be profitable 

according to its characteristics as public goods in nature. Despite its low 

                                                        

27 Yang (2007) also argues that the profit and loss sharing program will be required in 

order to the contradiction of MRG, which systematically leads to the demand 

overestimation. He also proposed the reacquire of the facilities if the calculated total amount 

of MRG is larger than the total project value. 
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productivity, he says, Korean government has sought to establish the 

overwhelming incentives including the financial support and deregulation for 

assuring the revenue of the private investors, or SPCs. While his critique is 

similar to Yang’s (2007), it has to be accentuated that he attributed the challenges 

of PPP program to the public sector.  

His criticism focuses mainly on the government policy. At first, he pointed 

that the infrastructure cannot be provided properly only by the market principle 

due to its publicity, then he concludes that PPP program is not sustainable due to 

these characteristics of infrastructure. For this conclusion, he analyzed what is 

called as the camouflage institution, making a comprehensive survey of the PPP 

institution. His explanation on the failure of PPP program is characterized by his 

focus on the nature of public goods. However, his argument overwhelmingly 

concentrates mainly on the nature of infrastructure as public goods and takes 

little account on the other possibilities. Even though most of PPP projects are not 

feasible due to its nature, to measure the feasibility is still important regardless of 

what the nature of public goods is.  

These critical studies on demand overestimation of PPP projects also have two 

shortcomings. One is that they do not consider the relationship between demand 

overestimation and that of cash flow. As I mentioned, this distinction matters 

because the purpose and processes of PPP are significantly different from those of 

government procurement. Only a few studies concentrated on the relationship, 

assuming the error of traffic demand causes that of cash flow. This problem is 

followed by how to measure the demand overestimation. If possible, researcher 

need to approach where the demand overestimations are originated from 

considering the key features of PPP projects (e.g. Medda et al. 2013, Burger and 

Hawkesworth 2011). Although most of data surrounding the key decision-making 

of PPP project in South Korea have been confidential so far, several significant 

data became available through conflicts and lawsuits. 
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The other is that scholars, planners and policymakers alike do not draw much 

attention to the geographies of these infrastructure. The cost, benefit, and their 

meanings can be differentiated depending on geography (e.g. varying costs with 

physical geography); the interaction between geography and the costs of benefits 

of PPP projects are required to consider for a better understanding demand 

overestimation. For example, if you go to South Korea by airplane, you should 

stop by the Incheon International Airport and use a PPP road or railway in order 

to reach destination unless you stay only at the Airport Island. This fact seems 

helpful to understand the traffic demand of the Airport Highway financed by the 

private sector.  

As stated in chapter 2, Marxian view considers transport infrastructure as a 

key factor to explain the structure of capitalist society (Harvey 1982). For 

example, Harvey explained that capitalists at risk in the first circuit are prone to 

switch their own investment into built environment (e.g. transport 

infrastructure, commercial buildings), conceptualizing his thoughts as spatial fix 

(Harvey 2001). Regardless of whether his theory is directly applicable, it shows 

the bounding relationship between transport infrastructure and geography exists 

among critical academic discourses.   

In order to fix those problem above, this study will examine demand 

overestimation considering both the cash flow of the PPP project and geographic 

regards. Beyond other studies to investigate demand overestimation, or cost 

overrun, I will compare the estimation of traffic demand, using Transport impact 

assessment (1994), with the cash flow in the Concession agreement (2000), then 

identify where the overestimation originally came about. Moreover, geographic 

regards under the overestimation will contribute to make sense of the whole 

picture of demand estimation of PPP projects. 
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4.3. Geography and data composition 

4.3.1. Geography and history of the Airport Highway 

Airport Highway is the first PPP project operating since the introduction of 

PPP program in Korea. While the first concession agreement was not Airport 

Highway but Ewharyeong Tunnel near Mungyeonsaejae, the demand of the 

facilities are severely overestimated and the government bought the facility from 

the SPC in 2007 (Hangyoreh 2007). This was the first case of PPP project in Korea 

and as it was nationalized, it is no longer PPP project, which became a national 

free road. Airport Highway was open in 2000 with the Incheon International 

Airport and still operated by PPP program. However, it raises many socio-

economic problem; the demand overestimation traffic is one of them. Its total 

investment was about 1.2 trillion KRW; its stockholders consisted of 11 

construction companies; the toll fare started from 5,900 KRW to 7,600 KRW at 

present; it is 40.2 kilometers long. Basic feature of Airport Highway is as follows. 

 
Table 4-1 Key Features of Airport Highway 

Corporate name (SPC) NEW AIRPORT HIWAY Co., Ltd. 

Incorporation 1995. 12. 6 

Business inauguration 2000. 12. 5 

Capital (as the end of Nov., 2000) 434.2 Billion Won 

Network in service 40.2 km (main 36.5 km, branch 3.7 km) 

Investment since 1995 1,400 Billion Won 

Source: New Airport Highway (http://www.hiway21.com/english/html/e_company06.html) 

 

 

Airport Highway was the only way to reach Incheon International Airport, the 

biggest International Airport in South Korea (see Figure 4-1). It is worth noting 
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that Incheon International Airport is on the island as a result of tide land 

reclamation. From 2000 to 2007, Airport Highway was the only way to the 

airport. Two other ways to reach the airport, Incheon Bridge (2008) and Airport 

Railway (2007), have been constructed; both of them were built through PPP 

program. As seen in the map in Figure 4-5, one cannot arrive at the airport 

without using these privately-financed infrastructure, or by ship. So, the residents 

of the airport island have fought against the government for reducing or 

removing the toll for themselves. At present, residents in this island can use the 

bridge between the Airport Island and North Incheon Interchange without 

charge.  

 

4.3.2. Data composition 

Many PPP projects of different kinds exist in Korea, but only a few of them 

opened its Concession agreement, or the government report investigating traffic 

demand in the future. It is because most of concession agreement has the 

confidentiality clause among the interest parties. Due to the difficulty, most of 

studies could not identify where the demand overestimation was originated from. 

However, things have been changed. Many civil activists sued the private entities 

for releasing the historical data around the contract, and a court of justice 

sentenced them to open it. Therefore, several contracts of PPP projects including 

Airport Highway can be available. 

Concession agreement in this chapter designates a number of contracts 

between the government and the private entities. It has been updated several 

times: 1995, 2000, and 2008. Concession agreements covers everything regarding 

the long-term project: the total investment, the internal rate of return, its 

calculation, risk allocation, and expected cash flow. Among them, this chapter 
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deals with the expected cash flow which shows the demand estimation of the 

project. 

The expected cash flow can be simplified with two factors; net cash inflow and 

net cash outflow. In this table, net cash flow is equal to the net cash inflow minus 

the net cash out flow. It is noticeable that all the variables in this table do not 

consider the inflation rate. Then, when using this table to understand what 

happens today, researcher should convert them into nominal prices considering 

the inflation rate each year. At the criteria of constant price, net cash flow in this 

table ranges 185.4 to 2,385 billion KRW. 

The expected cash flow of Airport Highway and Incheon Bridge can be seen in 

Table 4-2 and 4-3. It is a summary of the estimation of cash flow only containing 

the key variables. CC represent the construction cost in the construction phase. 

The expected operating cost (OC) and operating revenue (OR) will be generated 

right at the beginning of operation period. The additional revenue (AR) signifies 

the other revenue than the toll revenue: usually it designates the rent from 

operating resting area. Roughly, the toll revenue would be the whole operating 

revenue in many of the projects of transport infrastructure.  

 
Figure 4-2 Incheon Airport Island and location of PPP projects 
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Source: Incheon International Airport Highway website 
Note: Using basic data, drawn by the researcher 

 
 

Transport impact assessment, which had been also confidential, is a report 

that investigated the future demand of Incheon International Airport, assuming 

the construction of Airport Highway. It is first published on January 1994, and 

revised on June in the same year. The Concession agreement states that the 

expected cash flow in the contract follows the estimate of this report, even if it 

does not show the exact relationship between the two (Contract, 2000: 49). One 

more thing to notice is that this report did not mention PPP program at all. This 

fact will be helpful to distinguish the effect of PPP program from the general 

error of traffic estimation. 

 

From the variables explained in chapter 1, Scenario analysis is attempted to 

measure the NPV and IRR of Airport Highway, assuming that the demand 

estimation of Transport Impact Assessment, Concession agreement, and the 

actual revenue of the project would be sustained. Scenario 1 is based on the traffic 

demand estimation (COR) in the Transport Impact Assessment, Scenario 2 is on 

the cash flow estimation (EOR) in the Concession agreement, and Scenario 3 is 

dependent on the actual revenue (OR), which does not contain the MRG. From 

this scenario analysis, it can be identified the difference of the NPV and IRR 

among each project. Were it not been for this analysis, traffic and cash flow 

estimation in each data can reveal the degree of overestimation because I already 

defined it as the amount of MRG in chapter 1. However, the valuation of NPV and 

IRR calculated from each variable will lead us to understand the characteristics of 

demand overestimation and the role of MRG.  
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Table 4-2 Cash flow estimate of Airport Highway in the Concession agreement 
Unit: billion KRW 

Year CC OC CC+OC Outflow PQ AR Inflow eCF 

1995 14.3 0 14.3 20.8 0 0 -14.3 -28.6 

1996 68.2 0 68.2 89.9 0 0 -68.2 -136.4 

1997 234.7 0 234.7 282.6 0 0 -234.7 -469.4 

1998 415.9 0 415.9 456.3 0 0 -415.9 -831.8 

1999 386.8 0 386.8 386.8 0 0 -386.8 -773.6 

2000 201.7 0 201.7 183.9 0 0 -201.7 -403.4 

2001 50.2 23 73.2 60.8 185.2 0.2 185.4 112.2 

2002 0.7 19.1 19.8 15 203.4 0.2 203.6 183.8 

2003 0.1 21.6 21.7 15 223.4 0.2 223.6 201.9 

2004 0 40.9 40.9 25.7 245.4 0.2 245.6 204.7 

2005 0 40.7 40.7 23.4 199.4 0.2 199.6 158.9 

2006 0 54.7 54.7 28.6 210 0.2 210.2 155.5 

2007 0 46.2 46.2 22 221.1 0.2 221.3 175.1 

2008 0 51.6 51.6 22.4 232.8 0.2 233 181.4 

2009 0 54 54 21.4 245.1 0.2 245.3 191.3 

2010 0 51.2 51.2 18.5 175.2 0.2 175.4 124.2 

2011 0 46.1 46.1 15.2 180.5 0.2 180.7 134.6 

2012 0 65.3 65.3 19.6 185.3 0.2 185.5 120.2 

2013 0 51.2 51.2 14 191.8 0.2 192 140.8 

2014 0 56 56 14 197.8 0.2 198 142 

2015 0 78 78 17.7 204 0.2 204.2 126.2 

2016 0 58.6 58.6 12.1 210.1 0.2 210.3 151.7 

2017 0 60.6 60.6 11.4 217 0.2 217.2 156.6 

2018 0 80.2 80.2 13.8 223.9 0.2 224.1 143.9 

2019 0 64.4 64.4 10.1 231 0.2 231.2 166.8 

2020 0 77.3 77.3 11.1 238.3 0.2 238.5 161.2 

2021 0 68.4 68.4 8.9 238.3 0.2 238.5 170.1 

2022 0 67.4 67.4 8 238.3 0.2 238.5 171.1 

2023 0 67.9 67.9 7.4 238.3 0.2 238.5 170.6 

2024 0 86 86 8.5 238.3 0.2 238.5 152.5 

2025 0 79.8 79.8 7.2 238.3 0.2 238.5 158.7 

2026 0 69.2 69.2 5.7 238.3 0.2 238.5 169.3 

2027 0 69.7 69.7 5.2 238.3 0.2 238.5 168.8 

2028 0 71.5 71.5 4.9 238.3 0.2 238.5 167 

2029 0 70.5 70.5 4.4 238.3 0.2 238.5 168 

2030 0 112.4 112.4 6.4 238.3 0.2 238.5 126.1 

Data: Concession agreement (Airport Highway 2000) 
Note: This table is the same raw data as that in Figure.1-1 and remind that this was made for decide 
the user fee. 
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Table 4-3 Cash flow estimate of Incheon Bridge in the Concession agreement 
Unit: billion KRW 

Year CC OC CC+OC Outflow PQ CS Inflow ECF 

2004 123.0 0.0 123.0 81.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 -123.0 

2005 255.4 0.0 255.4 159.5   107.9 107.9 -147.5 

2006 234.3 0.0 234.3 135.5   135.7 135.7 -98.6 

2007 216.2 0.0 216.2 115.2   125.2 125.2 -91.0 

2008 189.9 0.0 189.9 93.5   109.9 109.9 -79.9 

2009 6.0 6.5 12.5 5.7 39.6 3.5 43.1 30.6 

2010 0.0 8.0 8.0 3.3 58.3 0.0 58.3 50.3 

2011 0.0 8.0 8.0 3.1 61.0 0.0 61.0 53.0 

2012 0.0 8.0 8.0 2.8 64.0 0.0 64.0 56.0 

2013 0.0 9.4 9.4 3.1 66.8 0.0 66.8 57.5 

2014 0.0 8.5 8.5 2.5 69.9 0.0 69.9 61.5 

2015 0.0 14.9 14.9 4.1 73.2 0.0 73.2 58.3 

2016 0.0 15.6 15.6 4.0 76.8 0.0 76.8 61.2 

2017 0.0 26.1 26.1 6.2 80.1 0.0 80.1 54.0 

2018 0.0 21.8 21.8 4.7 83.8 0.0 83.8 62.0 

2019 0.0 21.3 21.3 4.3 87.7 0.0 87.7 66.4 

2020 0.0 23.1 23.1 4.3 92.0 0.0 92.0 69.0 

2021 0.0 26.3 26.3 4.5 94.4 0.0 94.4 68.2 

2022 0.0 33.4 33.4 5.2 97.1 0.0 97.1 63.7 

2023 0.0 45.8 45.8 6.6 99.9 0.0 99.9 54.1 

2024 0.0 34.3 34.3 4.6 103.1 0.0 103.1 68.8 

2025 0.0 29.9 29.9 3.7 105.8 0.0 105.8 75.8 

2026 0.0 39.7 39.7 4.5 108.8 0.0 108.8 69.1 

2027 0.0 33.9 33.9 3.5 111.9 0.0 111.9 78.0 

2028 0.0 37.9 37.9 3.6 115.5 0.0 115.5 77.6 

2029 0.0 40.4 40.4 3.6 118.5 0.0 118.5 78.0 

2030 0.0 35.8 35.8 2.9 121.9 0.0 121.9 86.0 

2031 0.0 35.8 35.8 2.7 122.7 0.0 122.7 86.9 

2032 0.0 36.5 36.5 2.5 123.9 0.0 123.9 87.4 

2033 0.0 46.7 46.7 3.0 124.4 0.0 124.4 77.6 

2034 0.0 43.0 43.0 2.5 125.2 0.0 125.2 82.2 

2035 0.0 45.8 45.8 2.5 126.1 0.0 126.1 80.3 

2036 0.0 45.8 45.8 2.3 127.3 0.0 127.3 81.5 

2037 0.0 39.1 39.1 1.8 127.8 0.0 127.8 88.6 

2038 0.0 60.1 60.1 2.6 128.7 0.0 128.7 68.5 

2039 0.0 30.0 30.0 1.2 31.7 0.0 31.7 1.7 

Data: Concession agreement (Incheon Bridge 2005) 
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Table 4-4 Demand forecast in Transport impact assessment 
Unit: Number of Passengers 

 Site 1997 2000 2005 2010 2020 

Airport 45,942 69,490 86,950 108,356 174,112 

Supporting 
facilities 

11,419 17,127 12,733 25,909 25,909 

Airport City 10,405 10,967 15,353 27,229 36,051 

Other regional 
demand 

2,502 3,136 3,990 3,954 4,508 

Total/day 70,268 100,720 119,026 165,448 240,580 

Total/Year 25,647,820 36,762,800 43,444,490 60,388,520 87,811,700 

Data: Transport impact assessment, 1994 

 

4.4. Demand overestimation by government and its interpretation 

4.4.1. Findings 

 Figure 4-3 shows the time series of each variable. First of all, it shows that the 

traffic demand of Airport Highway was overestimated as other studies have also 

revealed. The COR is expected to start with the smallest number among all other 

variables increase rapidly and reach 581.8 billion KRW. The NEOR, or operation 

revenue considering inflation, is estimated to reach 185.3 billion KRW, while in 

reality operating revenue is no more than 116.2 billion KRW, which causes 

automatically 82.7 billion KRW of MRG. No matter which variable we use, the 

traffic demand of Airport Highway is found to be highly overestimated. However, 

it should be noted that each variable shows different patterns, which indicates 

that the overestimation of cash flow and that of traffic demand are differentiated.  

The meaning of variables is stated in Chapter 1, as follows. COR (Calculated 

Operating Revenue from Transport impact assessment), EOR (Expected 

Operating Revenue in Concession agreement in 2000), NEOR (EOR considering 
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inflation), OR (actual Operating Revenue), FOR (Final Operating Revenue when 

deciding the MRG expenditure at last), Therefore, the value of for minus OR will 

be same as MRG. Finding.2 and Finding.3 are the results of simulation by 

scenario.  

Secondly, the COR, the variable from the Transport Impact Assessment in 

1994, is the most overestimated variable. The NEOR in the Concession agreement, 

even if reflecting the former partly, is found to have a different and stabilized 

pattern in comparison to the cash flow in the Transport impact assessment. In 

addition, the values of FOR are smaller than that of NEOR, which implies that 

the government sought to decrease the amount of MRG throughout the 

negotiation with the SPC. In reality, the Korean government, as recognizing the 

problems of overestimation and MRG throughout the inspection into the PPP 

projects, introduced many policy instruments to minimize the amount of 

spending; the profit-sharing from refinancing is an example.  

 

Figure 4-3 Time Series of each variable 
Source: Transport impact assessment (1994), Concession agreement (2000, 2004, 2008), Balance 
sheet of Airport Highway (each year) 
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FOR represents that the government spending from demand overestimation 

has been decreasing. However, it is still evident that demand estimation was 

significantly exaggerated, which means that the future government expenditure 

from MRG cannot be avoidable. The decrease of MRG expenditure through 

renegotiation is no more than an ex post instrument to fix the problem from the 

governmental failure of demand estimation in the Transport Impact Assessment. 

It needs to be emphasized that Incheon Highway was the starting point of 

demand overestimation. As seen in chapter 3, all of the PPP projects commonly 

had the MRG clause and their demand were severely distorted.  

Thirdly, Figure 4-3 shows the cash flow estimation following each scenario, 

using NPV and IRR methodologies of valuation: Scenario 1 is the cash flow 

estimation from COR, Scenario 2 from EOR, and Scenario 3 from OR. Following 

the calculation mentioned in the Chapter 1, each scenario is found to have a 

distinctive pattern. As identified in the figure, Scenario 1 have the most profitable 

cash flow, which means the initial governmental estimation of demand was 

severely incorrect. The result is not surprising because the demand estimation of 

Transport Impact Assessment was the most exaggerated. If the traffic volume 

stated in the Transport Impact Assessment had been right, the project would be 

sufficient to satisfy the return rate much higher than the existing IRR, 9.7 

percent.  

The Scenario 2 is followed by Scenario 1. This means that if the cash flow 

analysis in the Scenario 2 had been accomplished, the project could achieve an 

appropriate return rate. The result is natural because this variable was used to 

calculate the present IRR of this project. However, the comparison of Scenario 1, 2 

with 3 is significant because it would reveal the potential rate of return calculated 

from the actual operating revenue (OR) without MRG, then expose the role of the 

government in the PPP project. Finally, the Scenario 3 which inferred from the 

actual operating revenue is found to be the smallest. The NPV of each scenario 
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without considering capital cost is 14 trillion KRW, 3.4 trillion KRW, and 357.9 

billion KRW in sequence. Remind that the NPV assuming that IRR is zero is 

unrealistic because inflation, required return rate, and other considerations 

should be included in order to decide the feasibility of the project. 

 

Figure 4-4 Simulation from each cash flow  
Source: Transport impact assessment (1994), Concession agreement (2000, 2004, 2008), Balance 
sheet of Airport Highway (each year) 
 

 

Figure 4-5 NPV from each scenario 
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Source: Transport impact assessment (1994), Concession agreement (2000, 2004, 2008), Balance 
sheet of Airport Highway (each year) 

 

On the basis of the Concession agreement, the IRR of this project was as high 

as 9.7 percent, while the IRR computed by the OR is no more than 1 percent, 

which means that in reality Airport Highway would not be profitable at all from 

the beginning if it had not been for the governmental subsidy. In sum, the PPP 

project of Airport Highway, despite the optimistic expectation, was not proved to 

be profitable. These results are notable because this facility had been regarded as 

the most profitable project of all other projects due to its privileged routine 

connecting Incheon Airport to the SMR area. From this result, it is concluded 

from the findings that the government should not have used PPP in order for the 

budget efficiency. 

Fourthly, Figure 4-6 shows the degree of overestimation of Airport Highway. 

MRG represents the annual amount of expenditure, while overestimation implies 

the MRG rate minus the achievement rate because this dissertation assumed this 

ratio as the overestimation in chapter 1. As it presents, the overestimation rate 

has been decreased recently. In 2012, the overestimation rate was less than 20 

percent, but the amount of MRG has not fallen as much as that of the 

overestimation rate. 
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Figure 4-6 Overestimation and MRG 
Source: DART (New Airport Highway, each year) 
 

Still, the government should pay over approximately 80 billion KRW for MRG 

every year. It means that the demand risk is transferred from the private sector to 

the government throughout MRG. As the government insured the operating 

revenue, the SPC has been free from the demand risk even if the actual revenue 

has not been as much as the expected one. The less people use it, the more 

government should pay, no matter how the financial structure is constructed. 

Moreover, all of the additional 9 projects which have been provided through PPP 

contains MRG; the Korean government should pay for MRG annually. 

These findings can dismiss several conventional assumptions on the PPP 

program. First of all, the overestimation of profit is not caused only by the private 

sector, as many authors assumed (Choi 2007, Kim 2010) but also by the 

governmental failure to estimate the future demand. At least, this result show the 

overestimation focusing only on the PPP projects and attempt to clarify the effect 

of PPP into the overestimation.  

Secondly, it seems that the failure of demand estimation was foreseeable to 

some extent by both of government and investors. For example, an expert on 
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transport engineering questioned in a conference on the overestimation of traffic 

demand, “if the demand of these facilities had been estimated correctly, would 

the Airport highway have been constructed?” (in KOTI 2006 from a transport 

researching center). The answer that he intended might be negative, which means 

that the overestimation was necessary for the construction of the crucial 

infrastructure in a sense.  

Thirdly, the Airport Highway case eventually shows that the PPP project, more 

or less, did not achieve the budget efficiency at least so far even if the routine of 

Airport Highway was highly privileged. It also means that the financial model of 

project finance applied to the PPP projects had some structural deficits.  

4.4.2. Geographic interpretation on demand overestimation 

On geographic perspective, the Airport Highway had been the only way to 

reach the Airport Island since the construction of Airport Railway in 2007, then 

Incheon Bridge which connects from Songdo—a Free Economic Zone designated 

by the government— to the Airport Island opened in 2008; at present these are 

the only routes to the Incheon International Airport.  

As noted, the Incheon International Airport is the dominant international 

airport in Korea, which implies that the demand of the toll road might be 

inelastic as the airport is a major gateway. Remind that Korean cannot use a land 

route when going abroad due to the partition of the Korean Peninsula. If these 

geographic features had been considered, the demand of Airport railway and 

Incheon Bridge would have been estimated more accurately. However, the 

demand of other facilities was also overestimated; the Airport railway is the case 

in which the traffic demand was the most overestimated; less than 10 percent of 

the expected passengers use it. Considering the geographies of this region, it is 

highly assured that the failure of demand forecast is from the result of political 

economic factors rather than the psychological or technical factors. 
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The Concession agreement of Airport Highway contains the clause to restrict 

the construction of new transport facilities except for Incheon Bridge and Airport 

Highway (Concession agreement 2000:55). This Article 55 in the Concession 

agreement states that if new facilities are constructed and it infringes the income 

of Airport Highway, the government should suggest the method to compensate 

them, For example, raising the user fee (Concession agreement 2000). However, 

this result does not indicate that the overestimation of other infrastructure is 

derived entirely from the failure of traffic forecast as seen from Figure 4-7. For 

example, the demand of both Incheon Bridge and Airport Railway, the other two 

ways to reach the Incheon International Airport Island, was also much more 

overestimated than that of Incheon Airport Highway even if they had been 

planned and constructed much later than Incheon Airport Highway.  

As seen from Figure 4-7, the MRG of Airport Railway has been skyrocketed 

since 2010. The case of Airport Railway is still worse than the case of Airport 

Highway and Incheon Bridge. Among all of the Korean PPP projects, Airport 

railway is one of the worst demand overestimation. According to the Figure 4-8, 

cash flow estimation in the concession agreement of Airport railway, this facility 

was expected to generate more than 300 billion KRW every year after 2013, but 

the actual OR was 53 billion KRW, only 18 percent of the expected. As such, the 

PPP projects in the Airport Island cause the additional government spending due 

to the wrong demand overestimation. On average, the Korean government paid 

90 billion won for subsidy to SPC of Incheon Airport Highway, 80 billion KRW to 

that of Incheon Bridge, and 150 billion to that of Airport Railway. Although the 

government abolished the MRG in 2009, the government is going to pay 

additionally for subsidies in the future until the operation period of the 

contracted project is over.  
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Figure 4-7 Operating revenue and subsidy of Airport railway 
Source: Balance sheet from DART 

 

 

Figure 4-8 Cash flow estimation of Airport Railway 
Source: Concession agreement of Airport Railway (2007) 
 

At last, the competent authority of Airport Railway decided to merge the SPC. 

The sales income of SPC operating Airport Highway consists mostly of the MRG 

from the government, not the toll revenue. The achievement rate of Airport 

highway is as low as 7% at the beginning year, so the government decided to 
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acquire its stocks in order to reduce the MRG rate from 90 to 58 percent in 2009. 

According to the governmental decision, Korail, the state-owned firm in charge 

of Korean railways, established a new affiliate a new company, namely "Korail 

Airport Highway" and acquired 88.8 percent of stocks from the existing 

stockholders having been comprised by the construction company. This case may 

be called as nationalized in the general sense but from the view of this 

dissertation classified as refinancing. 

 

Figure 4-9 Achievement rates of projects in the Airport Island 

 

As all of the infrastructure facilities in this region are constructed by PPP 

program, the residents of the Airport Island should use one of them in order to 

go out from the island. Due to the fierce civil activities against the high user fee, 

the residents of the Airport Island are partly exempted from the user fee. 

However, the competent authority had been strongly against the exemption of 

the user fee for the residents. More interestingly, the third free bridge connecting 

the Airport Island and Incheon had been planned but it was cancelled because of 

the strong opposition of the competent authorities such as Incheon Metropolitan 

Government and MOLIT, as the new facility would encroach two old facilities 
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and increase the MRG expenditure. The situation is that the new free bridge 

cannot be built for protecting the revenue of other PPP facilities and reducing the 

MRG expenditure. Still, the residents 0f Airport Island strongly want the new 

bridge to be built, which is still opaque (Incheon News 2014-01-10). 

4.4.3. Contribution to spatial fix hypothesis 

As stated in chapter 2, this dissertation employs Harvey’s hypothesis of spatial 

fix to explain financialization in a structured way. Remind that this chapter was 

expected to focus mainly on how the capital investment produce the built 

environment and the two main condition of capital investment into spatial 

product were the existence of the state and capital markets. As Harvey paid little 

attention on the empirical process of securitization such as project finance in his 

theoretical works (Harvey 1978, 1982), this chapter intended to reveal the key 

logic inside the demand overestimation. 

From the case of Airport Highway and other PPP infrastructure facilities 

nearby, several interesting tips around the concept of financialization can be 

found. Firstly, the lack of profitability of Airport Highway indirectly indicates 

that the PPP project on infrastructure may not be lucrative enough to finance 

itself. Reminding that the facility has an absolute geographic advantages, the 

result of simulation 3 indicates that the actual revenue from the facility is not 

much less than the expected. In terms of spatial fix hypothesis, capital 

investment in built environment, at least in this case, would not have been 

feasible without the government support. It implies that the intrinsic logic of 

project finance is not as mechanic as Harvey regarded to the extent to call it as 

“urban process” and the state was found to play a dominant role for the demand 

overestimation even though it would infringe public interest by the excessive 

MRG expenditure. This is, at least, superficially similar to what Marx mentioned 

public works.  
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The separation of public works from the state, and their migration into the 

domain of the works undertaken by capital itself, indicates the degree to which the 

real community has constituted itself in the form of capital. A country, e.g. the 

United States, may feel the need for railways in connection with production; 

nevertheless the direct advantage arising from them for production may be too 

small for the investment to appear as anything but sunk capital. Then capital shifts 

the burden on to the shoulders of the state (Marx 2002: 465). 

In order to fix the matter of the excessive government spending following the 

overestimation and MRG, researcher proposed alternative guarantee system for 

PPP projects. For example, Chiara and Kokkaew (2013) develops the alternative to 

Government Revenue Guarantees. 28  They criticized the conventional 

Government Revenue Guarantee model for its staticness. They suggest the 

dynamic guarantee model which would change the rate of guarantee every 5 

years. In doing this research, they found that most of the sponsors participated in 

PPP projects tend to ask the government to guarantee the revenue as they do not 

trust the result of demand estimation.  

This phenomenon can explain what happened after the Korean financial crisis, 

usually called in Korea as IMF crisis in 1997. At that time, many interest parties of 

PPP also had conceived the possibility of demand risk derived from the 

overestimation. For example, an accountant participating alerted, “the demand 

should be estimated more accurately from the third independent entity, rather 

than the public or the private sector.” (in KDI 1999 from an accountant firm). His 

                                                        

28  Chiara and Kokkaew (2013) develops the alternative to Government Revenue 

Guarantees in order to solve the problem of the excessive guarantee cost. They criticized the 

conventional Government Revenue Guarantee model for its rigidness. They suggest the 

dynamic guarantee model which would change the rate of guarantee every 5 years. This 

research is also considered as an attempt to overcome the limit of MRG and the excessive 

governmental cost. 
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remark implies that he assumed that the demand estimation was incomplete as 

the interest parties engaged in the estimation; the political-economic factor 

might have affected the demand overestimation. 

Turning back to the original questions, the demand overestimation was not 

only from the private sector, but government also contributed, at least focusing 

on the case of Airport Highway. It is also fair to say that despite these mistakes 

on demand overestimation, the government has sought to minimize the MRG 

and finally abolished it in 2009. Depending on Harvey’s framework of spatial fix, 

the accumulated capital needs to invest in the large-scale project to overcome the 

risk from the industrial sector. In this process, as Harvey pointed out (1982), the 

government played a significant role in the PPP program, guaranteeing the 

revenue and overestimating the demand of transport project, no matter if it was 

intentional or not. Furthermore, this chapter also shows that the valuation of the 

spatial product is not only incomplete due to the political economic factor but 

also frequently distorted due to the lack of geographic concern. If including 

geographical location and its features of Airport Island, demand estimation 

would be more correct than now. 

In practice, these evidences shows that the revision of the guarantee process 

itself will not be sufficient to improve the estimation. The demand 

overestimation is led by both of technical and political economic factors. Having 

lessons from the cases of demand overestimation, the government has sought to 

minimize the amount of budget by abolishing the MRG. In consequence, PPP 

projects in the status quo can only attract the investors whose required rate of 

return is fairly lower, sometimes lower than the market interest rate, and it 

implies that the PPP program failed to accomplish its original goal to increase 

taxpayer’s value for money.  

At present, the demand overestimation and its negative effects are to some 

extent reduced due to the governmental efforts to fix it. However, the 
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governmental effort to reduce MRG exactly means the decrease of chances to 

realize profit for the private investors. So, an investor also said,  

“As the government abolished MRG due to the excessive government 

expenditure, few investors are willing to invest in the infrastructure now. The 

interest rate of the PPP project is as low as public bond and has a serious gap from 

the market interest rate” (in KOTI 2006 from an investment company). 

According to the quotation, some private investors seem to regard Korean 

governments as faddish and arbitrary. In this context, two contradictory 

situations exist. On the one hand, despite the solutions to the overestimation and 

MRG the government should pay a huge amount of budget for subsidy due to the 

existing Concession agreements. On the other hand, one of the original goals to 

introduce the PPP program, to enhance financial industry, would not be realized 

because the return rate of infrastructure is still decreasing due to the lack of 

revenue guarantee. In the short term, this context would make a new 

circumstance where the existing financial investors including infrastructure fund 

and construction companies need to find a new exit strategy, which I will deal 

with in chapter 5. In the long term, the private investors would search a new 

circuit for capital accumulation in preparation for the falling rate of return rate in 

the infrastructure industry. 

4.5. Summary 

Surely, PPP program has contributed the construction of infrastructure including 

toll roads, railways, harbors, etc. Among them Incheon International Airport 

Island is where many transport infrastructure projects were concentrated 

through PPP program. Despite the visible success, almost all of transport 

infrastructure from PPP program have been experiencing the demand 

overestimation and ex post subsidy expenses. Moreover, the demand 

overestimation commonly leads to increase the government spending even after 
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the construction of facilities. In this context, this chapter deals with how the 

demand overestimation was generated, using the confidential, but official data of 

Airport Highway.  

As seen from Figure 4-10, the findings of this research can be summarized as 

follows. Firstly, the fundamental failure of estimate of traffic demand was caused 

by the governmental report named Transport impact assessment, rather than by 

the Concession agreement. This illuminates that the overestimation of this 

project was affected by the positive bias of the public sector. Secondly, the 

estimate of cash flow in the Concession agreement was much more rationalized 

than the former. Consequently, the new estimation of cash flow in the Concession 

agreement contribute to lessen the amount of MRG by reducing them. Moreover, 

the FOR represents explicitly that the government sought to save MRG through 

renewing the negotiation with the SPC. Thirdly, the result of simulation of cash 

flow reveals that Airport Highway was not profitable enough to attract the 

financial investors without MRG. While MRG made it possible to construct it by 

PPP program, the government should pay more than 80 billion KRW annually for 

subsidy.  
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Figure 4-10 Findings of this chapter 

 

Regarding the demand overestimation, OECD (2007) also stimulates the 

importance of rigorous analysis on cost-benefit of the project in a guideline for 

PPP program for infrastructure.  

Principle 1: The choice by public authorities between public and private 

provision should be based on cost-benefit analysis taking into account all 

alternative modes of delivery, the full system of infrastructure provision, and the 

projected financial and non-financial costs and benefits over the project lifecycle 

(OECD 2007: 12).  

According to the explanation, the participation of private parties has its main 

advantage over public procurement only if a return exists to obtain more 

efficiency and creativity to deliver public service (e.g. the technical expertise and 

the financial engineering), increased competition and improved services to 

consumers. Even if the public sector has access to cheaper funding than private 

companies, efficiency gains from private sector participation can be more than 

the financial cost. However, the demand overestimation in the case Airport 

Highway and other facilities in the Airport Island explicitly reveals that the whole 

assumption on PPP can effortlessly be collapsed. In order to prevent this problem, 

it will be helpful to introduce the principle 3 of this report.  

Principle 3: The allocation of risk between private parties and the public sector 

will be largely determined by the chosen model of private sector involvement, 

including the allocation of responsibilities. The selection of a particular model and 

an associated allocation of risk should be based upon an assessment of the public 

interest (OECD 2007: 14) 

It is worth emphasizing that the operating revenue of SPC is perfectly 

foreseeable even if the estimate of traffic demand because MRG should secure the 
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rate of the expected operating revenue. This represents that SPC participating in 

PPP program are free from demand risk. However, the wrong estimate of traffic 

demand directly connects to the increase of government payment for MRG. Due 

to this problem, the Korean government abolished MRG which will be provided 

through PPP program in 2009, but will keep paying for MRG in terms of the 

contracted projects. This is why the Korean government have been looking for 

better ways to reduce MRG: to buy the private stockholders’ equity (e.g. Airport 

Railway), to sue the financial investors (e.g. Kwangju Beltway), and to make the 

SPCs share their profit from refinancing (e.g. Chunan-Nonsan Highway). 
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5. Operation phase: realization of capital through refinancing 

The previous chapter reveals that the demand of infrastructure, especially 

financed and constructed by BTO program, has been overestimated so far. On 

average, the achievement rate of these road and railway projects ranges from 10 

to 60 percent, so the government has had to compensate the loss from the 

operating the facilities by the MRG. However, the stockholders and lenders of the 

SPC are aware of the expected cash flow accurately in the operation phase due to 

the transfer of demand risk, unless any force majeure or significant political risk 

such as revolution brings about. In this context, many SPCs operating the 

facilities in the operation phase were found to refinance their capital including 

transforming the financial structure of the SPCs: Kwangju 2-1 Beltway, Airport 

Highway, Cheonan-Nonsan Highway, Airport Railway, and SML 9 are the cases 

(NABO 2006).  

Figure 5-1 reveals an interesting phenomenon concerning the cash flow and 

financial structure. Two distinctive trends are found in this Figure On the one 

hand, the Airport Highway, the first BTO project in Korea, has been steadily 

increased its return and retained earnings. Due to the growth, the Airport 

Highway reduced the user fee for 400 KRW in 2013 and it was a symbolic change 

because the PPP projects had been criticized by its high user fee (see Chapter 3).  

On the other hand, the other projects except the Airport Highway have 

accumulated their losses without generating the net income. For example, the 

accumulated losses of Airport Railway is as much as 360.5 billion KRW and other 

infrastructure also have accumulated losses more or less. Now the question of 

what makes these differences can be raised. Why the SPCs came to have such a 

large amount of losses even though they could expect the operating revenue 

through the MRG? 
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Figure 5-1 Retained earnings and accumulated losses of each project 
Source: Balance sheet of each SPC from DART 

 

These questions are deeply associated with refinancing process and financial 

strategies of SPCs in the operation phase of PPP project, as stated in chapter 2. 

So, this chapter will provide an explanation on the realization of capital of 

infrastructure fund by using the audit reports and balance sheet in them. Next 

section, the theories on the financial structure and refinancing will be explained. 

Section 5.2 will state the data structure using in this chapter in order to 

investigate the realization of capital. Section 5.3 will reveal the financial structure 

and compare the rate of profit and other index according to the audit reports and 

other data. On the basis of the findings, Section 5.4 will provide an explanation 

on the financial strategies of infrastructure fund and why the SPCs of 

infrastructure funds bear the accumulated losses. 
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5.1. Characteristics of Financial structure of SPC in the operation phase  

5.1.1. The characteristics of capital structure of SPCs: Airport Highway 

SPC, by definition, is a conduit which established to collect capital and to 

distribute profit from operating the infrastructure (see chapter 2.3). New Airport 

Highway Inc., Cheonan-Nonsan Highway Inc., and Kwangju Beltway Investment 

Inc. are included. As an SPC is a single-asset company composed mainly of the 

right of Operation and Maintenance (O&M) from the government, its financial 

structure is rather simple to the extent of summarizing with several elements. 

This sector will provide the summarization using the accountancy information of 

New Airport Highway Inc. in order to explain the whole structure before and 

after refinancing processes. The way of summarizing financial structure will be 

applicable to analyze other SPCs as well.  

The asset of SPC is divided into debt and equity and the equity will be 

separated into current asset, non-current asset, as other ordinary firms. At first, 

the debit side of balance sheet shows that the total asset of New Airport 

Highways Inc. 940.3 billion KRW in 2012 including 855.4 billion KRW, the value 

of the right of O&M granted by the government.  

The price of O&M is normally projected to be amortized for a certain period, 

largely 30 years, and the annual amortization will be listed as the operating cost 

in the income statement annually. It is worth emphasizing that the value of O&M 

charges nearly 90% of the total asset, which is a distinctive feature of SPCs. This 

feature is derived from the characteristics of spatial products whose construction 

and operation period are still longer than the other products, as Harvey stressed 

(Harvey, 1982). Furthermore, as the value of O&M is amortized every year, so the 

total asset value of the SPC is also decreasing due to the decrease of the value of 

O&M. When the operation period is over, the total value will be zero, the state 
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will return the O&M from the SPC, and then the SPC will be terminated under 

the Concession agreement. 

According to the audit report in 2012, the amount of the equity of New Airport 

Highway Inc., the SPC operating Airport Highway, is 522 billion KRW and the 

debt amounts 418.3 billion KRW (See Table 1-1 to identify projects). Paid-in 

capital, the initial equity investment, consists of Korean Teachers' Credit Union 

(KTCU), Kyobo insurance Inc., MKIF, etc. is 219.8 billion KRW and the retained 

earnings is 302.2 billion KRW. This figure is the value of which the retained 

earnings 244.2 billion KRW plus the net income, 58 billion KRW in 2012. The 

total equity of 219.8 billion KRW is composed by the paid-in capital, 219.8 plus 

retained earnings in this year, 302.2 billion KRW. The debt of this SPC consists of 

the current liability, 124.9 billion KRW and the non-current liability, 293.4 billion 

KRW and the majority of non-current liability is the long-term debt, 291.5 billion 

KRW. The interest cost generated from the liabilities will be listed in the income 

statement.  
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Figure 5-2 Basic financial structure of SPCs 
Source: Balance sheet of Airport Highway from DART 

 

As a financial actor, the financial investors can be categorized rather precisely 

into the infrastructure funds and the lenders of senior debt, specifically in the 

operation period. The lenders represent those who provide loans, usually senior 

debt, for financing the SPC usually including banks and insurance companies. 

Otherwise, the infrastructure funds, especially in this dissertation, narrowly refer 

to the investors that invest in both equity and other kind of financing. However, 

it should be emphasized that the construction companies, intended mainly to 

participate in the construction, are not classified by the infrastructure fund 

because they usually invest only in the equity of SPC. In Korea, the construction 

companies participated in PPP project intended to construct the facility in the 

1990s, rather than as a pure financial investor.  

This type of investment is largely applied to the BTO projects in Korea: Airport 

Highway Incheon Bridge, and Cheonan-Nonsan Highway, etc. Exceptionally, the 

Airport Railway is operated by an affiliated company, Korail Airport Railway Inc., 

of the state-owned company, Korail. Even in this case, the infrastructure funds 

invest in both equity and subordinated debt. Moreover, with respect to Kwangju 

2-1 Beltway, Sujeongsan Tunnel, and Seoul Beltway, infrastructure funds invest in 
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all kinds of financing: equity, senior and subordinated debt. For example, MKIF 

invests in Kwangju 2-1 Beltway and Sujeongsan Tunnel, while National Pension 

Service invests in both equity and senior debt. 

The income structure of Airport highway in the balance sheet is also required 

to understand the financial structure of SPCs (see Figure 5-3). At first, the total 

sales income consists of toll revenue and MRG. The former is the main source of 

income, charging more than 60 percent of total income on average and the latter 

is another source of income. It needs to be emphasized that MRG had not been 

the component of sales income until the change of accountancy principle in 2007 

(Audit report-New Airport Highway 2007). Due to the change of principles, the 

MRG became one of the total sales revenue.  

The major costs of SPCs are decomposed by several significant elements such 

as costs of sales and goods, depreciation and amortization, interest cost, tax, etc. 

Among them, the amount of depreciation and amortization is rather large in 

comparison with other firms because the total asset is mainly composed by the 

intangible asset including the right of O&M, as explained before. In addition to 

the large amount of amortization, the SPC has a huge amount of interest cost, 

especially in the early of operation phase due to the accumulated financial cost in 

the construction period. In many cases, SPCs are in a deficit, which means no 

extra return after interest cost, then not many SPCs pay for the corporate tax, but 

the case of Airport Highway is an exception. In this context, Airport highway is 

an extraordinary case to make net income through operating the project, while 

other facilities still fall in net loss annually. Whichever the result is net income or 

loss, the value from the income statement will be added to the stockholders' 

equity in the balance sheet. 

The key features of the financial structure of SPCs, especially in charge of PPP 

project, can be summarized as follows. Firstly, as an SPC is no more than a 

conduit for a project, the total asset is mostly composed of the right of O&M 
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received from the government. This structure will lead to the income structure in 

which a large amount of depreciation, or amortization cost should be paid 

annually. However, note that the amortization contains no cash out-flow, but the 

cost on the income statement. Secondly, the income structure is relatively simple; 

the sales income is composed of the revenue from consumers and MRG from the 

government. It is also notable that all incomes are cash, not account receivable or 

inventory.29 Thirdly, SPCs usually have a great amount of debt, especially in the 

early period of the operation phase, because it should pay for construction cost in 

the construction phase without cash in-flow.  

As seen in the financial structure described in chapter 2, SPC paid huge 

interest costs in the early period but its financial structure is expected to be 

healthier as it pays for the principal of the debts, at least theoretically. Finally, the 

government usually has a large deficit as seen from the balance sheet of SPC. The 

government provided the construction subsidy, MRG, and other subsidiaries for 

the SPC. As I have investigated, the government should pay for MRG, but SPCs 

hardly pay for the corporate tax because they usually generate no Earning before 

tax (EBT) partly due to heavy interest cost. In sum, SPC apparently seems to have 

a vulnerable financial structure in comparison to usual company specifically in 

the early of the operation phase. 

                                                        

29 As an accountancy term, accounts receivable (AR) is short-term amounts due from 

buyers to a seller who have purchased goods or services from the seller on credit. Accounts 

receivable is listed as a current asset on the seller's balance sheet. It is usually conceived as a 

current asset, but different from cash (Accounting tool, http://www.accountingtools.com/). 
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Figure 5-3 Income structure of SPCs 

 

5.1.2. Refinancing 

As the financial conditions are transformed in the operation phase, SPC needs 

to make a new financial structure. For example, the government usually release 

the regulation on capital adequacy ratio from 25 to 15 percent, then investors in 

each SPC intend to make profit from the new market condition in the operation 

phase. These processes of changing the financial conditions is defined as 

‘refinancing’ as a whole (see Chapter 2). The method of refinancing is also 

diversified: altering the composition of stockholder, its financial structure, 

conditions of interest, etc. 

SPCs intend to refinance its financial structure especially in the operation 

period when the cash flow of the project is completely predictable. Historically, 
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the first case of refinancing in Korea is that of Kwangju Beltway Investment Inc., 

which have operated the Kwangju 2-1 Beltway since 2002. By refinancing, Daewoo 

construction Inc., which had participated in the construction of the 

infrastructure, sold their equity and MKIF, an infrastructure fund, bought all of 

the equity. At that time, there was no actual and legal regulation on refinancing 

of BTO projects. However, the BAI, while inspecting the case of Kwangju 2-1 

Beltway, pointed out that the refinancing had some problems in 2004 (BAI 2004). 

So, the Korean government began researching and publishing the guideline of 

refinancing of BTO projects (KDI 2004) and revised it several times (KDI 2007b, 

2012).  

The research on refinancing the SPC using project finance was performed by 

several Korean scholars (Hwang and Ju 2006). Hwang and Ju concluded, while 

inspecting the case of refinancing of Airport Highway that the rate of return such 

as ROE and IRR can increase through refinancing. As such, Choi (2012) researches 

the recent cases of BTO projects, concentrating on refinancing process. 

Regarding the previous studies and official investigations, the basic feature of 

refinancing can be stated as follows. 

5.2.3.1. Change of stockholders 

 The refinancing cases so far all included the overall change of stockholders. A 

typical case is the refinancing of New Airport Highway Inc., which had been 

composed by 11 construction companies as stockholders. By refinancing, new 

infrastructure funds participated in this project as investors in 2004: Korean 

Teachers' Credit Union (45 percent), MKIF (21 percent) are main investors.  

Many reports on refinancing of BTO projects in Korea have provided a similar 

interpretation on why SPCs seek to refinance by altering its shareholders (NABO 

2006, KDI 2009). Initially, the construction companies who participated in the 

BTO project usually intended to gain profit from construction activities, rather 
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than operating their equity invested in the SPC in the long-term. Moreover, it 

should be heightened that most of equity investors of the early Korean BTO 

projects making infrastructure are the construction companies themselves, 

instead of financial investors. Once the facilities became completely constructed, 

the construction companies tend to escape from the SPC by selling their equity as 

soon as possible.  

In addition to the needs of the construction companies, the changes of 

characteristics of infrastructure in the operation period is also important as an 

incentive for refinance. As the project became stabilized in this period, the cash 

flow of SPC come to be more predictable and profitable At first, the actual 

demand of the facility can be more obvious in the operation phase. Furthermore, 

the MRG eliminates the demand risk of SPC. As seen in the previous chapters, 

SPC can completely predict the future revenue irrelevant to how volatile the toll 

revenue is. By MRG, the infrastructure can be similar to an attractive capital asset 

which generates a stable cash flow for financial investors.  

As both interests are interweaved, the refinancing of SPCs of BTO project 

includes the transfer of stocks of the construction companies into the financial 

investors, such as infrastructure fund. In the early of 2000s, the infrastructure 

funds including MKIF and KTCU began investing in these project by refinancing 

of SPCs. According to the early investors, many other investors such as pension 

funds, investment banks, and insurance companies took part in the BTO projects.  

In this context, the nationalization of the project can be classified as a form of 

transferring stockholders. The case of Airport Railway is a unique one where the 

state-owned company, or the public sector, acquired the equity of the SPC. Like 

other facilities, the demand of Airport Railway was also overestimated and only 

7% of the expected passengers used the facilities. If the facilities had been 

operated by the SPC, the government would have paid 159 billion KRW for MRG 
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annually. Therefore, the government decided to acquire its equity in order to 

reduce the rate of MRG and to save the future spending.  
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Table 5-1 Change of equity holder of SPC across refinancing 

 Before Refinancing After Refinancing 

Airport 
Highway 

  

Cheonan-
Nonsan 
Highway 

  

Seoul 
Beltway 

  

Source: Balance sheet from DART 

■ Construction Investor 

■ Financial Investor 

 

As a result of refinancing, the Korail Airport Railway, an affiliated firm of 

Korail, acquired the 88.8 percent of the equity and reducing the rate of MRG 
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from 90 to 58 percent. Similar to this, the SML 9 also altered the equity 

composition in order to reduce the rate of MRG. Park, the mayor of SMG, played 

a leading role to refinance the SPC to the extent of issuing civil bonds to 

supplement the cost of acquisition.  

5.2.3.2. Reducing equity and issuing subordinated debts 

 Beyond the change of stockholders, refinancing of Korean BTO projects 

brought several fundamental changes of financial structure of SPCs. All BTO 

projects by refinancing in the operation period reduced the proportion of equity 

in their SPCs: Kwangju 2-1 Beltway, Airport Highway, Cheonan-Nonsan Highway, 

etc., which can be called as paid-in capital reduction. The paid-in capital 

reduction became possible in the operation period, as the regulation on the 

capital adequacy ratio decreased from 25 percent in the construction period to 10 

percent in the operation period. According to the deregulation of capital 

adequacy ratio, SPCs tend to reduce the equity and to issue the subordinated 

debt in order to supplement the rest of capital.  

 The uniqueness of infrastructure fund lies in this process. By refinancing with 

the change of stockholders and the paid-in capital reduction, the stakeholder of 

the SPC become the lender of subordinated debts while SPC, or the affiliated 

firm, become the borrower. In order words, the infrastructure fund invest in both 

equity and subordinated debt and, theoretically, realize profit from dividend of 

equity and interest income of subordinated debt. As seen later, the interest rate 

of subordinated debt ranges from 10 to 70 percent, much higher than the senior 

debt due to its high financial risk. From the explanation above, the fundamental 

feature of financial structure of SPCs are summarized as Figure 5-4. 

NABO, the governmental research center, pointed out, by concentrating on 

the refinancing case of Cheonan-Nonsan Highway, this unique structure, which 

will called as "multi-capital structure" in this dissertation (NABO 2006: 40:). 
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Following this report, the abrupt rise of the subordinated debt led to the increase 

of interest cost of the SPCs. So, NABO argues that the government should 

regulate the rate of subordinated debt in order to manage the, namely, multi-

capital structure and lead them to transfer the subordinated debt to the senior 

debt which would have a lower interest rate. Throughout this argument, NABO 

established the logical basis for introducing the profit-sharing of refinancing.  

The direct effect of refinancing SPC's capital structure is diversified as follows. 

In terms of stockholders, infrastructure fund can realize profit from the interest 

revenue from SPC as a status of the lender of the subordinated debt, and SPC will 

enjoy the tax shielding effect. However, the financial structure of SPC will 

become very vulnerable due to the reduced amount of equity.  

Following NABO's argument, PIMAC of KDI has sought to establish the 

guideline of refinancing for profit-sharing between the public and the private 

sector. However, it is extremely important to understand that the government do 

not intend to prohibit the refinancing activities, but to introduce the methods for 

profit-sharing (NABO 2006). It denotes that the refinancing is a legislated 

financing activities in order to maximize stakeholder's value, not an illegal 

activity. 

Table 5-2 Refinancing of Incheon Airport Highway 

 Before Refinancing After Refinancing 

Capital 
Structure 

 Amount Proportion Amount Proportion 

Junior debt 10310 70.37 10310 70.37 

Subordinated debt   2144 14.63 

Equity 4342 29.63 2198 15.00 

Sum 14652 100 14652 100.00 

Condition 
Interest rate 8% (floating interest rate) 8% (fixed interest rate) 

Condition of 
repayment (SD) 

 
Repayment over 2 year 

following 11-year grace period 

Source: Hwang and Ju 2006 
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PIMAC, an official research institute in charge on PPP projects, states the 

reason why the government cannot but allow the refinancing activities of SPC as 

follows. "Multi-capital structure of Infrastructure fund is a practical alternative to 

solve the contradiction of PPP program. The government also needs to 

understand that the investors should realize profit in advance because the SPC 

cannot earn net income due to its initial financial structure. In order to overcome 

these problem, the multi-capital structure is largely used in Korean infrastructure 

markets. This structure would be also beneficial for the government, as it could 

increase the governmental revenue from profit-sharing"(KDI 2009:129). 

5.2. Data structure 

Regarding the return of SPC, the concept of return rate can be divided into two: 

IRR and Required Rate of Return. On the one hand, IRR is the discount rate 

where the NPV, or the total present value which will be achieve through this 

project, become zero. As stated in chapter. 1, IRR is the value of x that satisfies 

the basic financial model if N (operation phase) and CF (expected cash flow) are 

given. As identified in Chapter. 3 the IRR of BTO projects in Korea ranges in 6 to 

10 percent and the general trend of IRR has been decreasing. This trend can be 

interpreted as paralleled with the decreasing interest rate in the Korean market, 

particularly after the financial crisis of East Asia in 1997.   

Along with IRR, required rate of return will be important to identify the return 

of infrastructure fund. By definition, the IRR of the project should be higher than 

the required rate of return, which usually represented as Weighted Average 

Capital Cost in order to invest in the project (IRR>WACC). At large, WACC can 

be regarded as a general expression of the minimum range of the required rate of 

return of stockholders, while it actually refers to the cost of capital rather than 

the return rate.  
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In order to measure the WACC of SPC, one should know the costs of capital of 

both debt and equity. Regarding the financial structure of SPCs, the cost of debt 

capital is available through the official audit report, but the cost of equity capital 

is hardly available, because it relies largely on the belief of how much profit the 

stock-holders' expect to make from their equity (Brealey et al., 1996). Due to this 

difficulty, Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and Gordon's distribution 

discount model (DDM) are frequently used (Gordon and Shapiro 1956) In 

addition, one should know the risk-free rate of return and the expected market 

return, and the beta of the stock following the logic of CAPM. Furthermore, the 

calculation of the rate of return according to DDM can be easily computed, but 

one should assume the important variables such as the annual income of the 

project.  

Table 5-3 Characteristics of Projects 

 
IRR Equity SD Ksd JD Kjd Total 

Airport Highway 9.70% 214 1040 9.00% 214 13.90% 1468 

Incheon Bridge 8.48% 164 628 5.15% 154 9.30% 946 

Cheonan-Nonsan 9.24% 146 730 7.80% 303 16.00% 1179 

Kwangju 2-1 
Beltway 

9.34% 13 142 7.30% 31 20.00% 186 

Airport Railway 10.39% 270 2158 5.30% 661 9.00% 3089 

Seoul-Chuncheon 8.00% 323 860 6.00% 177 11.59% 1360 

Daegu-Busan 8.65% 159 902 5.00% 668 26.00% 1729 

Woomyeon 
Tunnel 

8.03% 27 90 7.10% 27 20.00% 144 

Seoul Beltway 9.52% 110 950 7.20% 349 30.00% 1409 

 
Source: Balance sheet of each SPC from DART 
Note: Each variable is calculated by the formula introduced in Chapter 1. SD=Senior Debt, Ksd=Cost of 
capital of senior debt, JD= (junior) debt, Kjd=Cost of capital of subordinated debt.  
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 A main difficulty to compute the rate of return of infrastructure funds is that 

they are not frequently traded due to the characteristics of the closed fund. In 

Korea, infrastructure fund including MKIF is classified by the closed fund, then 

requires many unrealistic assumptions in order to apply the value into these 

financial models regardless of DDM, or CAPM. For example, the DDM model 

assumes the constant annual income, or the annually increasing income. 

However, most of the cases the annual income of these project tend to be 

volatile, rather than constant, or increasing constantly. Despite of the difficulty, 

infrastructure fund has worked more than 10 years, then it is possible to acquire 

the balance sheets of them, and calculate its rate of return in terms of these data. 

 

5.3. After refinancing: realization of profit by multi-capital strategies  

5.3.1. Increased interest cost of SPCs 

After the refinancing with the multi-capital structure, the SPCs come to have a 

large amount of debts, more than 80 percent of the total asset, and have to pay 

interest cost annually. The interest costs can be divided into that from the senior 

debt and from the subordinated debt. The former is paid for lenders, while the 

latter have to be paid for the infrastructure fund. At large, the interest rate from 

the lend ranges from 8 to 10 percent, and the interest rate of the subordinated 

debt is higher than the interest rate of senior debt and diversified. The sales 

income of SPC is composed by toll revenue and MRG, and it is the ground 

income to pay for interest costs. Theoretically, SPCs should pay for a large 

amount of interest cost, but as repaying the interest and the principal, the total 

financial burden of interest cost would decrease rapidly in the late of project life 

cycle.  
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Figure 5-4 Structure of refinancing 
Source: Balance sheet from DART of Airport Highway 
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The Figure 5-5 shows the trend of interest costs of major SPCs before and after 

refinancing. As mentioned before, it is observed that the interest cost of SPCs 

became abruptly increasing just after the refinancing. The sharp rise of interest 

cost after refinancing is mainly led by the formation of multi-capital structure, 

which reduces the equity and issues the subordinated debts with a high interest 

rate. Even though refinancing also implicates the change of conditions of the 

senior debt, it is proved to rise after refinancing due mainly to the issue of the 

subordinated debt. The issuer of the bond is infrastructure fund, so the interest 

cost for SPC represents the income for infrastructure fund.  

 

 
Figure 5-5 Interest Cost of SPCs after refinancing 
Source: Balance sheet of each SPC from DART 

 

The size of each square is approximately proportion to the amount of capital 

in terms of Airport Highway. DA (depreciation and amortization). Remind that 

not all financial institutes are the infrastructure fund. By definition, 
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infrastructure fund represents the firm investing in stocks and other kind of 

capital. Financial institutes invest only in the senior debt are mostly composed of 

banks and insurance companies. Finally, remind that without net income, no tax 

exists, so most of all SPCs pays no tax due to their financial state under deficit. 

In the early of the operation phase the interest income is the only income for 

infrastructure fund because SPC could not make profit due mainly to the heavy 

interest cost derived from the construction cost. For this reason, KDI suggests the 

Blended ROE in order to measure the rate of return of these projects and this 

method is used to calculate the value of profit-sharing through refinancing (KDI 

2012). In order words, they computed the Blended ROE regarding the 

subordinated debt as equity. This regarding is significantly important because the 

subordinated debt, actually, is not far from the equity of infrastructure fund by 

nature. 

Representatively, the interest cost of Airport Highway and Cheonan-Nonsan 

Highway came to sharply rise after refinancing, then decreasing slowly as the 

projects go on. This phenomenon happens because the cash flow came to be 

stabilized, as SPCs repaying for their principal. 

5.3.2. Return rate of Infrastructure Funds compared to that of SPCs 

Figure 5-5 shows the results of comparing the return rate of infrastructure 

fund to that of SPCs. At first, all BTO projects except for the Airport Highway 

Blended ROE of infrastructure fund is much higher than ROE of them and ROA 

of the SPC. In particular, Kwangju 2-1 Beltway, Woomyeon Tunnel, and Seoul 

Beltway shows the significant difference between Blended ROE and other 

variables. These three projects alike, while they are falling in a deficit, gain more 

than 10 percent of Blended ROE even with accumulated losses. In particular, 

Kwangju 2-1 Beltway shows the high blended ROE, 10-18 percent, even though the 
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Kwangju Metropolitan Government refused to pay for MRG for the conflict with 

the infrastructure fund.  

Despite a similar trend of other projects, the Airport Highway became a major 

exception. As the facility recently increases the productivity, the ROA of the SPC 

became much higher than Blended ROE of infrastructure fund. It can be 

interpreted as the result of repayment of long-term debts. However, it needs to 

be emphasized that the MRG is still more than 80 billion KRW annually, even 

though the SPC is accumulated the retained earnings. Recently the New Airport 

Highway Inc. reduced the user fee between Seoul and the Incheon Airport for 

400 KRW due to the improved capital structure. In terms of Cheonan-Nonsan 

Highway, the ROA of SPC and the ROE of infrastructure fund became close to 

the Blended ROE, which indicates that the annual return of SPC is increasing as 

much as that of infrastructure funds.   

By and large, the return rate of infrastructure in terms of blended ROE is 

higher than those of SPCs, which can be interpreted as follows. Firstly, the 

infrastructure fund, as an investor, obtain the interest income from the 

subordinated debt. It implicates that the cost of SPC leads unswervingly to the 

income of infrastructure fund. In general, the return rate of SPC is found to be 

around 10 percent, which is similar to those of global return rate of infrastructure 

as seen in Figure 5-6. However, it should be noted that the infrastructure does 

not invest only in the subordinated debt, but also are the stockholders who have 

equity of the SPC. 

With respect to all BTO project investigated, the stocks of SPCs are revealed to 

earn no capital gain due to the accumulated losses, except only for the Airport 

Highway. It suggests that no gain was generated from the arbitrage trades, 

dividend, and corporate tax at all of the projects. Therefore, the only financial 

income of infrastructure fund is the interest cost paid by SPCs. for this reasons, 
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infrastructure fund tend to minimize the proportion of equity and maximize the 

interest rate of subordinated debt.  

So far, Korean government has regulated the capital adequacy ratio more than 

25 percent in the construction phase and 10 percent in the operation phase. 

Therefore, the point of refinancing is the reduction of equity from the level of 25 

percent to near 10 percent, and issues the subordinated debt to complement the 

deficit from the paid-in capital reduction. It needs to be emphasized that some 

infrastructure funds invested in both senior and subordinated debt as well as 

equity: Seoul Beltway, Kwangju 2-1 Beltway, Sujeongsan Tunnel, etc. In this case, 

the interest cost of the SPC is exactly same as the interest earnings of 

infrastructure funds.  

5.3.3. The accountancy effect of amortization of O&M 

The last issue in this dissertation is how the multi-capital structure can be 

exist, or how the SPC have become free from the default risk. Even if Korean 

government abolished the MRG in 2009, the BTO project explained in this 

dissertation all have the MRG clause, so SPC have a complete predictable cash 

flow for the government subsidy. In sum, the demand over-accumulation itself is 

not able to explain the accumulated losses completely. The total revenue in the 

balance sheet consists of toll and MRG revenue, then the effect of overestimation 

fails to influence the total revenue. Rather, the accumulated losses of the SPCs 

can be found on the financial structure, instead of the demand over-

accumulation.  

As the previous investigation reveals, all of the SPC have increasing interest 

cost just after refinancing itself. In terms of infrastructure fund, the interest 

income is the only income from the investment in infrastructure in the early 

operation phase. So, infrastructure funds take the impaired equity in order to 

earn interest income. Among the BTO mentioned, Cheonan-Nonsan Highway, 
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Airport Railway, Kwangju 2-1 Beltway, Woomyeon Mt Tunnel, and Daegu-Busan 

Highway are under capital impairment and their losses are accumulated.  

This kind of financial structure normally seems risky, but the SPCs are relative 

free from the default risk in reality. Table 5-5 shows why the SPCs are relatively 

free from the default risk through the financial variables: net income, cash flow 

from operation activity (CFO), and toll revenue. In terms of gross income, most 

of all projects except for Airport Highway the toll revenue is increasing steadily. 

However, the steady increase of toll revenue does not mean the increase of gross 

income, because the total income is composed by the expected revenue and MRG 

rate, irrelevant to other variables such as achievement ratio. Even with the 

accumulated losses, the CFO of these projects is positive, which represents cash 

in-flow is larger than cash out-flow during operating activities. Furthermore, it is 

identified that the CFO trend is similar to net income with a certain gap.  

This gap is related from the specific financial structure of SPCs, as explained 

before. The value of O&M is amortized annually, and the cost of amortization 

moves into the cost of sales in the income statement. As SPC's asset is composed 

by the right of O&M and the amortization depends on the period of operation, 

generally 30 years in Korea. As this cost is listed in the income statement, 

Earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) is the value of the gross income minus the 

sales cost including amortization of the right of O&M. However, in order to 

identify cash flow from operating activities (CFO), the cash flow statement shows 

the CFO considering subtraction of noncash income and the addition of costs 

without cash-outflow. Among them, the amortization of the right of O&M 

accounts for a significant proportion of costs without cash-outflow.  

In terms of the balance sheet, the amortization of the right O&M can be 

interpreted as follows. Firstly, the amortization seems to make the financial 

situation worse. Assuming that the operating period is 30 year, the amortization 

accounts for approximately 3 percent of the total asset amount and 60 percent of 
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the annual sales cost. Secondly, the amortization of O&M and the interest cost 

are the largest annual expenses of the SPCs. It is worth noting that the interest 

cost is cash while the amortization is cost without cash-outflow. Thirdly, the 

amortization along with the interest expenses makes the SPC a high-cost 

financial structure. In general, it is referred to as risky but it also brings the tax 

shield effect.    
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Table 5-4 Comparison among rate of return 

  

  

  

  
 

Source: Balance sheet of each SPC from DART 
Note: The definition and calculation of each variable are introduced in chapter 1. Remind that ROA is 
the rate of return of SPC, while ROE and Blended ROE is of infrastructure fund. 
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Table 5-5 Amortization effect of SPC’s financial structure 

  

  

  

  
 

Source: Balance sheet of each SPC from DART 
Note: Be cautious that CFO is the value in cash flow statement in the financial statement each year, not 
calculated. 
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5.4. Findings and discussion 

5.4.1. Findings 

As a result, infrastructure funds tend to realize profit the high-cost structure 

combined with the multi-capital strategy. As seen from the analysis, the basic 

components of cost in the operation phase are found as interest cost and the 

amortization of the right of O&M. Interest cost has an ambivalent feature that it 

is not only the cost of SPCs but also the main return for infrastructure funds. As 

infrastructure funds cannot expect dividend from equity investment due to the 

high cost structure, they generate profit from the interest expenses of SPCs with 

the subordinated debt. Its interest rate is higher than that of the general market 

bond due to its high risk, ranging from 9 to 40 percent. From these structure, the 

Blended ROE regarding the mixed rate of return between equity losses and the 

subordinated debt is found to be relatively higher than the ROA of SPCs, except 

for the Airport Highway and Cheonan-Nonsan Highway. These two projects are 

revealed to repay the principal and succeed in reducing interest cost by repaying 

the principal. However, remind that two projects still pay for MRG annually due 

to the lack of passengers.  

In the financial structure, the main cost of SPC is the amortization of the right 

of O&M. The amortization is a unique cost generated from the long-term finance. 

As the amortization is listed in the sales cost, the EBT of SPC tend to be remarked 

as negative, while not only by the amortization, then most of the SPCs in charge 

of a BTO project are found to be under the capital impairment. However, in 

terms of cash flow statement, the CFO of these projects, due to the incomes 

without cash-outflow such as the amortization, is relatively high enough to pay 

for the interest cost and other expenses. After refinancing, the financial structure 

of SPCs are overall under the high-cost structure and seems to repay the principal 

and interest in the long-term, considering the cases of Airport Highway and 

Cheonan-Nonsan Highway. However, until they overcome the high-cost 
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structure, infrastructure funds can acquire the steady cash flow stream from 

interest income from SPCs and save the corporate tax.   

 In order to fix this situation, the government began the profit-sharing from 

refinance, which make the SPC share their profits from refinancing with the 

public sector (NABO 2006). Except for the Kwangju 2-1 Beltway and Airport 

Highway refinanced in 2003, all BTO projects should follow the profit-sharing 

guideline from the government. By the guideline of profit sharing, SPCs are used 

to reduce the rate or period of the MRG clause, or the user fees (KDI 2012). On 

Kwangju 2-1 Beltway, the project which firstly attempted to refinance, the 

Kwangju Metropolitan Government and the infrastructure fund are still in the 

legal conflict. The Kwangju Metropolitan Government initially ordered the 

Kwangju Beltway Investment Inc. to recover the capital structure, but the SPC 

did not follow the administrative order and sued the government for the 

irrational administrative order. But, so far, the higher court decided the SPC to 

recover their capital structure according to the local government (2013Nu580). 

This case, despite its importance, has not been concluded completely by the 

Supreme Court.  

 This research analyzed the financial structure of the SPC participated in BTO 

projects, calculated the return rate of infrastructure fund and SPCs, and 

identified that the high-cost structure of SPC is attributed by the strategies of 

infrastructure funds. They realize profit from the interest income from SPC by 

bearing the equity impairment. On the contrary, the government is found to have 

few advantages despite the significant amount of expenses such as MRG and 

construction subsidy. Therefore the government has been enforced the profit-

sharing from refinancing in order to reduce the immense additional expenses. 

However, as the demand of the projects were overestimated as a whole, the 

government will be exposed to the temptation to buy the project and nationalize 

them. 
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5.4.2. Financializing infrastructure and its sustainability  

In chapter 2, I have dealt with the theories on financialization and indicated 

Marxian perspective as the theoretical background of this dissertation. While 

Harvey did not use the concept of financialization in his theoretical works such 

as Limits to Capital, the dissertation assumed that his hypothesis of spatial fix can 

add an explanation on financialization (Harvey 1982). Harvey contributed to open 

the systemic path for researching financialization by providing the Marxian 

perspective to understand space within an interactive dynamics with capital 

investment. Through this framework, the capitalist space can be reinterpreted as 

the result of capital investment, or vice versa. He emphasized the existence of 

capital market as well as the role of state to facilitate the spatial fix, but his 

theoretical approach also has a shortcoming, failing to use the financial and 

accountancy information for testifying his hypothesis. So, this dissertation 

attempts to make sense of the infrastructure facilities that constitute the urban 

space as the result of the interrelationship with capital investment. 

The dissertation contains the concept of spatial product, referring to the real 

estate including housing, building and economic infrastructures including 

transport, water facilities, etc. Among them, the analysis was focused on the 

transport infrastructure, as they are similar to what Harvey classified as built 

environment (Harvey 1978). The key features of spatial product as investment are: 

requiring the long-term finance, large-scale, fixity, immobile. Considering these 

characteristics, the fundamental goal of this chapter, then, was to investigate the 

financial scheme and structure inside the transport infrastructure (O’Neil 2013). 

As the physical infrastructure constitutes the urban space, the investigation of 

the financial structure would lead us to the other side of infrastructure as an 

investment. 

Following the findings of chapter 4 (e.g. demand overestimation and excessive 

government spending through MRG), this chapter was contributed to show the 
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financial strategies of infrastructure and its interpretation. As discussed in 

chapter 3, the introduction of PPP program in Korea means that the accumulated 

capital can be invested in the procurement of public infrastructure. At that time, 

the government explained that the introduction of PPP will allow us more 

infrastructure with less costs. However, a number of problem arises after the 

introduction of PPP program (BAI 2004; NABO 2006). The previous studies (Choi 

2007,2012; Kim 2010), dealing with the PPP program, has a common shortcoming, 

hardly interpreted the meaning of the multi-capital structure along with demand 

overestimation and MRG due to the lack of attention to the life cycle of PPP 

projects. These are some examples. 

In terms of PFI project in UK, Vecci and Gatti (2013) investigated through the 

financial data of 77 projects and reveals an evident pattern of return rate in 

comparison to the value of WACC. The difference was revealed as 9.8 percent 

following their investigation, which implies that the private sector has a large 

amount of profit rather than the public sector. Throughout this research the 

authors attribute the excessive profit to the lack of competition among private 

parties, instead of the failure of technical estimation of profit. This conclusion is 

also similar to the view of Flyvbjerg (2009), who denied the attempt to explain 

the demand overestimation only by the technical factors. However, this does not 

contain the dynamic relationship between return rate, overestimation, and 

subsidies such as MRG. 

Gil (2013) analyzes, concentrating on the South Korean PPP cases, the traffic 

demand risk and the profit sharing, comparing BTO project with the cash flow of 

BTL. The author concluded that BTL is a better option than BTO in terms of 

value for money because BTL does not transfer the demand risk into the public 

sector. However, he added that BTO can also be an appropriate alternative to 

construct and finance the urban railway. His suggestion, despite its attractiveness 

from the elaborated analyses, focuses only on the demand side of traffic risk, but 
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the financial risk was usually overlooked in terms of the life cycle of PPP projects. 

As seen in this chapter, SPC has no longer suffer from the demand risk in the 

operation phase due mainly to the MRG, then need to be investigated in a 

different way, either. 

The cases of Beijing No. 4 metro is also an interesting case because China is 

rather a latecomer to the PPP practice (Chang 2013). Even though the PPP was 

strongly prohibited in China, Chinese state Council decided to introduce PPP for 

the similar reasons like other countries in 2003. Moreover, Beijing No. 4 metro 

was chosen for the PPP project because of its importance in relationship with the 

Beijing Olympic Game held in 2008. Throughout the broad interview data, Chang 

concluded that the procurement of infrastructure by private finance is able to 

increase the value for money. However, his argument is unable to go to the micro 

financial analysis because of the limit of quantitative data. Among many 

countries, the financial data and the Concession agreement are not frequently 

available, as they are classified as confidential. 

Beyond the light differences, the previous studies commonly have regarded 

the infrastructure facilities as a non-spatial facilities despite its unique nature as 

an asset (Leitner et al. 2007). 30  Rather, the dissertation argues that the 

                                                        

30 The report of RREEF usually use the concept of alternative investments including real 

estate, private equity, hedge fund, infrastructure, etc., compared to traditional investing 

including stocks, bonds, mutual funds, money market (Leitner et al. 2007). They also 

focused on the key features of ‘alternative investment’, or spatial products in this 

dissertation. This report explains the feature of infrastructure investment as an alternative as 

follows: Key characteristics of infrastructure investing: 1) very long-term assets that can 

provide stable income to match liabilities, 2) tangible, understandable component of 

alternative asset portfolio that can differentiate their total returns from peers, 3) 

infrastructure assets have the intrinsic appeal of providing both growing and defensive 

revenue streams, 4) social, political benefits of supporting privatized infrastructure 

investment that encourages economic development. 
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infrastructure is a spatial product as well as a result of capital investment, which 

can lead us to place the financial structure at the center of geography, or vice 

versa. For example, the infrastructure including Airport Highway and Cheonan-

Nonsan Highway as a spatial product need a long-term finance to be constructed. 

According to the cycle of investment, project finance became an appropriate way 

for financing the spatial products. Furthermore, the basic motives for refinancing 

(e.g. the differentiated interest between construction and financial investors) is 

derived from the fact that the infrastructure is a spatial product required a long-

term finance. It is also applied to the reason why the SPCs seems financially 

vulnerable in the early period of the operation phase. 

By focusing on the characteristics of spatial products, two more hints can be 

found, in addition to the stable return rate of infrastructure revealed in the 

previous report on the alternative investment. This figure is calculated by the 

authors of the report, Alternative Investment in Perspective (Leitner et al. 2007). 

Be cautious, when interpreting and comparing them, because this table was made 

before the Global Financial Crisis in 2008(Leitner et al. 2007). Be cautious, when 

interpreting and comparing them, because this table was made before the Global 

Financial Crisis in 2008.  

In terms of cash stream, the first is the relevance of spatial products to 

liquidity. As seen before, regarding the toll road or railway as transport 

infrastructure, these facilities have plenty of cash. Compared to the other 

movable commodities, spatial products cannot move, then consumer should pay 

for the user fee directly. Likewise, the basic form of income from the spatial 

products is usually cash, reminding that the sales income of the SPC is simply 

composed of toll revenue and MRG. Especially in the operation phase, SPCs have 

a relatively stable cash flow structure because of the high liquidity.  

The second is about its fixity of infrastructure. Differentiated from the other 

forms of assets, spatial products such as real estate and infrastructure cannot be 
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remove without destroying it, as Harvey pointed out (Harvey 1982). The limit of 

infrastructure as an investment, in addition to the frequent governmental 

regulation, is easily inferred from the simple principle. As seen from the case of 

the transport facilities around the Airport Island, the return rate of infrastructure 

can be easily encroached by the production of other facilities nearby. The case of 

Ewharyeong Tunnel described in chapter 3 is also a representative example of the 

spatial encroachment where customer used another routes after the construction 

of new roads.  

Turning back to the 199os of Korea, the government introduced PPP program 

in order to enhance the efficiency in procurement of infrastructure. However, its 

sustainability has been severely questioned, as the dissertation consistently 

identified. As I stated in 3.2., infrastructures constructed and financed by the 

BTO program have been controversy for several reasons: demand overestimation, 

excessive MRG costs, expensive user fee, and multi-capital financial structure. 

Differentiated from research regarding the social issue of PPP projects as a policy 

problem (Kim 2010; Choi 2007, 2012; Chang 2012), the dissertation sought to 

reveal its essence in a financial geography, focusing on its characteristics of a 

spatial product.  

As a result, SPCs were found to have the specific financial structure due 

mainly to the characteristics of spatial products: requiring long-term debt, 

relevance to liquidity, spatial encroachment, etc. In particular, as the spatial 

encroachment tends to have negative effects on the facilities and the 

sustainability of PPP program will have been consistently threatened after the 

Global Financial Crisis since 2008 according to the findings in the dissertation 

and give burden for the future generation, then global financial investors are 

expected to search another fictitious capital to overcome the problem in the 

infrastructure investment, which would create another physical landscape. 
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6. Conclusion 

This dissertation aims to explain the structural relationship between capital 

investment and space from a financial geographical perspective. In order to 

achieve this goal, the process of producing infrastructure by means of a PPP 

program in South Korea is analyzed. The means of infrastructure production has 

now been transferred from government procurement to a PPP program, which 

usually includes direct investment in the capital market, making an issue of 

sustainability concerning the equity between generations. Referring to Harvey’s 

spatial fix hypothesis, the dissertation organizes the production of infrastructure 

into three main topics in order to explain the dynamic relationship between 

finance and geography: Topic 1 explains the history and financial geography of 

Korean PPP program; Topic 2 analyzes the causes and effects of demand 

overestimation in terms of valuation of financial products; Topic 3 uncovers how 

infrastructure funds realize profit from SPC, highlighting the process of 

refinancing SPC. 

Topic 1 seeks to reconstruct the history and financial geography of 

infrastructure and to problematize the political economic issues of the Korean 

PPP program. This topic will deliver the fundamental background of this 

dissertation and discuss the relevant concrete historical and spatial issues. 

Regarding Korean spatial features, this chapter will offer a basic typology of 

Korean PPP projects. From these works, this chapter will establish the framework 

of the dissertation, considering the life cycle and spatial characteristics of PPP 

projects. 

More specifically, the socio-economic issues around Korean PPP program 

consists of the demand overestimation, MRG, expensive user fees, and the 

financial structure of SPC. First of all, the demand overestimation is closely 

related to the government expenditure under the MRG clause because the 

government guaranteed a certain rate of the expected revenue. All BTO projects 
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provided by BTO program have included the MRG clause and as a result of MRG 

the central government should pay 1.9 trillion KRW for compensation. Along 

with this, the expensive user fee has been also complained because they are more 

expensive on average than those of government procurement. The last issue on 

BTO program in Korea is concerning the bad financial structure of SPC, a single 

asset company established for project finance. As a result, the issue on 

overestimation, MRG, user fee, and government spending is about the valuation 

of the project finance as a whole, while the problem of financial structure of SPC 

deals with the financial risk particularly raised in the operation phase.  

As Topic 2 is concerned with valuation, Chapter 4 investigates the demand 

overestimation of infrastructure, focusing mainly on the Incheon Airport 

Highway, and explains in what ways its demand was severely overestimated. I 

compared the demand estimation in the Korean government report, or Transport 

Impact Assessment, to that in the Concession agreement of the central 

government and private investors. By investigating the expected cash flow 

statement from two main sources, this research has established that the 

overestimation of traffic demand came initially from the Transport Impact 

Assessment in 1994, prior to the Concession agreement.  

The estimation of cash flow in the Concession agreement between the public 

and the private sector appeared to be stabilized and reduced in comparison to 

the Transport Impact Assessment. This means that the overestimation of the 

Airport Highway’s demand was related to the inaccurate traffic forecast by 

government rather than the change of financing method from public 

procurement to project finance. However, this result does not imply that the 

overestimation of the other infrastructures is derived from the failure of traffic 

forecasts. For example, with regard to the demands of both Incheon Bridge and 

Airport Railway, the other two ways to reach the Incheon International Airport 

Island, was also much more overestimated than that of Incheon Airport Highway, 
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even if both projects had been planned and constructed much later than Incheon 

Airport Highway. In fact, the accomplishment rate of Airport Railway was no 

more than 7 percent when it came into operation. As such, the failure of demand 

estimation led directly to the increase of government subsidy due to the MRG.      

Topic 3 examines the financial strategies of infrastructure funds in the 

operation phase. By investigating the financial and accountancy data of SPCs in 

charge of PPP projects, this chapter reveals the multi-capital strategy of 

infrastructure funds in the process of refinancing. In the operation period, many 

of the risks of PPP projects are eliminated and financial investors search for ways 

to realize profit through SPC. Accordingly, the SPC has a multi-capital structure 

in which investment in the infrastructure relates to equity and subordinated 

debt. With regard to the multi-capital strategy, the infrastructure fund can 

realize profits even though the financial losses of SPCs are accumulated through 

high interest costs. However, the financial structure of SPC is not as bad as it 

appears because all the wages of the company are paid in cash annually.  

The multi-capital structure is partly attributed to the amortization of 

intangible asset, or the right of operation and maintenance (O&M). The results of 

comprehending the financial statements of SPCs of PPP projects are as follows. 

Firstly, all of the 8 infrastructure projects except for Airport Highway are under 

severe deficit. Second, the interest cost of SPCs have been rapidly uprising right 

after refinancing, which contributes the SPC's losses. Finally, in spite of SPC's 

increasing losses, the cash flow from operating activities achieved surplus, which 

had been added by the amortization and other costs without cash-outflow. It 

implies that even if the whole SPC is under deficit, it is still capable to pay 

infrastructure funds for a significant amount of interest costs. A government 

report states that even though multi-capital strategy is beneficial for the 

infrastructure fund the government needs to permit it in order to reduce the 

excessive MRG expenses from profit-sharing negotiation.  
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Compared to previous studies, this dissertation has made several 

contributions, as follows. Firstly, it has analyzed the entire processes of PPP 

programs in South Korea, and has contributed to identifying the structural link 

between MRG and refinancing, which had been thought of as distinctive. 

Secondly, this dissertation uses financial and accountancy information to 

understand what Harvey explained from a Marxist perspective, regarding 

infrastructure in terms of spatial products. Finally, in practical terms this 

research will provide some information for those who wish to invest in the 

infrastructure of developing countries and those who require investment. 
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국문초록 

 문   지리학  에  공간과 간   

계  해하는  다. 연  달 하  하여  문  한  

시 에 한 민간 사업  하 다. 시  생산  가가 

공 하는 것  었 나, 근 민간 사업   

간 평 과 지 가능  차원에  사   상  었다. 비

드 하비  공간   연 틀    연 는 다   가지 주

 하 다. 연 주  1  한  민간 사업  역사  지리, 그리고 

사 경  문  는 것 다. 연 주  2 는 상  가치평가라

는  시  수 측  원 과 과  어 고, 연 주

3  재 달 과 에  나타나는 시    략

 다루었다.  

연 주  1  한  민간 사업  역사  공간  특  개하고, 

민간 사업과  사 경  문 들  하 다. 특  한  

공간  특 에 라  민간 사업  하 고, 수  민간 사

업  생애주  고 하여 사 경  쟁  도 하 다. 하  민

간 사업에  는 쟁  수  과다 측과 보  문 , 

통행료 문 ,  본비  문 ,  쟁 들  민간 사업  생

애주 에 라 다  양상  나타난다.  

연 주  2 에 해당하는 가치평가  하여 연 는 천공항고

도  상  과다한 수 측  원  사하 다. 수  원

 악하  하여  문  가에  간한 < 통 향평가> 료

 민간 사업  계약 체결 당시  <실시 약>   료  비

하 다. 연  결과, 수  과다 측  1994 에  가 

한 < 통 향평가>에  비 었 , <실시 약>   1994
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 측   하고 과다 측  실에 맞게 한 것  드러났

다. 것  가 사후보   해  민간사업  상한 

결과 지만,  같  에도 하고  민간 사업  여

 운 수 보  많  보  지 고 는 것  드러났

다. 그러나 지리  특수  고 할  다  민간 사업  수 측  

지  통 측  실 에  비  것  아니다.  들어 

천공항  가는 에 건  천  천공항철도는 천공항고

도  개통  하여 실질  수 측  가능했 에도 하고, 

수 가 과다 측  것  할 수 었다.   

연 주  3  운 단계에  어나는 시  드  창  략

 다루었다.   한  민간 사업  특수 사  감사보고

 계 료  하여, 재 달 과 에  나타나는 시  드

 다 본 략  냈다. 운 단계에  많  시  치  험

 고, 각 재무  들  특수 사 운  통해  수 창

략  색하게 다. 재 달  통해 시  드는 특수

사  본비  낮 고 후순 채  공하는 다 본 략  

통해  실 한다. 에 라  특수 사는  후순 채  

비  해 실  고,  시  드는 수  창 한다. 

그러나 특수 사  수   수 에 해당하  문에 특수

사는 실  함에도 하고 업 동  한  매

  한다는  하 다.   

시  민간 사업에 한 행연  비 하여,  연 결과는 

다 과 같  특징  가지고 다. ,  연 는 생애주  고 하여 

한  시  민간 사업  했다는 특징  다. 라  

시  수   재 달  독립  연 한  
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연 는 달리  사 에  연  다는   수 

었다. 째,  연 는 마 크스주  , 그 에  하비  공간  

 가  차 함  시  공간상  보는 시각  

공하 다. 째,  연 는 향후 시  치  쟁 과 역사  

심  연  진행하여 시   필  하는 개 도상 과 

가 에게 한 보  공할 것 다. 

주요어: 기 시 , 민간투 사업, 금 화, 금재 달, 수요 측 

학 : 2009-30823 
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